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Introduction

This book is a compilation of my scripts with the Silent Sleen
Panther Lair, from returning to the Lair all the way through
ranking up and learning certain things. You might think it odd
that a man can roleplay a Panther girl, and a few years ago I would
agree with you. However, after seeing one room roleplay both
gender benders AND secondary characters effectively I decided to
try my own hand it at it after seeing the following rules on the
Silent Sleen entry page:

 
“-At this time, we will be allowing Secondary Characters for

people outside the Lair, and those that are members. However, all
Secondaries MUST be listed on the forums. Simply fill out the
form in the Secondary Character area. If you are from another

home, you must have a script from someone in authority in your
home, or your owner (as applicable) included with that form.

-In regards to “gender benders” , I don’t particularly care what
you have between your legs. I do ask that you respect the players

enough to disclose to the if you are going to have sexual relations.
That is all. ”

If after reading this you have any questions, please do not hesi-
tate to contact me at rickbulow74@live.com and I will be happy to
try to answer any questions you might have.
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Renata Heading to Silent Sleen

(10/02/14 : 22:13:29) Renata
Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
: *moving about the Forest havnig heard a herlit and seeing a
coded message, the message in my pack as I use the 7’ long spear
as more or less a walking stick, the point facing up. I have my
short bow on my back along with a quiver of 20 simple pile
arrows. doelike green eyes looking about as I move my 5’3”, 120
pound body slowly through the Forest, ducking behind a tree cau-
tiously looking about as I do ever aware of my surroundings*

 
(10/02/14 : 22:27:52) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: *darting from one tree to another cunningly, shifting
my bow to my left hand as I shift my spear to my shoulder diago-
nally, ready for almost anything as I look about. thinking on the
coded message and looking for someone familiar from the Lair
about, the Slavers having taken a few of the members back to their
Camp*

 
(10/02/14 : 22:51:21) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in, on, or near one of the man creeks that branch off the Laurius
River.
says to ALL: *breathing a sigh of relief for now and placing the
bow over my left shoulder, the spear taken up in my right hand as
I make my way along the creek, crouching and placing my hand in
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the water, cupping and pulling it out then lapping from my hand
ever aware of everything around me. I do this every 100 yards or
so then turn west into the Forest, finding a palm frond and drag-
ging it behind me wiping my tracks away so as not to be followed*

 
(10/02/14 : 22:57:59) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
PRIVATELY whispers to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *tests the new
avi*

 
(10/02/14 : 22:58:41) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
PRIVATELY whispers to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: …..

 
(10/02/14 : 23:01:35) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *spotting a couple of familiar furs and people, then
entering the Camp, dragging the branch along behind me as I do
concealing my tracks and then placing it off to one side as I look
about and place my spear against a tree trunk*

 
(10/02/14 : 23:06:41)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata of Laura: Upon reaching the point where the letter
sent you, you’d find yourself quickly surrounded by scouts as they
dropped out of the trees. You, like the other Outlaws were not yet
fully trusted, and with our recent security breach, it was even worse.
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Rina, a giant red headed torvie woman walked up to you and
offered a nod.
“Tal Outlaw.. It is Renata, aye?”

 
(10/02/14 : 23:09:50) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *seeing a giant redheaded woman walk to me and
nod. I then stand to my full height and return the nod* aye it is. I
had gotten a herlit from the Leader and made my way here.

 
(10/02/14 : 23:13:11)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is narrating a story for
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Rina nodded and smiled some.
“All right. lay out your weapons on the stone slab there for inspec-
tion, as well as anything else you have. Then get in line with those
three. You will all be blindfolded and led to the encampment.”

 
(10/02/14 : 23:16:15) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing the woman and then
seeing her smile. I return the smile and then pick up my spear,
laying it next to my bow and arrow quiver on the stone slab along
with my backpack. I also lay out my 14 inch (8 inch blade) sleen
knife on the slab and then get in line with three others, seeing
them a little taller than I am and nodding to them as I stand bold
and brazen, confident in myself*

 
(10/02/14 : 23:19:59)
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Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is narrating a story for
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: The spear would be dismantled,
with the explanation “too long. You can keep the spear head
though. ” Your quiver would be emptied, each arrow studied and
then put back, and Rina snickered at the huge knife but put it with
the keep pile as well. All these things would be loaded with the other
girls’ belongings, and taken in a cart pulled by a thrall. Finally, you
would all get sacks put over your heads, and have your right hand
guided to the shoulder of the girl before you. Then, you’d be led
around.
Rina would have you all circle and zigzag this way and that, and
finally you’d begin pushing through thick, dense foliage. But then,
there would be the quiet hum of voices and movement. You’d
reached the camp.
Your first glimpse showed a total of 60 tents, and some few hundred
women and men at a glance. Even this late, the camp was bustling.
Rina would head up to a tall blonde woman and then you’d all be
told to line up side by side.

 
(10/02/14 : 23:25:04) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *looking at the spear being dis-
mantled and then hearing the explanation, nodding as the arrows
and knife are in the keep pile. I then feel a sack put over my head
and my hand on the right shoulder of the woman before me as we
move in a zigzag motion, the dull voices growing larger as we
reach the Camp. I then feel the sack being removed from my head
and I look at the tents and the women and men moving about
them. I stand side by each with the women I was with as the red
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head moves to a tall blonde woman to speak with her. I glance
aboud and nod at how busy the Camp is, even this late in the day*

 
(10/02/14 : 23:31:39)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I stood there before the four of you
and called some other girls over. I’d take you, and then the others
would be sent to others. I was holding a bowl of what appeared to
be rice and meat, eating hungrily with a wooden spoon. I regarded
you closely, and circled you, just taking you in and not saying any-
thing yet.

 
(10/02/14 : 23:35:46) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *watching as you stand before
the four of us and then a few others come over. Noticing you dele-
gating the others in my group to the other girls with you leaving
just the two of us alone. I stand tall and proud as you circle me
and take all of me in your sight, the only sounds were the spoon
against the bowl and your boots in the dirt as I take in a breath,
my heart pounding a little but not as much as when I was out in
the open*

 
(10/02/14 : 23:38:04)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
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says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Id not say anything yet, but was
sizing you up. I was taking in your height, weight, musculature..
clothing and and finally decided you were tiny, especially comared
to my 5’11” self. But then.. I had Torvie blood in my lineage. I
nodded some, nearly finished with my food and tipped my head as I
walked towards some logs near a small fire in front of a tent. It gave
us some privacy from the main fire, since my tent was up on a hill
that overlooked the camp. Finally I spoke.
“Tal Renata. Do you know who I am?”

 
(10/02/14 : 23:45:24) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *feeling your eyes take in my
frame. Sure I might be small as opposed to other Panthers and
especially to you but at the same time I think it was my way to
escape the Slavers, as I was so small I managed to swiftly dart out
of the way. I note you tip your head and move with you to some
logs in fromt of a small fire. I do not sit down just yet as I hear you
speak* I had just joined the Lair when the Slavers invaded, so we
had not officiallly spoken as of yet.

 
(10/02/14 : 23:47:05)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “have a seat and relax a bit. we
have at least earned that after that traitorous whore turned us in. ”
I chuckled softly and nodded some. “I am Shayne Dietrich, formerly
of Treve,and of the Red Caste. It’s nice to officially meet you. There
will be lots of questions forthcoming to figure out where to begin
your assimilation into the band. But first.. do you have any ques-
tions for me?”
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I watched you as I took the last few bites of my food and set my
bowl aside.

 
(10/02/14 : 23:50:45) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *sitting on a log and then nod-
ding to you* Well met Shayne. We have indeed earned a good rest
after the Slavers paid a turncoat to invadeus. I trust she had met
her fate? *hearing your former city and caste and then nodding* I
am Renata, formerly of Laura and of he Merchant Caste. Is this
the final Camp place for winter, or are we still on the move? Also,
how did the herlit find out where I would be at with the coded
message?

 
(10/02/14 : 23:53:44)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “No. we will still be moving fur-
ther in. I have a spot in mind, but its more than a bit dangerous.
Our progress got waylaid by my injury.. but Im all healed up now.
We will set out in the next day or two. “As for the herlit. They can
track by scent. The first time you were brought to camp, your hair
tie was taken.” -I grinned slightly and shrugged a bit impishly.-

 
(10/03/14 : 00:13:06)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
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says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: What things do you need to build
a spear. Be as specific as possible. Also.. you will want between a 4-5
foot spear for your height. Anything bigger than that just gets stuck
on the trees. I even only used a little bit longer than a 5 footer.”

 
(10/03/14 : 00:23:01) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: I would need a piece of kalana
wood 7 feet long, as I had thought that was the usual normal size
for a spear, and about 2 inches wide. I would also need a bronze
arrowhead which is double edged and about 18 - 20 inches long.

 
(10/03/14 : 00:25:08)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Nods, smiles and takes notes. “All
right. What is the best wood for making a bow, and why? Also..
what would be the process for making a short bow?

 
(10/03/14 : 00:25:31)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: and youre right. that is the norm.
for a man’s spear.

 
(10/03/14 : 00:32:36) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
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Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: I would venture to say that the
best wood for making a bow would be kalana wood as it is supple.
The process for making a short bow would be the same as that of a
longbow but just a little shorter. That being take and bend the
kalana wood slightly and place a notched bosk horn at each end,
then use hemp wrapped with silk to loosely string it.

 
(10/03/14 : 00:34:12)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: where are we going to acquire
bosk horn, or silk? Also.. specifically with the bending of wood. how
is it done?”

 
(10/03/14 : 00:38:41) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: As far as the silk is concerned,
we could go in disguise to one of the cities and trade for it as we
post messages on the public boards. The bosk horn might be a
little hard to acquire I do admit. the bending of wood would be
done very carefully across a slave post or a tent post.

 
(10/03/14 : 00:42:22)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: This brought a soft snicker as I
shook my head. “We do not go into the cities. This is our sanctuary.
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To join this band is to leave behind civilization for good. We have
everything we require here.. and while we might sometimes trade
for those very few things that we can’t get out here, we don’t go to
cities for them. In fact. such things are forbidden in this band, save
those few that are VERY adept at such things. That is an earned
thing, and a VERY risky thing. For example.. how would you dis-
guise yourself, just out of curiosity. ?
I wrote things down as I spoke, nodding to your words.

 
(10/03/14 : 00:52:25) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing your words and then
nodding once* As far as disguising myself, I would utilize either
the clothing of a aptured FFW that had made her way to the
Exchange Point. Either that or find a repcloth sack or cloak. I
know it might be risky, but how else are we to post messages to a
public bosrd? If memory serves me, there was an incident of a
Panther Girl in disguise who had posted a message to the Ubar of
Ar on the public board in Laura.

 
(10/03/14 : 00:55:41)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “just because there is one person
that was stupid one time, doesn’t mean it should be the norm. Tell
me this.. what reason would we actually HAVE to post on a public
board?” -tilts my head with a smile, lifting a brow.-

 
(10/03/14 : 01:05:51) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
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Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: It might be REALLY rare, but I
would venture to say just in case there is a daughter of a Ubar
whom we had enslaved or to use as possible bait. But on the other
hand that might cause more trouble on us.

 
(10/03/14 : 01:07:40)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: mmhm. and I mean.. if the
daughter of some Ubar is out here, she either intends to be, or is
stupid and deserves what she gets. ” I snickered softly. “All right..
final question for now. What is the best weapon to fight with?”

 
(10/03/14 : 01:11:04) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing the question and
thinking a few ehn before speaking* Well there is the mind, but I
do not think that is what you are looking for. Outside of that, I
would have to say the shortbow and arrow as it is a distance
weapon and the further from the target, the better.

 
(10/03/14 : 01:11:55)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: ‘hm. wrong.” I got to my feet and
laughed and pursed my lips in thought. I then moved into a
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clearing, motioning you to follow me.” “what good is a bow and
arrow even.. if you are not strong enough to use them?

 
(10/03/14 : 01:16:19) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *seeeing you move ot a clearing
and then following you, nodding as I hear yuor question* I had
heard it said once that he who cannot bend the longbow is meant
to be a slave. there was nothing mentioned about bending other
type of bows. *following you deeper into the clearing and then
stopping when you do*

 
(10/03/14 : 01:17:39)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “So.. I will give you one last
chance to answer this. “waht is the best thing you can fight with?”
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Renata Makes a Bow and Arrow

 
(10/04/14 : 17:32:41) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *making my way about the makeshift Camp, fur-
lined boots silently hitting the ground as I look about, speaking
with a couple of the scouts and nodding, there were other Pan-
thers who made their way in since I came back, and also a few
slaves. a soft smile urves up my lips as I see the Band grow once
more and the preparations to move will be soon*

 
 
(10/04/14 : 18:14:37) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *making my way about the Camp and seeing a couple
of branches already cut off some of the trees. I pick up one of
them and make my way to a secluded part of the camp, sitting
crosslegged as I pull out my sleen knife and begin to whittle the
bark off and trim off the side edges. Doelike eyes glance up always
and ever alert as I work on making the bow staff and see the twigs
and bark fall off into a pile about me*

 
 
(10/04/14 : 21:31:15) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
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says to ALL: *returning to the bow and nodding as the bark and
twigs are whittled off. I then make my way to the storage area and
look for some hemp. picking up a little of the hemp I make my
way back to the bow and string it carefully. After the bow is strung
I pull the string back and then nod as it is taut. Then I undo one
part of the string and hold on to it as I make my way to the center
of theh camp and note other Panthers doing the same thing. I
place my bow off to one side and then pick up a couple of more
sticks, making my way back to my spot and sitting crosslegged as I
set to whittle the bark and side shoots off them*

 
 
(10/04/14 : 22:03:26) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *nodding as I move to the fire and then hold the stick
over the fire for a couple of ehn and then placing them on a tree
stump as I pick up some of the arrowheads and attach them to one
end, using pitch to make sure the arrowhead sticks to the shaft. I
grin and then see a Panther picking up the arrow and cutting a
notch on the other end*

 
 
(10/04/14 : 22:11:33) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *picking my sleen knife up and then looking to the
blade, making my way to the supply area for a sharpening stone
and some oil. I then sit by the fire and sharpen the blade slowly,
using the oil to shine the blade as I do*

 
 
(10/04/14 : 22:19:50) Renata

Outlaw
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *looking at the blade in the firelight and then nod-
ding. I then reach in my pack and pull out a blank piece of rence
paper, running the blade along the side. I then nod with a grin
that it is sharp and then put it back in the sheath before rising and
making my way to one of the scouts to speak with her* ((RT))
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Scouting

(10/08/14 : 21:41:14) Renata
Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *rising and moving about the Camp, bare feet lightly
hitting the dirt as dark eyes scan about, taking everything in and
leaving nothing out. Shayne had not been around for a day or two
according to the scouts and a few people are worried. After all, she
is the Leader of the Band. Though I am only new to the Lair
myself, I try to calm a couple of the newer Panthers down saying
that she is probably on the hunt and is on her way to the Camp as
we speak. I then speak with one of the Scouts letting her know that
I am consideering heading out of the Camp to hunt and also look
for Shayne. She says I need to be blindfolded and escorted out as I
am still Outlaw status, and I nod, telling her I shall meet her here
in 5 ehn then I will be on my way out. She agrees and I move back
to my sleeping spot for now*

 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:07:02) Portus

Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: The exchange point way to quiet and deserted
without any prospects of trade. I grab my pack and my bow and
slip out of the trade post back into the shadows of the forest

 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:11:28) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
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says to ALL: *moving back to my sleeping spot, I slip on my boots
and tie a strip about my head. Before leaving my spot, I pick up
my sleen knife and strap it to my right hip. I then move to the
weapons area and pick up a 6 foot long spear, the final 18 inches
ending with a double-edged bronze spearhead. I place that in my
right hand as I pick up the shortbow I made as well as a quiver of
about 20 simple pile headed arrows. I chose these arrows because
they are the easiest to extract from the victim whether animal or
human. Placing the quiver on my right shoulder and the bow in
my left hand, I make my way back to the Scout and let her know I
am ready. She nods and motions another Scout over. They blind-
fold me and one of them takes my spear in her hand as I am led
out of the Camp and we walk about in circles and a zigzag motion
for about an ahn before they remove the blindfold from me. I find
myself in a clearing and the Scouts say they will be hiding amongst
the trees. All I have to do is make the gim sound if I want to head
back to the Camp. I nod and am handing my spear once more.
Taking it up in my right hand I make my way deep into the Forest
cautiously*

 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:15:22) Portus

Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Maybe the exchange point will have traders
tomorrow but between now and then I need to find my camp and
hunker down for the night. Leaving the point I veer off the well
traveled paths and seek my own way between the trees. My camp
is not far from the point but it is well hidden and consists of
nothing more then a small lean to and a small fire pit. After
making sure I am not being tracked I drop my pack down by the
lean to then move off to gather wood for the fire.

 
 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:18:14) Portus

Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to ALL: I am selective in the wood i gather. Avoiding green
wet wood I only grab old dry wood that will not smoke. I don’t
need a lot of wood, I just need enough for a small fire to chase
away the cold and will leave hot embers to start a fire come
morning. Returning to my camp with an armoad of wood, I
crouch down at the fire pit and stack the wood and start to build
the fire.

 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:22:57) Portus

Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Once I get a small flame I carefully nurse it. Blowing
over it, fueling it with my breath and adding tiny twigs, painstak-
ingly building it. Slowly adding thicker twigs and finally the dry
branches I gathered. With the fire going I hold my hands over the
fire letting the flames warm my flesh.

 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:27:29) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *slowly moving along the trail as dark eyes glance
about, ever mindful of my surroundings. I hear the call of a couple
of gim and move into the Forest, picking the spear off the ground
as I do. Glancing about I disappear into the brush blending in as I
make my way through the trees silent as the night*

 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:30:27) Portus

Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Filling pot with water from my bota, I place the pot
over the fire. While the water heats I rustle through my pack and
find the tea leaves. Just before the water reaches a rolling boil I
drop in the leaves and pull the pot off the fire. I let it sit for a few
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then strain and pour into a cup. I move into the leanto and pull up
a fur as I sip the tea and watch the flickering flames of the fire.

 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:39:59) Portus

Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Once I finish the tea I set the cup down and pull up
the fur more and close my eyes

 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:51:15) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: *seeing the Forest silent as silent can be I make my
way through the deep forest and back to the trail. Then using the
spear as a walking stick I make my way back to where the Scouts
are, making the sound of the gim. They respond in kind and then
approach me. I hand off my spear and report nothing of note.
They nod and blindfold me for the trip back to the Camp*

 
 
(10/08/14 : 22:57:58) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *being led in a circle and in a zigzag motion for what
seems like an ahn I feel the blindfold removed from me and I
blink my eyes, still not used to being blindfolded when entering
and exiting the Camp but getting used to it. I then take my spear
from the Scout and make my way to my spot, placing the bow and
arrow close to my bedroll and my spear against a tree. Keeping my
sleen knife on my hip I make my way about the Camp, checking a
couple of things out here and there*
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Quiz and Spear Making

 (10/28/14 :
Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: Enters the room…

 
 
(10/28/14 : 17:58:56) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *moving about the camp, seeing some of the scouts
returning and then nodding to them as I pick up my bow and a
quiver of 5 arrows, making my way to othe back of the Camp and
seeing a target set up on a tree.
I then position myself 20 feet away and remove the arrow,
notching it in the bow and pulling the string back until it is taut
against my left cheek. I then
let go of the string and watch as the arrow flies ((rolling a 1d10.
evens is hit with 6 being bullseye, odd is miss))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 17:59:05) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 3, | SubTotal: 3 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 3

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:01:17) Renata
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Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *seeing the arrow just glance off the target I shake my head and
then pull another arrow out of the quiver. I notch it to the bow
and then pull the bow back until the string is taut. I then
let go of the string and watch as the arrow flies toward the target
once more*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:01:27) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 4, | SubTotal: 4 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 4

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:03:57) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *nodding as the arrow hits the inner rung closest to the bullseye
and then pulling out another arrow, notching it to the bow and
then pulling the string back, my eye focusing on the target as I
let the string go and watch the arrow fly toward the target once
more, hoping to strike clean*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:04:15) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 4, | SubTotal: 4 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 4

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:07:17) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *seeing the arrow hit close to the same spot I then
pull another arrow from the quiver and then notch it. I then pull
the string back taut until it is against my left cheek and then
let go of the string, watching as the arrow flies toward the target
once more*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:07:29) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 2, | SubTotal: 2 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 2

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:10:41) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *nodding then seeing the outer ring hit I pull the final
arrow from the quiver. I then notch it once more and pull the
string back to my cheek. Getting my line of focus down, I then
let go of the string and watch the arrow fly toward the arrow in an
attempt to hit home*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:10:50) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 3, | SubTotal: 3 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 3

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:12:24) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *grimacing as I see it miss slightly I then make my
way to the target, pulling the arrows out of the target and theh
ground, then make my way back to the center of the camp placing
the bow by my stuff and the arrows off with a slave to clean*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:21:23)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *I slowly got out her tent and
strecthced first,i didn’t really sleep well,i guess i had too much on
my mind….i turned around a few times and saw You…i slowly
came over to You and knelt down at Your side* hello Mistress

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:23:51)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I was watching Renata practice
with her new bow, and while consistent, it was consistently just a
tad off. I would discuss later with her why that was, but for now, my
sharp gaze fell upon you. I was standing with one leg up on a
stump, and kinda leaning across my thigh of that leg. All around us
the camp was in the final stages of being packed up, as we would
continue the last leg of our journey tonight. I said nothing for a long
time, and then lifted a brow. “So. you did well on the sharpening of
weapons, as was commanded, however in nearly a month’s time,
you have not done the stances assigned to you. Why?”
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(10/28/14 : 18:28:59)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i lifted my head up at you and
watched you first while you were overseeing Renata and waited
patiently….then hear you talk and starts wondering and thinking
as he completely forgot about the stances….lifting back my head up
at you* i have no excuse for that Mistress,i have completely forgot
about it

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:34:35)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “And how is that, when I was
kind enough to give you a checklist to use to keep track of all those
things?”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:37:40)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i didn’t know what to say to
that anymore as you were completely right and i really didn’t want
to try and get out of it…it wasn’t like me to try and avoidwhen i am
guilty…i looked in your eyes* i don’t know Mistress,it must have
slipped my mind once i was done with the other task,i don’t have an
other explanation
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(10/28/14 : 18:39:20)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “Go to my tent and fetch the kurt.
Then remove your tunic and kneel with your back tko me.”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:45:24)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: yes Mistress *i got up to my feet
and goes into your tent finding the kurt and stays inside a few
moments while i was inspecting it…..then slowly gets out and comes
over to you handing it to you….i start to remove my tunic throwing
it down on the ground and glances at you eyes first then turns
around and kneels down naked with my back to you*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:46:10) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *sitting on a stump close as I
watch you with your slave, remaining silent for a few ehn*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:39:13)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: sorry guys. connection dropped.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:41:25)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: can I get a repost? Also.. how
much longer you on?

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:42:20)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: yes Mistress *i got up to my feet
and goes into your tent finding the kurt and stays inside a few
moments while i was inspecting it…..then slowly gets out and comes
over to you handing it to you….i start to remove my tunic throwing
it down on the ground and glances at you eyes first then turns
around and kneels down naked with my back to you*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:42:56)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: (oh i can be for some time
now,no worries about that….i have a free day tomorrow)
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(10/28/14 : 19:43:35)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: excellent.. grins the plot shall
abound!!

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:44:59) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((*chuckling softly*))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:46:36)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: As you left the tent, it woudl be
collapsed and emptied behind you. I took the kurt, that wonderful
thing that would leave welts, but not cause cuts that would damage.
I’d leave you with pants on, but no tunic, leaving your back bare, so
at least you weren’t naked.. unless you’d gone and lost your pants
and boots now too. I then set my mouth in a thin line before
speaking.
“If you forget one of my commands again, Balen, I shall sell you. If
that comes to pass I shall also restripe you. I will not tolerate lazi-
ness or inattentiveness. Especially when all you had to do was look
at a list. Am I clear? ” -I brought down the kurt without warning,
all five blades spreading out over your shoulders with a loud
THWACK as I spoke. Then I’d swing the thing in a criscross pat-
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tern, stiking just beneath your left and right shoulder blades, 2
times each, equalling a total of five lashes laid in just that bit of
time.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:50:06) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *watching you discipline the
slave and then nodding, making sure not to get on your bad side.
After all, no telling what you might do to an errant Band member*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:56:00)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was waiting there on my knees
with my bare back and hearing your words as you spoke to
me….those word made me think about some things and to question
myself how could i have forgotten about it but before i could think
more i felt a sudden blow on my back feeling all 5 blades spread
over my shoulder…..i fell down forward on one hand because i
didn’t expect it but quickly moved back in position before the other
strikes taking them as the pain rushes through my body…i didn’t
make a sound*…..*my head now slowly turns to the side and nods
my head* it is perfectly clear Mistress

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:57:51)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
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Welcome to the Silent Sleen Lair. Please visit our Forum and PM
any questions you may have to a Lair member.
Silent Sleen Panther Lair Forums [http://silentsleenpanthers.freefo-
rums.net/]
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I’d take the kurt, swinging it
down and in from my left, then right, wrapping your sides in welts
and then grunted. “Good. Now grab a few packs. We are moving
out.” -I turned to Renata.-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:01:17)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I want you to take point with your
new weapons. The glue is dry on your spear incidentally. - “I walked
over and grabbed it, handing it over to you.- I will take your left
flank, Balen at your back, Nyada at your right, Rina at the back.
We are entering some dangerous areas, so be alert. Any questions?”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:03:06)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i felt my back was covered in
welts,those blades had a sharp sting…after You were done i slowly
got up to my feet,leaned down and picked up my tunic from the
ground and nodded at you* yes Mistress *walking over to the pre-
pared packs and starts to get them on me….i could those welts now
very good*
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(10/28/14 : 20:04:27) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *taking up my bow and slinging
it over my shoulder, then taking the spear from you and nodding*
No questions. *moving to gather a quiver of 20 arrows and placing
it on my back as I look about and the others are preparing to
move*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:13:45)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Deep forst pd guys. Posting order will be Renata, then
me, then balen.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:14:36)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: (nods)

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:16:43) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *as we leave the Camp, I tell one of the Panthers to
pick up a palm frond and use it to erase our footprints. she nods
and then I turn to head deep into the forest, my spearhead pointed
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up as I use it as a walking stick for now, eyes attuned to the sur-
roundings for any danger*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:22:57)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I smiled at your first command.
You’d not know it, but there was a separate team dedicated just to
that thing, but it was noted nonetheless, since you were in essence
on test basis here and all. As for me, I kept to your left flank, back
off to your side with only 10 feet between us. I was armed with a
small buckler that covered my back, along with a quiver of arrows
and a short bow. The quiver rested one way, the bow the other,
making an “x” over my back. I had 30 barbed arrows. It was a thing
of interest, since normaly I didn’t carry them. It might make you
wonder just what I expected to face in here. I held my spear in my
hands, lightly gripping it, the blade pointed out to my left. I moved
carefully, stepping on hard surfaces so as to minimize the amount of
tracks I’d even leave. Rina and Nyada were equipped the same way,
and moved similarly. We entered the dense foliage, moving as
silently as possible. Mine and Rina’s eyes were on the trees the most,
and you could feel nervousness radiating off the large red haired
Torvie woman. -

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:29:28)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *i was walking at the back carrying many packs with
me,i had my scimitar at my side if there was need for it,my eyes
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were glancing around the area all the time as i noticed that
everyone was a bit nervous and jumpy….i didn’t really know what
could we expect or what to really look for….i tried to also walk on
hard surface not to leave many tracks behind me as i have seen all
were doing that…i didn’t speak anything just wondered about cer-
tain things*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:36:28) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *noting Shayne smile at me and then nodding to her
as we make our way through the Forest. I hold the spear close just
in case anything comes up. I glance to Rina and Shaune noting
they are looking in the trees the most which causes me to grip the
spear a little tighter. Hearing the scouts providing cover for us I
position my body on some of the hard surfaces here and there so
as to minimize our path, eyes darkening as I focus on some of the
trees in the distance*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:44:17)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: As we pressed on, you would all notice that there were
no sounds. No night birds, or insects.. just.. perfect.. stillness. Then
suddenly a shriek tore through the night, some 500 yards to our left.
At the sound of it, Rina and I looked wide eyed and I closed my eyes
briefly, drawing a steadying breath. The scream was cut short , too
short, too abruptly.. it could be assumed that someone had fallen. I
leaped to the front of the party and yelled RUN!
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I took off at a sprint, leading us to an area I hoped we could now
make it to.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:49:31)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was pretty much just following
you and my mind was wandering off somewhere…i didn’t really
notice anything because forest was not something i was used
to….then i snapped out of it as I heard you scream run….i started
to run and followed quickly behind moving fast through the obsta-
cles but knowing i would have to get rid of some of this stuff if we we
would run for long….i tried to turn around but i still couldn’t see
anything*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:52:26)

.Steel Claw.

.Dominant Kurii General.
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: As you all ran, you woudl hear a positively HOR-
RENDOUS howl, unlike anything normally in the forests. It
carried for at least a pasang, echoing into the night with savage
bloodthirstiness. You’d become aware of the trees themselves
being ripped asunder, as something headed fast toward your
little group, heavy footfalls thudding closer.. and closer..

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:53:46) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to ALL: *hearingnothing but peace and quiet in the air, the
night still it gives me a chance to think. Then I hear Shayne yell to
run and then I shift the spear into my left hand in a throwing or
jabbing position as I see Shayne take off in a mad dash. I follow
her to protect her rear flank as balen also runs, dark eyes looking
behind us as I provide cover*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:03:25)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I heard the beast closing in, and heard Rina give a
panicked cry then heard her fall. I spun in midrun, and went back
to help her up. I could hear the scouts in the trees, raining arrows
down on the huge beast that pursued us. I had been afraid of this
very thing, and now everyone knew the risk of coming up here. The
beast howled in anguish as it was struck again and again by the
arrows, and it thrashed, tearing trees and sending them flying. It
broke into view of our group, its bloodthirsty eyes locking on me as I
tried to free Rina’s foot. It then spoke.. it SPOKE!.. I got Rina free
and we took koff again..

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:12:31)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i threw away some of the packs
i was carrying,they were slowing me down when i looked at you
helping Rina out….coming quickly to you and helping you aswell to
free her…..my eyes now going back looking at the beast and the
arrows that were being fire on it….my hand was on the hilt of my
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scimitar drawing it out and starts to run again as Rina is freed….i
was now much lighter and moved faster…my eyes were glancing
back to look how close it was,my fist grabbing the hilt tighter*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:15:58)

.Steel Claw.

.Dominant Kurii General.
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I saw them.. those that had killed my son, and
snarled, drool dripping off my mouth.. as I spoke through the
mechanized box that translated my words to Gorean. “RINA!
SHAYNE! I will destroy everything you are.. you took my son.. I
shall take all that belongs to you!!
With that, I reached up into the trees cutting down about half
the scouts, sending their mangled bodies to the ground. I
laughed as they ran.. and called after them. YESS YESSS
RUNNNNNNN!! RUNNNNN!!!! My laughter would follow the
group as they fled from my sight.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:16:10)

.Steel Claw.

.Dominant Kurii General.
: Leaves…

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:19:55) Ba-Ta

Is at one of the many exchange points scattered throughout the
Forest. This is neutral territory.
says to ALL: Makes my way to the exchange point to see if there is
any trade this night

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:20:35) Renata

Outlaw
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *hearing a few words from the beast and my blood
just froze. However, my mind was not and I glanced to a couple of
the torches held by one of those that were at first on the outer
fringes then running. As the beast spoke to Rina and Shayne I
then order a rear scout to launch a fire arrow ar the beast, but it
had exited quickly. I then tell her and a couple of the other rear
scouts to move through the ranks to give a count of the missing
and wounded then give that number to me. I then move my spear
into my right hand and use it as a waking stick to give an eyeball
test of the damage myself*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:20:56)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is narrating a story for
says to Ba-Ta: you would not find any panthers at the exchange thsi
night, but you would hear the sounds of carnage in the forest
around you, along with the most horrid roars and howls ever. A few
panthers ran through, clearly terrified, and yelled. “RUN MAN!! ”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:22:45) Ba-Ta

Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Not sure what is going on, I grab my bow and head
back out to investigate. Keeping off the worn paths I forge my
own trail. Drawing an arrow as I walk and holding it against the
bowstring just to be ready.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:24:46)

Shayne Dietrich
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Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Rina fell to the ground again with a cry and just kinda
huddled up, and I crouched beside her, Nyada coming over, looking
terrified as well.. she murmured shakingly.. “wh-what was that
thing, Shayne?” -I grit my teeth, my eyes flashing with anger as I
looked over the 20 scouts he’d killed.”His name is Steel Claw.. he is
a Kurii. I had hoped he’d moved on by now.. but clearly.. it is not
so. We are all in very big danger.. but we have no choice. we must
press on.”
As I said this, Rina, shook her head, shaking uncontrollably, saying
he was going to get us, and kill us all. I pulled her head up and
slapped her sharply across the face. -
“RINA! get it together. we took out his son.. we will get him this
time.. we will rally the band just like last time..” -She fell silent,
tears still streaming her cheeks, but she nodded and I helped her to
her feet. I set my mouth in a grim line. -
“We will have to burn the bodies. they are too many to bury, and
we don’t have the time. ” -This was directed to Renata and the
group at large.-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:27:36)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: new post order btw. Renata, Me, Balen, Ba-ta.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:29:39) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((OK. Beginning after Balen
posts next or will we continue the original posting order then my
forst post will start the new order?))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:32:02)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: belay my last. he is gonna solo till he has more time for a post rota-
tion.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:32:50) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((*nodding* fair enough))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:33:16)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *I stopped and came over to you
as the beast has withdrawn and crouching down bsides you and
Rina seeking the fear in her eyes wondering what is the story behind
this and turns my head to you listening as you speak of killing his
son……i didn’t want to say anything at this time..there would be
plenty of time for that later….I got up to my and looked around
seeing all these dead,putting the sword away and thinking what
would happen if he caught up with us…i was a good fighter but
those have incredible strength….slowly i walked over to help up
with burning the bodies*
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(10/28/14 : 21:36:46) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *glancing to Shayne and then nodding once, ordering
a detachment of 10 Panthers to follow me as we move to the
bodies, stripping them of weapons and other items before I take a
torch and begin the slow burn of the corpses, the stench beginning
to permeate the air slightly as I look toward Balen and nodding as
he burns other corpses. As I see the corpses burning I bring the
weapons to the one in charge of suplies and hand them to her,
thinking other panthers in the future might have need of them. I
then move back and glance to the trees for the surviving scouts,
knowing there might be a new schedule to replace those who were
kiled this night*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:39:03)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: A pit would be dug out and we’d lay the panthers
down, at least giving them the dMy face was impassive, closed off,
and angry. I said nothing save small non committal things, and
would stand and watch them burn as long as we dared. The
weapons were redistributed, as well as packs, and finally I called
quietly.. “Move out.” I then stalked away form the area, my spear
gripped tightly as I made for a network of caves.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:44:26)
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Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i watched as the bodies burned
and staying quiet knowing we can’t stay in the open much longer
and thinking about that beast…..i picked up my packs and looked
around for a few seconds just wanting to see something and then
followd behind in the caves*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:49:54) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *watching Shayne stalk away and then dealing with
the burned bodies before heading for a network of caves, posting a
couple of panthers to keep an eye on things as I make my way
after Shayne for the cave. I hold my spear perpendicular to my
body with the spearhead pointed behind me as I position myself
outside a cave*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:52:47)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: Everyone would eventually be in file here. This had
been our destination, and we had been SO close.. I had chosen this
underground lair that we used during really bad winters and the
like years ago, mostly because it was warm and impossible to find if
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you didn’t know the way. After awhile, there would be torches at
least in the walls, kept tended by a group of panthers that stayed
here year round. Where we had started with 300 people, we now
had dwindled to 150.. The others would follow once the bodies were
tended. Thus began our spiraling descent into the gorean under-
ground.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:58:47)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *i was walking in the line and my eyes were glancing
all around these caves,i have never seen anything like this….i con-
tinued to follow the group and was going slowly as i wanted to look
around…i was thinking where exactly are we going but it was not
on me to ask that…i adjusted the packs and just continued on*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:04:26) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *following you and Balen into
the cave and then looking about, seeing a few of the gorls who
moved here in advance with you headingf to the outside to post
guard. I speak with one of them and she mentioned that you were
not in a good mood. I then shake my head and move to you,
standing about 4 feet off to your left silent for a few ehn as you
think*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:08:56)
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Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: downdowndown we’d go. Then, after about an ahn of
walking, the tunnels would widen abruptly. There woudl then be
something amazing, and it was a huge open cavern with grass and
trees. The top opened to the gorean skies, which were some thou-
sands of feet up by now. I wasn’t sure why, but the Kurii had never
descened on us from up there. At any rate, tents were everywhere
here, the huts having bene taken out the last time we moved. There
was a watefall at the back, and a stream that ran a crescent perim-
eter of the area, and disappeared into the rocks. There were many
caverns off this main one, that served as supply areas, and still had
huts within them. A dais of sorts was in the center of the camp, and
it was to here that I went, and simply slumped into the chair that
appeared carved from a tree that had once stood here. It had been
struck by lightning, and broken. there was a whole story to that, but
now was not the time for such. I threw my spear down, and silence
descended on the lair as people just watched me. I said nothing for a
long while.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:14:36)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *my head was now turning to all sides as we entered
this big open cavern,looking up at the sky first then walking around
it to inspect a bit as the others were settling down….i slowly went
over to the waterfall and sat down to the side of it to rest as just
watched everyone from a bit of distance…..knowing my Mistress
probably needs some time to think about things
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(10/28/14 : 22:18:43) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *after an ahn of walking close
to Shayne the tunnel widened and I look about to see a huge
cavern complete with trees and grass, with the top extending to
the skies. I glance up and see the trimoons and then take a look
about the camp area. I then see Shayne move ot the dais and then
slump down in a treelike chair. I then approach the dais but
remain off to her left about 5 feet and in front as I watch the
others begin to file in and move about with packs getting things
situated to make the place livable*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:22:43)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: ((we can break post order now
and just post as we will. )) -I didn’t speak for a long time, and sat
there, my teeth clenched. At some point, you might become aware I
was all but twitching in anger.- “He was supposed to be gone,
hauled back to the Steel Worlds, Renata.. he wasn’t supposed to be
here.. and now.. all of them dead. and I could do NOTHING.” -I
snarled as my eyes flashed and I shifted some in the chair, staring
angrily at nothing in particular. Rina and Nyada came up to sit to
the lower stump chairs at my left and right, and you’d realize just
what the structure of this camp was in that moment. -
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(10/28/14 : 22:23:37) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((OK))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:28:55) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing you speak and then
snarl as I turn to you, seeing Rina and Nyada occupy spots to your
left and right. I then see the hierarchy of the camp at this moment
and then nod to you* Shayne, you did what you could at this point
in time. After the Slavers scattered us to the ends of the Forest,
you had been about bringing us back and surviving for the sake of
the Lair. *looking about at those who had survived thus far*
Granted, there had been a couple of bumps in the road, but I
would say you had done a damned good job in keeping this Lair
together.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:29:37)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *i was just sitting down on the ground looking as
everyone was settling slowly and thinking what would be the next
move….i went for the pack and pulled out a bota of water and
started drinking as i was pretty thirsty from everything…..my eyes
were now fixed on my Mistress as i could see how angry she was
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about what happened….i didn’t want to say anything now….i
would wait for that later

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:30:44)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “for the sake of half the lair. How
many more will we lose.. “-I sighed softly staring out into the lair
and shaking my head slightly. “well.. we are here. I will make the
best of it. Tomorrow, you and I shall fight. I need to get you ranked
up faster than is probably prudent. Tonight, I am going to distract
myself for awhile. ” -I got to my feet , my eyes seeking out Balen.-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:35:10)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i saw you get up and was
searching for me….i went up from the ground and came over slowly
to you and dropping down to my knees at your feet,my head looking
up at you not wanting to say anything at this point and i waited for
you*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:36:24) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
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says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing you and nodding,
then turning silently as you get to your feet and set out to speak
with some of the scouts*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:38:27)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I wound a hand into your hair,
now mostly grown back really, and tugged you up to your feet as I
stood, heading to the caves in th eback.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:42:27)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *feeling your hand in my hair
getting me up to my feet,my eyes were now locked at yours and fol-
lowed you slowly to the caves wondering if you are feeling ok*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:49:47)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: (hot spring pd)
I moved through the caves, and we’d walk some ten ehn in silence. I
turned into a cavern, that was about half the size of the main one
we’d just left, and it was bubbling with a hot spring. I pulled off only
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my weapons and headed into the water, clothes and all fo rnow,
since they wre soaked in blood. I disppeared under the water for a
long while, then came up with my eyes closed, just standing in the
center, unmoving for a long time. Finally though, I swam back and
peeled off soaked clothing and then eased into the water and mur-
mured softly. “join me.”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:50:00)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: kk

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:01:28)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was just following behind you
and looking at you and wondering if you are ok…i have never see
you like this…..after we arrived to the spring i just watched you go
inside in your clothes noticing the water around you getting
bloody…i started to undress myself as you called for and entered the
water coming over close to you staring into your eyes*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:03:20)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
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says to Balen[Property of Shayne: My eyes were distant in some
fashion. I met your gaze ,but seemed to look through it to some
other place or time. I finally shook my head , as if to clear it some. “I
could tell you had questions earlier. what are they?” -I handed you
a bar of soap, one that smelled of sage, and turned , pulling my hair
up to leave my scarred back bared, my wishes clear in those ges-
tures. -

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:04:46) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *moving to one of the scouts and then asking if since
I had seen the caverns and the opening if I need to still be hooded
upon entering or leavign, as I am still in Outlaw status. She said
she does not know, but then we both decide to mutually do the
hooding anyhow just to be on the safe side. She does so and then
we make our way from the camp through the caverns to the out-
side*

 
 
(At this point I was still in the room but silent reading a few

things and also in conversation with Sarina, who was observing
the room)

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:11:13)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i noticed you were very distant
and that your mind was troubled as i took the soap from you and
came closer and starting to gently soap your back,my other hand
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tracing over your scars and caressing your side* yes i had a question
Mistress.who was that beast that were chasing us and why didn’t
you tell us about the danger that awaited? i don’t mean to judge
you but it might have turned out different *my hands continued to
caress your back*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:16:02)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “beacause the threat of it.. him..
didn’t matter. We have nowhere else to go balen. When she
betrayed the band to thsoe Slavers, we lost EVERYTHING. The
only reason I knew this place was safe, was beacuse she was never
brought here. It was literally our only option. Or.. spend the winter
with no shelter at all. Also.. he was supposed to be gone. Taken to
the steel worlds. I didn’t want to get everyone riled up for no reason.
The ones that had to, my high girls , knew the risk. But would you
want to be responsible for moving 300 panicked panthers across the
forest?” -I turned back to look at you, my brow furrowed.-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:23:22)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i continued to caress your back
and your sides as i listened to you carefully and looked as you
turned to me* yes you have explained that to me already Mis-
tress,that this was the only safe place to be and you have done
everything well,i am not saying that,it is not on me to do that…i
was just saying it might have been good and usefull that they knew
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and for that matter me aswell *i was very close to you now as my
hands slowly starting to go to your front and your breasts*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:26:37)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “what would have been different?
what would you ahve done had you known?” -I glared angrily,
turning to face you, lettin gyou wash my front-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:31:42)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i watched as you turned back to
me and noticing the angry look on your face,my hands washing
over your breasts as ijust shake my head knowing it would not be
wise to continue on with this now* perhaps nothing Mistress,it was
just my speculations,i will go there any more

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:32:55)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “you shall if I command it. And I
do. What difference would it have made Balen? They’d still be dead.
So tell me . what would you have done differently?”
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(10/28/14 : 23:38:33)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *my eyes were looking in your
seeing how angry you got and thinking that i might have not said
anything yet,it was too soon but somehow i just couldn’t keep my
mouth shut* i don’t know Mistress but if they were prepared for
it,maybe there would be less dead,or if we had chosen a different
path knowing this threat….but that is easily said now by me when
everything is over

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:40:03)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: There were no other paths. No
other ways. No preparations that could have been made. the only
reason we took out his son, was because he fell into a pit trap, by
pure luck. this area is littered with them. He likely knows them all
now, since he avioded them all to come upon our path. Knowing
would not have made any difference. what preparations could be
made were. those that had to know.. knew. It’s that simple.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:43:25)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
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says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i listened to you carefully and
nodded as you finished,my hands still washing you up and caressing
your breasts* that’s why i said i would not go into it Mistress,it was
only my random thoughts

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:45:12)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “you cannot open a can like that
and just pretend that you didn’t Balen. the world doesn’t work that
way.” -I sighed and shook my head, moving away from you and
sinking under the water to rinse. I then got a bottle of shampoo and
handed that to you as I sat down on a rock in the middle of hte
spring, a nice smooth one. I brought my arms up to rest on another
rock that jutted forth and laid my head on them, leaving you to
wash my hair.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:49:29)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i watched you at first and then
mumbled something to myself coming close to you and taking the
shampoo,starting to wash your hair,my eyes just looking at you
body*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:51:11)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: And like that, I’d be in motion. I
spun around, planting my foot in the sand beneath the water and
shot my right hand out to grab your collar.”What was that, slave?”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:54:40)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to ALL: *i looked as you turned and grabbed my collar,and i
just shook my head* it was nothing Mistress *i was looking at you
waited*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:54:50)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: kicks it to you

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:59:53)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I held your gaze and raised a
brow, waiting for you to repeat whatever you said.
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(10/29/14 : 00:03:32)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was watching you in your eyes
and feeling as you hold me close* it really wasn’t that bad Mistress,i
was just commenting that you want to know everything and then
you don’t like it,that is all

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:05:51)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: -I snickered softly- “my ego
coudln’t handle knowing EVERYthing. its big enough.” -I shook my
head and then brought a hand up to your chin, gripping it cruelly.-
“don’t mumble under your breath. Next time you will be given no
leniency in the matter. I will scald your tongue as a reminder if it
happens again. I despise mumbling. You are a slave, true. but you
are mine. So I would know every thought, comment, feeling. Even if
I don’t like it. I will deal with it as I see fit . Is that clear?”

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:11:21)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i felt you grip my chin cruelly,i
watched you and listened carefully* yes that is perfectly clear Mis-
tress,i did not know that and i will do as you wish *there were
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thoughts in my mind now about scalding my tongue,that was some-
thing i truly didn’t want to feel,i thought to myself*

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:13:29)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: that one I could read on your
face, and smirked. “good.” -I released your chin and then brought
my hands up to your hair, running first fingers, then nails through.
- “it’s growing back. I like it. Have you remembered anything new
yet?”

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:20:00)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i felt your hands going through
my hair and smirked* yes it is growing Mistress but there was no
need to be shaven in the first place *i watched at you and shook my
head* nothing new Mistress,just nightmares so far that are waking
me up during the night,always about death but i suppose it will be
getting back to me slowly

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:24:52)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
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says to Balen[Property of Shayne: -My brow furrowed some as I
nodded.- “well all in time I suppose.” -I sighed and gave your hair a
tug, tipping your head back some.- “I wish there was more to be
done for it. But.. there just isn’t. I find it interesting that you didn’t
seem afraid of the Kur. Why is that, you think. I mean its a 10 foot
tall beast that wants to eat teh soul of gor.”

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:32:24)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *feels as you tug my hair back
and looks at you* well no more shaving…*my eyes become a bit
darker as you ask me* those are just stories made up to scare ppl
Mistress,and yes it is a big beast but every beast bleeds,you just have
to hit it in the right spot…and they will go down

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:34:56)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I snarled softly and let go of your
hair, turning away from you, with a shake of my head. I swam
away, and moved to some rocks, keeping my back to you as I laid
my head on my arms again, turning it to one side. I said nothing
further for now, and aside from the sounds of the water around us,
no sound would come.-

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:38:05)

Balen
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[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was watching as you swam
away,my eyes locked on you the whole time as you laid your head to
some rocks,i started to swim softly over to you and stopping behind
you,my hands going on your back and staying quiet aswell*

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:39:57)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “pick up my hair in the back, and
part it and look at my scalp, Balen.”

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:41:53)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing you and my hands
reach for your hair and pickig it up in the back,my eyes now trying
to look and find something on your scalp* what am i looking for
Mistress?

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:44:32)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
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says to Balen[Property of Shayne: As you moved my hair, you’d see
an odd mark, a few claw marks that looked like they’d been burned
into my skin chemically. I wiated till you got a good look then
moved. “They aren’t just stories, Balen. ” -I turned, pulling my
knees up to my chest, and resting my chin on them.

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:48:35)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i watched carefully at the marks
now that i have found them,my fingers tracing over those scars and
looked as you moved away,i went over besides you* a kurii has done
that Mistress?those mindless beasts *growls loud*

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:59:49)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “it’s an acid brand. It’s where I
met Rina. It’s a lot easier to just say I fled a Companionship in
Treve. The truth of it is.. they came there. The beasts. they took a
ton of us.. men.. women.. its why the assassin’s flooded the city. they
were trying to stop the Ubar .. he had let them find us. Rina and I
spent years.. and we escaped into the foersts.. Steel Claws son on our
heels. he fell into the pit trap.. and we’ve been here ever since. we
thought.. it had been enought time.” -I closed my eyes and tucked
my face in among my knees, and just fell silent. then picked up my
head gently and whispered softly- “so don’t EVER say its just sto-
ries.”
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(10/29/14 : 01:11:06)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: chuckles as he gets booted and
waits.

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:11:29) M

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
winds up and boots Balen[Property of Shayne for 1 minutes

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:12:09)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: boots the ghost so maybe he can get in faster.

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:13:35)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:16:22)

Balen
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[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G:
Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
*i was now stayinf close to you and listening carefully as my hand
gently caressed your back and nodding* yes Mistress,i will never say
that again,i had no idea what you have been through,i am really
sorry

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:17:07)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: (oh what was that *laughs*)

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:20:14)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “but you never do.. do you?
always focused on yourself. your missing hair, your own plight.. you
are a slave. you must think of others now. Especially me.” -I got up,
and ducked in the water, fully rinsing my hair out and then getting
out of the pool.- “I am tired. I will seek my rest in my hut and see
you in the morning.”
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(10/29/14 : 01:22:11)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to ALL: (renata, Sarina. Im gonna call it a pumpkin and hit
the sack. Im wiped lol. hope yall had fun today.)

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:23:27)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *looks at you and lowers my
head* yes Mistress i will learn,i am sorry *i watched you as you
ducked in the water and got out aswell*

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:23:46)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: (i am pretty done myself *s*
gonna hit the bed)

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:24:13) Sarina says to Shayne DietrichPanther G:

(G’night Sexy
 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:24:59)
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Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: nite Balen :) glad we finally got to
rp.

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:25:45)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: night Mistress :) i am so glad
aswell and hopes to do it soon again

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:26:47)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Sarina: night Sarina,hope to see you around aswell :)

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:27:10)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: see you Renata ,night
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Travel and Kur Attack

10/28/14 : 17:32:51)
Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: Enters the room…

 
 
(10/28/14 : 17:58:56) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *moving about the camp, seeing some of the scouts
returning and then nodding to them as I pick up my bow and a
quiver of 5 arrows, making my way to othe back of the Camp and
seeing a target set up on a tree.
I then position myself 20 feet away and remove the arrow,
notching it in the bow and pulling the string back until it is taut
against my left cheek. I then
let go of the string and watch as the arrow flies ((rolling a 1d10.
evens is hit with 6 being bullseye, odd is miss))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 17:59:05) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 3, | SubTotal: 3 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 3
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(10/28/14 : 18:01:17) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *seeing the arrow just glance off the target I shake my head and
then pull another arrow out of the quiver. I notch it to the bow
and then pull the bow back until the string is taut. I then
let go of the string and watch as the arrow flies toward the target
once more*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:01:27) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 4, | SubTotal: 4 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 4

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:03:57) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *nodding as the arrow hits the inner rung closest to the bullseye
and then pulling out another arrow, notching it to the bow and
then pulling the string back, my eye focusing on the target as I
let the string go and watch the arrow fly toward the target once
more, hoping to strike clean*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:04:15) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 4, | SubTotal: 4 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 4

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:07:17) Renata

Outlaw
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *seeing the arrow hit close to the same spot I then
pull another arrow from the quiver and then notch it. I then pull
the string back taut until it is against my left cheek and then
let go of the string, watching as the arrow flies toward the target
once more*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:07:29) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 2, | SubTotal: 2 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 2

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:10:41) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *nodding then seeing the outer ring hit I pull the final
arrow from the quiver. I then notch it once more and pull the
string back to my cheek. Getting my line of focus down, I then
let go of the string and watch the arrow fly toward the arrow in an
attempt to hit home*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:10:50) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 3, | SubTotal: 3 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 3

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:12:24) Renata

Outlaw
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to ALL: *grimacing as I see it miss slightly I then make my
way to the target, pulling the arrows out of the target and theh
ground, then make my way back to the center of the camp placing
the bow by my stuff and the arrows off with a slave to clean*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:21:23)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *I slowly got out her tent and
strecthced first,i didn’t really sleep well,i guess i had too much on
my mind….i turned around a few times and saw You…i slowly
came over to You and knelt down at Your side* hello Mistress

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:23:51)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I was watching Renata practice
with her new bow, and while consistent, it was consistently just a
tad off. I would discuss later with her why that was, but for now, my
sharp gaze fell upon you. I was standing with one leg up on a
stump, and kinda leaning across my thigh of that leg. All around us
the camp was in the final stages of being packed up, as we would
continue the last leg of our journey tonight. I said nothing for a long
time, and then lifted a brow. “So. you did well on the sharpening of
weapons, as was commanded, however in nearly a month’s time,
you have not done the stances assigned to you. Why?”
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(10/28/14 : 18:28:59)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i lifted my head up at you and
watched you first while you were overseeing Renata and waited
patiently….then hear you talk and starts wondering and thinking
as he completely forgot about the stances….lifting back my head up
at you* i have no excuse for that Mistress,i have completely forgot
about it

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:34:35)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “And how is that, when I was
kind enough to give you a checklist to use to keep track of all those
things?”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:37:40)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i didn’t know what to say to
that anymore as you were completely right and i really didn’t want
to try and get out of it…it wasn’t like me to try and avoidwhen i am
guilty…i looked in your eyes* i don’t know Mistress,it must have
slipped my mind once i was done with the other task,i don’t have an
other explanation
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(10/28/14 : 18:39:20)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “Go to my tent and fetch the kurt.
Then remove your tunic and kneel with your back tko me.”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:45:24)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: yes Mistress *i got up to my feet
and goes into your tent finding the kurt and stays inside a few
moments while i was inspecting it…..then slowly gets out and comes
over to you handing it to you….i start to remove my tunic throwing
it down on the ground and glances at you eyes first then turns
around and kneels down naked with my back to you*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 18:46:10) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *sitting on a stump close as I
watch you with your slave, remaining silent for a few ehn*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:39:13)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: sorry guys. connection dropped.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:41:25)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: can I get a repost? Also.. how
much longer you on?

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:42:20)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: yes Mistress *i got up to my feet
and goes into your tent finding the kurt and stays inside a few
moments while i was inspecting it…..then slowly gets out and comes
over to you handing it to you….i start to remove my tunic throwing
it down on the ground and glances at you eyes first then turns
around and kneels down naked with my back to you*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:42:56)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: (oh i can be for some time
now,no worries about that….i have a free day tomorrow)
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(10/28/14 : 19:43:35)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: excellent.. grins the plot shall
abound!!

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:44:59) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((*chuckling softly*))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:46:36)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: As you left the tent, it woudl be
collapsed and emptied behind you. I took the kurt, that wonderful
thing that would leave welts, but not cause cuts that would damage.
I’d leave you with pants on, but no tunic, leaving your back bare, so
at least you weren’t naked.. unless you’d gone and lost your pants
and boots now too. I then set my mouth in a thin line before
speaking.
“If you forget one of my commands again, Balen, I shall sell you. If
that comes to pass I shall also restripe you. I will not tolerate lazi-
ness or inattentiveness. Especially when all you had to do was look
at a list. Am I clear? ” -I brought down the kurt without warning,
all five blades spreading out over your shoulders with a loud
THWACK as I spoke. Then I’d swing the thing in a criscross pat-
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tern, stiking just beneath your left and right shoulder blades, 2
times each, equalling a total of five lashes laid in just that bit of
time.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:50:06) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *watching you discipline the
slave and then nodding, making sure not to get on your bad side.
After all, no telling what you might do to an errant Band member*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:56:00)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was waiting there on my knees
with my bare back and hearing your words as you spoke to
me….those word made me think about some things and to question
myself how could i have forgotten about it but before i could think
more i felt a sudden blow on my back feeling all 5 blades spread
over my shoulder…..i fell down forward on one hand because i
didn’t expect it but quickly moved back in position before the other
strikes taking them as the pain rushes through my body…i didn’t
make a sound*…..*my head now slowly turns to the side and nods
my head* it is perfectly clear Mistress

 
 
(10/28/14 : 19:57:51)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
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Welcome to the Silent Sleen Lair. Please visit our Forum and PM
any questions you may have to a Lair member.
Silent Sleen Panther Lair Forums [http://silentsleenpanthers.freefo-
rums.net/]
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I’d take the kurt, swinging it
down and in from my left, then right, wrapping your sides in welts
and then grunted. “Good. Now grab a few packs. We are moving
out.” -I turned to Renata.-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:01:17)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I want you to take point with your
new weapons. The glue is dry on your spear incidentally. - “I walked
over and grabbed it, handing it over to you.- I will take your left
flank, Balen at your back, Nyada at your right, Rina at the back.
We are entering some dangerous areas, so be alert. Any questions?”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:03:06)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a camp somewhere in the forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i felt my back was covered in
welts,those blades had a sharp sting…after You were done i slowly
got up to my feet,leaned down and picked up my tunic from the
ground and nodded at you* yes Mistress *walking over to the pre-
pared packs and starts to get them on me….i could those welts now
very good*
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(10/28/14 : 20:04:27) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *taking up my bow and slinging
it over my shoulder, then taking the spear from you and nodding*
No questions. *moving to gather a quiver of 20 arrows and placing
it on my back as I look about and the others are preparing to
move*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:13:45)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Deep forst pd guys. Posting order will be Renata, then
me, then balen.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:14:36)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: (nods)

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:16:43) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *as we leave the Camp, I tell one of the Panthers to
pick up a palm frond and use it to erase our footprints. she nods
and then I turn to head deep into the forest, my spearhead pointed
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up as I use it as a walking stick for now, eyes attuned to the sur-
roundings for any danger*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:22:57)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I smiled at your first command.
You’d not know it, but there was a separate team dedicated just to
that thing, but it was noted nonetheless, since you were in essence
on test basis here and all. As for me, I kept to your left flank, back
off to your side with only 10 feet between us. I was armed with a
small buckler that covered my back, along with a quiver of arrows
and a short bow. The quiver rested one way, the bow the other,
making an “x” over my back. I had 30 barbed arrows. It was a thing
of interest, since normaly I didn’t carry them. It might make you
wonder just what I expected to face in here. I held my spear in my
hands, lightly gripping it, the blade pointed out to my left. I moved
carefully, stepping on hard surfaces so as to minimize the amount of
tracks I’d even leave. Rina and Nyada were equipped the same way,
and moved similarly. We entered the dense foliage, moving as
silently as possible. Mine and Rina’s eyes were on the trees the most,
and you could feel nervousness radiating off the large red haired
Torvie woman. -

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:29:28)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *i was walking at the back carrying many packs with
me,i had my scimitar at my side if there was need for it,my eyes
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were glancing around the area all the time as i noticed that
everyone was a bit nervous and jumpy….i didn’t really know what
could we expect or what to really look for….i tried to also walk on
hard surface not to leave many tracks behind me as i have seen all
were doing that…i didn’t speak anything just wondered about cer-
tain things*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:36:28) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *noting Shayne smile at me and then nodding to her
as we make our way through the Forest. I hold the spear close just
in case anything comes up. I glance to Rina and Shaune noting
they are looking in the trees the most which causes me to grip the
spear a little tighter. Hearing the scouts providing cover for us I
position my body on some of the hard surfaces here and there so
as to minimize our path, eyes darkening as I focus on some of the
trees in the distance*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:44:17)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: As we pressed on, you would all notice that there were
no sounds. No night birds, or insects.. just.. perfect.. stillness. Then
suddenly a shriek tore through the night, some 500 yards to our left.
At the sound of it, Rina and I looked wide eyed and I closed my eyes
briefly, drawing a steadying breath. The scream was cut short , too
short, too abruptly.. it could be assumed that someone had fallen. I
leaped to the front of the party and yelled RUN!
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I took off at a sprint, leading us to an area I hoped we could now
make it to.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:49:31)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was pretty much just following
you and my mind was wandering off somewhere…i didn’t really
notice anything because forest was not something i was used
to….then i snapped out of it as I heard you scream run….i started
to run and followed quickly behind moving fast through the obsta-
cles but knowing i would have to get rid of some of this stuff if we we
would run for long….i tried to turn around but i still couldn’t see
anything*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:52:26)

.Steel Claw.

.Dominant Kurii General.
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: As you all ran, you woudl hear a positively HOR-
RENDOUS howl, unlike anything normally in the forests. It
carried for at least a pasang, echoing into the night with savage
bloodthirstiness. You’d become aware of the trees themselves
being ripped asunder, as something headed fast toward your
little group, heavy footfalls thudding closer.. and closer..

 
 
(10/28/14 : 20:53:46) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to ALL: *hearingnothing but peace and quiet in the air, the
night still it gives me a chance to think. Then I hear Shayne yell to
run and then I shift the spear into my left hand in a throwing or
jabbing position as I see Shayne take off in a mad dash. I follow
her to protect her rear flank as balen also runs, dark eyes looking
behind us as I provide cover*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:03:25)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I heard the beast closing in, and heard Rina give a
panicked cry then heard her fall. I spun in midrun, and went back
to help her up. I could hear the scouts in the trees, raining arrows
down on the huge beast that pursued us. I had been afraid of this
very thing, and now everyone knew the risk of coming up here. The
beast howled in anguish as it was struck again and again by the
arrows, and it thrashed, tearing trees and sending them flying. It
broke into view of our group, its bloodthirsty eyes locking on me as I
tried to free Rina’s foot. It then spoke.. it SPOKE!.. I got Rina free
and we took koff again..

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:12:31)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i threw away some of the packs
i was carrying,they were slowing me down when i looked at you
helping Rina out….coming quickly to you and helping you aswell to
free her…..my eyes now going back looking at the beast and the
arrows that were being fire on it….my hand was on the hilt of my
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scimitar drawing it out and starts to run again as Rina is freed….i
was now much lighter and moved faster…my eyes were glancing
back to look how close it was,my fist grabbing the hilt tighter*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:15:58)

.Steel Claw.

.Dominant Kurii General.
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I saw them.. those that had killed my son, and
snarled, drool dripping off my mouth.. as I spoke through the
mechanized box that translated my words to Gorean. “RINA!
SHAYNE! I will destroy everything you are.. you took my son.. I
shall take all that belongs to you!!
With that, I reached up into the trees cutting down about half
the scouts, sending their mangled bodies to the ground. I
laughed as they ran.. and called after them. YESS YESSS
RUNNNNNNN!! RUNNNNN!!!! My laughter would follow the
group as they fled from my sight.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:16:10)

.Steel Claw.

.Dominant Kurii General.
: Leaves…

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:19:55) Ba-Ta

Is at one of the many exchange points scattered throughout the
Forest. This is neutral territory.
says to ALL: Makes my way to the exchange point to see if there is
any trade this night

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:20:35) Renata

Outlaw
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *hearing a few words from the beast and my blood
just froze. However, my mind was not and I glanced to a couple of
the torches held by one of those that were at first on the outer
fringes then running. As the beast spoke to Rina and Shayne I
then order a rear scout to launch a fire arrow ar the beast, but it
had exited quickly. I then tell her and a couple of the other rear
scouts to move through the ranks to give a count of the missing
and wounded then give that number to me. I then move my spear
into my right hand and use it as a waking stick to give an eyeball
test of the damage myself*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:20:56)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is narrating a story for
says to Ba-Ta: you would not find any panthers at the exchange thsi
night, but you would hear the sounds of carnage in the forest
around you, along with the most horrid roars and howls ever. A few
panthers ran through, clearly terrified, and yelled. “RUN MAN!! ”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:22:45) Ba-Ta

Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Not sure what is going on, I grab my bow and head
back out to investigate. Keeping off the worn paths I forge my
own trail. Drawing an arrow as I walk and holding it against the
bowstring just to be ready.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:24:46)

Shayne Dietrich
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Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Rina fell to the ground again with a cry and just kinda
huddled up, and I crouched beside her, Nyada coming over, looking
terrified as well.. she murmured shakingly.. “wh-what was that
thing, Shayne?” -I grit my teeth, my eyes flashing with anger as I
looked over the 20 scouts he’d killed.”His name is Steel Claw.. he is
a Kurii. I had hoped he’d moved on by now.. but clearly.. it is not
so. We are all in very big danger.. but we have no choice. we must
press on.”
As I said this, Rina, shook her head, shaking uncontrollably, saying
he was going to get us, and kill us all. I pulled her head up and
slapped her sharply across the face. -
“RINA! get it together. we took out his son.. we will get him this
time.. we will rally the band just like last time..” -She fell silent,
tears still streaming her cheeks, but she nodded and I helped her to
her feet. I set my mouth in a grim line. -
“We will have to burn the bodies. they are too many to bury, and
we don’t have the time. ” -This was directed to Renata and the
group at large.-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:27:36)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: new post order btw. Renata, Me, Balen, Ba-ta.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:29:39) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((OK. Beginning after Balen
posts next or will we continue the original posting order then my
forst post will start the new order?))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:32:02)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: belay my last. he is gonna solo till he has more time for a post rota-
tion.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:32:50) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((*nodding* fair enough))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:33:16)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *I stopped and came over to you
as the beast has withdrawn and crouching down bsides you and
Rina seeking the fear in her eyes wondering what is the story behind
this and turns my head to you listening as you speak of killing his
son……i didn’t want to say anything at this time..there would be
plenty of time for that later….I got up to my and looked around
seeing all these dead,putting the sword away and thinking what
would happen if he caught up with us…i was a good fighter but
those have incredible strength….slowly i walked over to help up
with burning the bodies*
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(10/28/14 : 21:36:46) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *glancing to Shayne and then nodding once, ordering
a detachment of 10 Panthers to follow me as we move to the
bodies, stripping them of weapons and other items before I take a
torch and begin the slow burn of the corpses, the stench beginning
to permeate the air slightly as I look toward Balen and nodding as
he burns other corpses. As I see the corpses burning I bring the
weapons to the one in charge of suplies and hand them to her,
thinking other panthers in the future might have need of them. I
then move back and glance to the trees for the surviving scouts,
knowing there might be a new schedule to replace those who were
kiled this night*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:39:03)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: A pit would be dug out and we’d lay the panthers
down, at least giving them the dMy face was impassive, closed off,
and angry. I said nothing save small non committal things, and
would stand and watch them burn as long as we dared. The
weapons were redistributed, as well as packs, and finally I called
quietly.. “Move out.” I then stalked away form the area, my spear
gripped tightly as I made for a network of caves.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:44:26)
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Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i watched as the bodies burned
and staying quiet knowing we can’t stay in the open much longer
and thinking about that beast…..i picked up my packs and looked
around for a few seconds just wanting to see something and then
followd behind in the caves*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:49:54) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *watching Shayne stalk away and then dealing with
the burned bodies before heading for a network of caves, posting a
couple of panthers to keep an eye on things as I make my way
after Shayne for the cave. I hold my spear perpendicular to my
body with the spearhead pointed behind me as I position myself
outside a cave*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:52:47)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: Everyone would eventually be in file here. This had
been our destination, and we had been SO close.. I had chosen this
underground lair that we used during really bad winters and the
like years ago, mostly because it was warm and impossible to find if
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you didn’t know the way. After awhile, there would be torches at
least in the walls, kept tended by a group of panthers that stayed
here year round. Where we had started with 300 people, we now
had dwindled to 150.. The others would follow once the bodies were
tended. Thus began our spiraling descent into the gorean under-
ground.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 21:58:47)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *i was walking in the line and my eyes were glancing
all around these caves,i have never seen anything like this….i con-
tinued to follow the group and was going slowly as i wanted to look
around…i was thinking where exactly are we going but it was not
on me to ask that…i adjusted the packs and just continued on*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:04:26) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *following you and Balen into
the cave and then looking about, seeing a few of the gorls who
moved here in advance with you headingf to the outside to post
guard. I speak with one of them and she mentioned that you were
not in a good mood. I then shake my head and move to you,
standing about 4 feet off to your left silent for a few ehn as you
think*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:08:56)
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Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: downdowndown we’d go. Then, after about an ahn of
walking, the tunnels would widen abruptly. There woudl then be
something amazing, and it was a huge open cavern with grass and
trees. The top opened to the gorean skies, which were some thou-
sands of feet up by now. I wasn’t sure why, but the Kurii had never
descened on us from up there. At any rate, tents were everywhere
here, the huts having bene taken out the last time we moved. There
was a watefall at the back, and a stream that ran a crescent perim-
eter of the area, and disappeared into the rocks. There were many
caverns off this main one, that served as supply areas, and still had
huts within them. A dais of sorts was in the center of the camp, and
it was to here that I went, and simply slumped into the chair that
appeared carved from a tree that had once stood here. It had been
struck by lightning, and broken. there was a whole story to that, but
now was not the time for such. I threw my spear down, and silence
descended on the lair as people just watched me. I said nothing for a
long while.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:14:36)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *my head was now turning to all sides as we entered
this big open cavern,looking up at the sky first then walking around
it to inspect a bit as the others were settling down….i slowly went
over to the waterfall and sat down to the side of it to rest as just
watched everyone from a bit of distance…..knowing my Mistress
probably needs some time to think about things
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(10/28/14 : 22:18:43) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *after an ahn of walking close
to Shayne the tunnel widened and I look about to see a huge
cavern complete with trees and grass, with the top extending to
the skies. I glance up and see the trimoons and then take a look
about the camp area. I then see Shayne move ot the dais and then
slump down in a treelike chair. I then approach the dais but
remain off to her left about 5 feet and in front as I watch the
others begin to file in and move about with packs getting things
situated to make the place livable*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:22:43)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: ((we can break post order now
and just post as we will. )) -I didn’t speak for a long time, and sat
there, my teeth clenched. At some point, you might become aware I
was all but twitching in anger.- “He was supposed to be gone,
hauled back to the Steel Worlds, Renata.. he wasn’t supposed to be
here.. and now.. all of them dead. and I could do NOTHING.” -I
snarled as my eyes flashed and I shifted some in the chair, staring
angrily at nothing in particular. Rina and Nyada came up to sit to
the lower stump chairs at my left and right, and you’d realize just
what the structure of this camp was in that moment. -
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(10/28/14 : 22:23:37) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((OK))

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:28:55) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing you speak and then
snarl as I turn to you, seeing Rina and Nyada occupy spots to your
left and right. I then see the hierarchy of the camp at this moment
and then nod to you* Shayne, you did what you could at this point
in time. After the Slavers scattered us to the ends of the Forest,
you had been about bringing us back and surviving for the sake of
the Lair. *looking about at those who had survived thus far*
Granted, there had been a couple of bumps in the road, but I
would say you had done a damned good job in keeping this Lair
together.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:29:37)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *i was just sitting down on the ground looking as
everyone was settling slowly and thinking what would be the next
move….i went for the pack and pulled out a bota of water and
started drinking as i was pretty thirsty from everything…..my eyes
were now fixed on my Mistress as i could see how angry she was
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about what happened….i didn’t want to say anything now….i
would wait for that later

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:30:44)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “for the sake of half the lair. How
many more will we lose.. “-I sighed softly staring out into the lair
and shaking my head slightly. “well.. we are here. I will make the
best of it. Tomorrow, you and I shall fight. I need to get you ranked
up faster than is probably prudent. Tonight, I am going to distract
myself for awhile. ” -I got to my feet , my eyes seeking out Balen.-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:35:10)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i saw you get up and was
searching for me….i went up from the ground and came over slowly
to you and dropping down to my knees at your feet,my head looking
up at you not wanting to say anything at this point and i waited for
you*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:36:24) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
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says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing you and nodding,
then turning silently as you get to your feet and set out to speak
with some of the scouts*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:38:27)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I wound a hand into your hair,
now mostly grown back really, and tugged you up to your feet as I
stood, heading to the caves in th eback.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:42:27)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *feeling your hand in my hair
getting me up to my feet,my eyes were now locked at yours and fol-
lowed you slowly to the caves wondering if you are feeling ok*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:49:47)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: (hot spring pd)
I moved through the caves, and we’d walk some ten ehn in silence. I
turned into a cavern, that was about half the size of the main one
we’d just left, and it was bubbling with a hot spring. I pulled off only
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my weapons and headed into the water, clothes and all fo rnow,
since they wre soaked in blood. I disppeared under the water for a
long while, then came up with my eyes closed, just standing in the
center, unmoving for a long time. Finally though, I swam back and
peeled off soaked clothing and then eased into the water and mur-
mured softly. “join me.”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 22:50:00)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: kk

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:01:28)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was just following behind you
and looking at you and wondering if you are ok…i have never see
you like this…..after we arrived to the spring i just watched you go
inside in your clothes noticing the water around you getting
bloody…i started to undress myself as you called for and entered the
water coming over close to you staring into your eyes*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:03:20)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
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says to Balen[Property of Shayne: My eyes were distant in some
fashion. I met your gaze ,but seemed to look through it to some
other place or time. I finally shook my head , as if to clear it some. “I
could tell you had questions earlier. what are they?” -I handed you
a bar of soap, one that smelled of sage, and turned , pulling my hair
up to leave my scarred back bared, my wishes clear in those ges-
tures. -

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:04:46) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *moving to one of the scouts and then asking if since
I had seen the caverns and the opening if I need to still be hooded
upon entering or leavign, as I am still in Outlaw status. She said
she does not know, but then we both decide to mutually do the
hooding anyhow just to be on the safe side. She does so and then
we make our way from the camp through the caverns to the out-
side*

 
 
(At this point I was still in the room but silent reading a few

things and also in conversation with Sarina, who was observing
the room)

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:11:13)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i noticed you were very distant
and that your mind was troubled as i took the soap from you and
came closer and starting to gently soap your back,my other hand
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tracing over your scars and caressing your side* yes i had a question
Mistress.who was that beast that were chasing us and why didn’t
you tell us about the danger that awaited? i don’t mean to judge
you but it might have turned out different *my hands continued to
caress your back*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:16:02)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “beacause the threat of it.. him..
didn’t matter. We have nowhere else to go balen. When she
betrayed the band to thsoe Slavers, we lost EVERYTHING. The
only reason I knew this place was safe, was beacuse she was never
brought here. It was literally our only option. Or.. spend the winter
with no shelter at all. Also.. he was supposed to be gone. Taken to
the steel worlds. I didn’t want to get everyone riled up for no reason.
The ones that had to, my high girls , knew the risk. But would you
want to be responsible for moving 300 panicked panthers across the
forest?” -I turned back to look at you, my brow furrowed.-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:23:22)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i continued to caress your back
and your sides as i listened to you carefully and looked as you
turned to me* yes you have explained that to me already Mis-
tress,that this was the only safe place to be and you have done
everything well,i am not saying that,it is not on me to do that…i
was just saying it might have been good and usefull that they knew
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and for that matter me aswell *i was very close to you now as my
hands slowly starting to go to your front and your breasts*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:26:37)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “what would have been different?
what would you ahve done had you known?” -I glared angrily,
turning to face you, lettin gyou wash my front-

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:31:42)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i watched as you turned back to
me and noticing the angry look on your face,my hands washing
over your breasts as ijust shake my head knowing it would not be
wise to continue on with this now* perhaps nothing Mistress,it was
just my speculations,i will go there any more

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:32:55)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “you shall if I command it. And I
do. What difference would it have made Balen? They’d still be dead.
So tell me . what would you have done differently?”
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(10/28/14 : 23:38:33)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *my eyes were looking in your
seeing how angry you got and thinking that i might have not said
anything yet,it was too soon but somehow i just couldn’t keep my
mouth shut* i don’t know Mistress but if they were prepared for
it,maybe there would be less dead,or if we had chosen a different
path knowing this threat….but that is easily said now by me when
everything is over

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:40:03)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: There were no other paths. No
other ways. No preparations that could have been made. the only
reason we took out his son, was because he fell into a pit trap, by
pure luck. this area is littered with them. He likely knows them all
now, since he avioded them all to come upon our path. Knowing
would not have made any difference. what preparations could be
made were. those that had to know.. knew. It’s that simple.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:43:25)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
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says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i listened to you carefully and
nodded as you finished,my hands still washing you up and caressing
your breasts* that’s why i said i would not go into it Mistress,it was
only my random thoughts

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:45:12)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “you cannot open a can like that
and just pretend that you didn’t Balen. the world doesn’t work that
way.” -I sighed and shook my head, moving away from you and
sinking under the water to rinse. I then got a bottle of shampoo and
handed that to you as I sat down on a rock in the middle of hte
spring, a nice smooth one. I brought my arms up to rest on another
rock that jutted forth and laid my head on them, leaving you to
wash my hair.

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:49:29)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i watched you at first and then
mumbled something to myself coming close to you and taking the
shampoo,starting to wash your hair,my eyes just looking at you
body*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:51:11)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: And like that, I’d be in motion. I
spun around, planting my foot in the sand beneath the water and
shot my right hand out to grab your collar.”What was that, slave?”

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:54:40)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to ALL: *i looked as you turned and grabbed my collar,and i
just shook my head* it was nothing Mistress *i was looking at you
waited*

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:54:50)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: kicks it to you

 
 
(10/28/14 : 23:59:53)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I held your gaze and raised a
brow, waiting for you to repeat whatever you said.
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(10/29/14 : 00:03:32)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was watching you in your eyes
and feeling as you hold me close* it really wasn’t that bad Mistress,i
was just commenting that you want to know everything and then
you don’t like it,that is all

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:05:51)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: -I snickered softly- “my ego
coudln’t handle knowing EVERYthing. its big enough.” -I shook my
head and then brought a hand up to your chin, gripping it cruelly.-
“don’t mumble under your breath. Next time you will be given no
leniency in the matter. I will scald your tongue as a reminder if it
happens again. I despise mumbling. You are a slave, true. but you
are mine. So I would know every thought, comment, feeling. Even if
I don’t like it. I will deal with it as I see fit . Is that clear?”

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:11:21)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i felt you grip my chin cruelly,i
watched you and listened carefully* yes that is perfectly clear Mis-
tress,i did not know that and i will do as you wish *there were
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thoughts in my mind now about scalding my tongue,that was some-
thing i truly didn’t want to feel,i thought to myself*

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:13:29)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: that one I could read on your
face, and smirked. “good.” -I released your chin and then brought
my hands up to your hair, running first fingers, then nails through.
- “it’s growing back. I like it. Have you remembered anything new
yet?”

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:20:00)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i felt your hands going through
my hair and smirked* yes it is growing Mistress but there was no
need to be shaven in the first place *i watched at you and shook my
head* nothing new Mistress,just nightmares so far that are waking
me up during the night,always about death but i suppose it will be
getting back to me slowly

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:24:52)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
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says to Balen[Property of Shayne: -My brow furrowed some as I
nodded.- “well all in time I suppose.” -I sighed and gave your hair a
tug, tipping your head back some.- “I wish there was more to be
done for it. But.. there just isn’t. I find it interesting that you didn’t
seem afraid of the Kur. Why is that, you think. I mean its a 10 foot
tall beast that wants to eat teh soul of gor.”

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:32:24)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *feels as you tug my hair back
and looks at you* well no more shaving…*my eyes become a bit
darker as you ask me* those are just stories made up to scare ppl
Mistress,and yes it is a big beast but every beast bleeds,you just have
to hit it in the right spot…and they will go down

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:34:56)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I snarled softly and let go of your
hair, turning away from you, with a shake of my head. I swam
away, and moved to some rocks, keeping my back to you as I laid
my head on my arms again, turning it to one side. I said nothing
further for now, and aside from the sounds of the water around us,
no sound would come.-

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:38:05)

Balen
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[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was watching as you swam
away,my eyes locked on you the whole time as you laid your head to
some rocks,i started to swim softly over to you and stopping behind
you,my hands going on your back and staying quiet aswell*

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:39:57)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “pick up my hair in the back, and
part it and look at my scalp, Balen.”

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:41:53)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing you and my hands
reach for your hair and pickig it up in the back,my eyes now trying
to look and find something on your scalp* what am i looking for
Mistress?

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:44:32)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
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says to Balen[Property of Shayne: As you moved my hair, you’d see
an odd mark, a few claw marks that looked like they’d been burned
into my skin chemically. I wiated till you got a good look then
moved. “They aren’t just stories, Balen. ” -I turned, pulling my
knees up to my chest, and resting my chin on them.

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:48:35)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i watched carefully at the marks
now that i have found them,my fingers tracing over those scars and
looked as you moved away,i went over besides you* a kurii has done
that Mistress?those mindless beasts *growls loud*

 
 
(10/29/14 : 00:59:49)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “it’s an acid brand. It’s where I
met Rina. It’s a lot easier to just say I fled a Companionship in
Treve. The truth of it is.. they came there. The beasts. they took a
ton of us.. men.. women.. its why the assassin’s flooded the city. they
were trying to stop the Ubar .. he had let them find us. Rina and I
spent years.. and we escaped into the foersts.. Steel Claws son on our
heels. he fell into the pit trap.. and we’ve been here ever since. we
thought.. it had been enought time.” -I closed my eyes and tucked
my face in among my knees, and just fell silent. then picked up my
head gently and whispered softly- “so don’t EVER say its just sto-
ries.”
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(10/29/14 : 01:11:06)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: chuckles as he gets booted and
waits.

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:11:29) M

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
winds up and boots Balen[Property of Shayne for 1 minutes

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:12:09)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
: boots the ghost so maybe he can get in faster.

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:13:35)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:16:22)

Balen
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[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G:
Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
*i was now stayinf close to you and listening carefully as my hand
gently caressed your back and nodding* yes Mistress,i will never say
that again,i had no idea what you have been through,i am really
sorry

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:17:07)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: (oh what was that *laughs*)

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:20:14)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “but you never do.. do you?
always focused on yourself. your missing hair, your own plight.. you
are a slave. you must think of others now. Especially me.” -I got up,
and ducked in the water, fully rinsing my hair out and then getting
out of the pool.- “I am tired. I will seek my rest in my hut and see
you in the morning.”
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(10/29/14 : 01:22:11)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to ALL: (renata, Sarina. Im gonna call it a pumpkin and hit
the sack. Im wiped lol. hope yall had fun today.)

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:23:27)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *looks at you and lowers my
head* yes Mistress i will learn,i am sorry *i watched you as you
ducked in the water and got out aswell*

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:23:46)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: (i am pretty done myself *s*
gonna hit the bed)

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:24:13) Sarina says to Shayne DietrichPanther G:

(G’night Sexy
 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:24:59)
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Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: nite Balen :) glad we finally got to
rp.

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:25:45)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: night Mistress :) i am so glad
aswell and hopes to do it soon again

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:26:47)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Sarina: night Sarina,hope to see you around aswell :)

 
 
(10/29/14 : 01:27:10)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: see you Renata ,night
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Target Practice

(11/03/14 : 18:15:42) Renata
Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
(11/03/14 : 18:34:09) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *stretching and exiting my tent, looking about as
Shayne and a couple of the others are probably hunting. I think I
might join the hunt but at the same time someone needs to be in
the Lair in case they decide to come back or others decide to rise. I
move about the Caverns and see a couple of the scouts at the
entrance. Nodding to them I make my way to the fire and grab a
bota of water, drinking it as I watch a couple of panthers play cat’s
cradle and a couple others play stones*

 
(11/03/14 : 19:24:28) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *finshing off a bota I move to my tent and pull out
my bow with quiver of 5 arrows. I noticed there had been a few
Panthers who had put up a couple of targets and used them for
bow practice. I then make my way to the target area and pull an
arrow out of the quiver. Then notching it to the bowstring I pull
back until the feathers are against my cheek. I then
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let go of the string and watch the arrow fly through the air toward
the target* ((Rolling a 1d10, evens is a hit with 6 being a bullseye
and odds is a miss))

 
(11/03/14 : 19:24:38) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 6, | SubTotal: 6 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 6

 
(11/03/14 : 19:36:17) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *nodding to myself and then pulling another arrow
out of the quiver. I then notch the arrow and then pull the bow-
string back. After a couple of ihn I
let go of the string and watch the arrow fly, hoping for the same
result*

 
(11/03/14 : 19:36:40) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 3, | SubTotal: 3 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 3

 
(11/03/14 : 19:52:12) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *wincing as I see the arrow sail wide to the left. I then
pull out a third arrow and notch it. Pulling the string back to my
cheek until it is taut I then
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release the string and watch as the arrow sails through the air for
the target*

 
(11/03/14 : 19:52:22) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 2, | SubTotal: 2 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 2

 
(11/03/14 : 20:04:41) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *seeing the arrow just hit the outer ring I then pull a
fourth arrow from the quiver and notch it to the bow. I then pull
the string back and feel it against my cheek as I
release the string and watch as the arrow flies for the target*

 
(11/03/14 : 20:04:51) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 4, | SubTotal: 4 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 4

 
(11/03/14 : 20:09:35) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *removing one final arrow from the quiver and then
notching it to the string. I then pull the string back and hold it to
my left cheek for a couple of ihn. Closing my right eye focusing on
the target as I
let go of the string and watch as the arow makes it’s way through
the air and for the target*
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(11/03/14 : 20:09:45) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 7, | SubTotal: 7 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 7

 
(11/03/14 : 20:10:22) Ba-Ta

: Enters the room…
 
(11/03/14 : 20:11:23) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *wincing as the arrow sails slightly to the rigth and
then moving to the target, pulling the arrows out and handing
them off to a slave to clean as I make my way back to my tent,
placing the bow in and then walking about the area*
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First Contact with Aylee

(11/06/14 : 18:01:42) Renata
Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
(11/06/14 : 18:06:32) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *having been up for a couple of ahn speaking with
some of the scouts, I make my way to my tent and pick up my
bow and a quiver of 20 arrows. Placing the bow on my left
shoulder and the quiver over my right I then pick up my sleen
knife and place it onmy left hip. I then pick up my spear and make
my way about the camp looking at some of the fixtures and the
traps. After a few ihn I make my way to the opening and speak
with one of the scouts. She nods and blindfolds me then leads me
out through the camp and through a maze of walkways*

 
(11/06/14 : 18:15:40) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *after walking for seems like an ahn she unblindfolds
me and then tells me that she and another scout will be closeby. I
nod and then she disappears in the forest. Turning away from the
area I make my way to the north, dark eyes scanning the area ever
mindful of my surroundings. I then keep my ears open for any
animals that are in the area as well.*
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(11/06/14 : 18:23:17) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
: Enters the room…

 
(11/06/14 : 18:30:37) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *making my way to the north and hearing something
in the distance. Removing my bow from my left shoulder I hold it
in my left hand for now cautiously using the spear as a movable
pike now. I scan the tree length and spot a hint of an animal. I
then pick the spear up and hold it in an underhand jab motion as I
silently jog to the depths of the trees*

 
(11/06/14 : 18:38:15) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is along one of the borders of the vast Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I had been travelling for a little over a week now,
exploring deeper into the forest and getting used to all of my sur-
roundings. I had even made my first kill less than a few hours ago a
large bristly Tarsk had fallen prey to the 5 foot spear I was carrying
in my right hand, I had crudely wrapped the tarsk in leaves which
had been tied into place with vines, My left hand clutched onto two
long pieces of vine that was attached to the beast, dragging it’s
corpse a few feet behind me. The spear’s head pointed up and its
butt used as a walking stick, as usual alerting me of any traps that
may have been placed in my path.

 
(11/06/14 : 18:45:02) Renata

Outlaw
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *giving chase a little bit and then spotting a tabuk in
the thistles. I then grin to myself and place the spear against one
tree while ducking behind another. I then remove a simple pile
arrow and move my bow to my right hand, notching the arrow as
I do. I then raise the bow out in front of me and pull the bowstring
back, feeling it taut against my left cheek as I close my right eye
carefully targeting the tabuk. I then
let go of the string and watch the arrow fly toward the tabuk,
hoping to stun it at best or wound it at worst. ((rolling 1d10.
Evens is a hit while odds is a miss))

 
(11/06/14 : 18:45:15) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 2, | SubTotal: 2 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 2

 
(11/06/14 : 18:48:12) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *seeing I hit the tabuk but only with a slight graze I remove
another arrow from my quiver and notch it in the bow. Pulling
back on the string I line up my aim to the tabuk and then
release the string, watching as the arrow flies toward the intended
target*

 
(11/06/14 : 18:48:20) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 3, | SubTotal: 3 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 3

 
(11/06/14 : 18:52:42) Renata

Outlaw
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *grimacing as the arrow just flls short I then pick up
my spear, moving 10 yards closer and then placing my spear down
on the ground. I then remove another arrow and notch it. lining
up my arm to the tabuk I pull the string back until it is to my
cheek and close my eye as I make careful aim. I then
release the string and send the arrow flying toward my intended
target, hoping for a clean hit*

 
(11/06/14 : 18:52:52) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 4, | SubTotal: 4 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 4

 
(11/06/14 : 18:56:00) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: My 5’6 131lb frame came to lean against a tree while I
allowed my breath to slow some, the forest life around me seemed
somewhat quieter then usual and somewhere in the distance I could
here light rustling echoing in the breeze, I straightened up from the
tree and quietly began heading towards the noise I was not looking
for another kill I was just simply curious as to what was making the
noise, It was still quite some distance away from me but I was
slowly getting closer, I bent down slightly as I moved forward
sneaking in and out of bushes and tree’s not wanting to be seen by
or scare anything away.

 
(11/06/14 : 18:59:26) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to ALL: *grinning to myself as i see another arrow hit the
tabuk I then pick up my spear and make my way to the tabuk. The
best thing about the pile arrows is that they can be pulled cleanly
from the body, so I pull them both from the tabuk and then place
the arrows in my quiver. I then find the arrow that fell short and
then put that back in my quiver as well. Then I make a herlit call
and move toward the path, the tabuk being dragged behind me
and the spear being used as a walking stick in the hopes that a
couple of advance scouts spot me and I can hand the tabuk to
them to bring back to the camp*

 
(11/06/14 : 19:22:50) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I stopped and straitened back up to my full hight as the
rustling ended leaning against another tree. I dropped the vines
from my left hand for now leaving the dead beast at my feet. I
looked around me deciding which way would go now, I was heading
nowhere in particular just roaming around and getting to know the
forest. I had not been a panther for long so mostly all of this was
new to me, but I had survived this long by my self so I knew I was
making Some progress. My thoughts drifted off for a moment
flashing over old memories I was trying to erase, which is a lot
harder than I had thought. I dug the bottom of the spear into the
ground next to me, my right hand still firmly holding the shaft of
the spear around half way up.

 
(11/06/14 : 19:28:46) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *making my way to the path and then making the call
of the herlit once more. After a few ehn one of the scouts appears
and I nod to her, motioning to the tabuk behind me. She nods and
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then picks it up and disappears in the forest once more. I then
hear a little rustle and hover near the treeline close to the path,
knoing one of the other advance scouts are monitoring for any
intruders or interlopers*

 
(11/06/14 : 19:33:07) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: After a few minutes rest I pushed my self from the tree
and took up the two vines in my left hand once more, pulling my
spear from the dirt I turned around the tree and headed off ragging
the large tarsk behind me, The spear moved in line with my left leg
occasionally jabbing out at shady spots that may have been trap as I
strolled towards some kind of path in the distance. I couldn’t wait to
set my camp up tonight, hauling this heavy beast around for hours
had taken a lot out of me.

 
(11/06/14 : 19:39:58) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *moving deep in the forest and listening for any more
noise or movements. I scan the area and spot a glimpse of some-
thing in the trees. I duck behind another tree and glance upward,
checking on the moons to triangulate my direction. Hearing a jab
here and there I shift my hand to my left hip reaching for my sleen
knife cautiously as I investigate the noise*

 
(11/06/14 : 19:50:05) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Dark blue eye’s caught a glimpse
of you jumping behind a tree and out of site, I began to look around
to see how many more was with you. Caution set in, but I was not
one for fear, even if I was I was pretty sure you had seen me by now,
I didn’t stop moving Instead I walked straight towards you at slow
pace , “I am Aylee, I mean no harm.” I came to a stop 5 feet away
from the tree.

 
(11/06/14 : 19:55:18) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing a voice and then
glancing about, spotting you. I lower my spear so the point is to
the ground and then nod to you* Tal. I am Renata. *dark eyes scan
you for any weapons and then behind you for anyone, knowing
the advance scouts would be glancing about as well. Satisfied that
the coast is clear for now I turn to face you* Iti looks like you have
traveled far.

 
(11/06/14 : 20:11:55) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *making my way to the pathway then heading south
back toward the caverns, using my spear as a walking stick and
looking about, dark eyes scanning the area ever aware of my sur-
roundings as I do. As I approach one clearing I glance about and
make a herlit sound once more. Two of the scouts appear and I
nod to them. They nod back and then blindfold me then we make
our way through the maze of pathways back to the Camp*
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Scouting and Meeting Aylee

(11/08/14 : 11:21:31) Renata
Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *stretching and rising from my fur in my tent and exiting,
making my way to a slave abd pulling a bota of water from his
hands, drinking slowly as I spot a few of the scouts make their way
about the area. I nod to them and then think on the woman I had
seen out in the forest who was dragging along a tabuk with her.
Where did she come from? What was she doing in the outskirts of
the Silent Sleen territory? I decide to go investigate and see if she
is about then bring her before Shayne to see what to do with her*

 
(11/08/14 : 11:37:05) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
: Enters the room…

 
(11/08/14 : 11:42:38) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *I finish the bota then place it down with the other
empty botas for the slaves to fill. Motioning one of the Scouts to
me I tell her I am going out once more. She nods and mentions
that she will be close by. I nod and then gather my bow, spear, and
a quiver of 20 simple pile arrows. Making my way to the entrance
I nod to the Scout and then nodding, acquiescing to the blind-
folding and then moving through the maze of paths in the cave*
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(11/08/14 : 11:51:01) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I crawled out of the lean-to shelter and headed over to
the small fire I had made the night before, I sat down with legs
crossed and began to warm myself by the fire. I wore simple leathers
just enough to cover what needed to be covered, a chill ran through
my body and my grasp tightened some around the 5 foot spear I
was holding in my right hand. The Beast was tied up in the lean-to I
carried nothing but the spear with its rusting old head so I had no
way to prepare the best, My thoughts drew back to the woman I had
seen maybe I should seek her out, but maybe she would try to kill
me where I stood. I pushed the thoughts aside for ow and continued
to sit by the small makeshift fire.

 
(11/08/14 : 11:55:39) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *we make our way out of the caves and I feel the
blindfold removed from my eyes. I blink to get used to the light
then nod to the scouts as they disappear into the trees. I then
make my way down a path for now thinking on that woman once
more. Shifting my bow on my left shoulder and holding the spear
in my right hand using it as a walking stick I proceed toward a
treeline and disappear myself, kicking up dirt to try to coneal my
footprints*

 
(11/08/14 : 12:01:01) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to ALL: The skimpy leathers that clung to my 5’6 frame was
pretty useless, goosebumps ran thought tones flesh as a gust of wind
slammed against my body, long dark locks of hair fluttered in the
wind only to settle back down on slender shoulder. My left hand
raised and pushed a lock of hair back behind my ear, I had made no
plan of action yet so once again I was lost in thought my hands rub-
bing together a ew inches away from the fire as my mind began
ticking over what it was I was going to do, Should I continue my
trek through the forest or should I stay another night. I had been
travelling for what seemed like months maybe a small rest would do
me the world of good.

 
(11/08/14 : 12:10:29) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *making my way through the trees and darting from
one tree to the next, using it to conceal my movements as my 5’3”
frame moves through the Forest with a purpose, dark eyes scan-
ning the area taking in everything and leaving nothing out. So far
the Forest is quiet but I have a sneaking feeling it might change
soon, especially given what happened when we travelled to the
caves*

 
(11/08/14 : 12:19:23) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I rose to my feet as I let a long lingering stretch claim
my body, my back arched slightly and stubby toes curled at the
ground they stood upon, a whisper of cracking bones could be heard
as I bent down to take the spear back in my right hand. maybe I
should look for a sharp rock or something similar so I could begin
skinning the tarsk and finally have a warm hearty meal. I stifled a
yawn and began to search around the makeshift camp for anything
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that would be useful, The 5 foot spear jabbing out at the ground in
front of me, I was in unknown territory and the last thing I needed
was to be caught in another trap.

 
(11/08/14 : 12:28:47) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *seeing the faint hint of a fire in the distance I make
my way that direction, shifting my grip on the spear in an attempt
to throw it as I move carefully from one tree to another. I glance
up and know the scouts are also making sure no trouble comes
about as they silently make their way about. I do not see anyone
by the fire, but do see a leanto and also a beast hanging against it. I
slip back into the forest about 100 yards from the camp and keep
an eye on it, hand still prepared to throw the spear if need be*

 
(11/08/14 : 12:36:04) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I was not one for mornings apart
from the spear alerting me of traps I strolled casualty around the
area blue eyes scanning around, the sound of crunching leaves and
snapping twigs could be heard as bare feet walked across them. I
bent down next to a large rock and began rummaging through a
pile of debris that had fallen from the rock., My left hand would
through the odd rock over my shoulder until I found a flat rock
around 10inch in length, it was fairly sharp though it was no knife I
hoped it would do for the beast. Rising back to my feet I headed
back to the fire. Still half asleep I sat back down by the fire. I had
not noticed you or anyone else just yet.

 
(11/08/14 : 12:40:07) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
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| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: *Throw

 
(11/08/14 : 12:43:51) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *watching as you come back to
the camp and sit down, recognizing you from the other night. I
loosen my grip on the spear some not knowing your intentions for
now and just lean the speat against the tree as I see you pick up a
rock for the beast. The scouts ever ready as well but not moving
unless there was a conflict. I pick up my spear and drag it with me
as I move 10 yards to my right keeping the leanto in my sights.
When I stop I make sure there are no branches or twigs in my way
so as not to make any noie*

 
(11/08/14 : 12:46:59)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I was with the patrol you were on,
letting you lead it to see how you did. There were ten of u sin total. I
was up in the trees with Rina and Nyada, watching intently,
waiting for some signal from you.

 
(11/08/14 : 12:52:22) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to ALL: ((Starting after Aylee’s next post, as it will be in reply
to my post prior to Shayne entering, the posting order will be
myself, Aylee, then Shayne.))

 
(11/08/14 : 12:53:08) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I had not been a panther long the
life of a Free Woman was somewhat harder the that of a wild
woman after my brother’s betrayal I had sworn to trust no one
again, The girls of the Tempest had welcome me into the band, they
had provided me with clothing, food and drink. But even so I still
trusted none of them, I found it easier when it was just me. I sat for
a while before I rose to et the large tarsk My spear was laid on the
ground in front of the fire for now my left hand grabbed two vines
and I dragged the tarsk back to the fire , Sitting back down I began
to untie the vines allowing the giant leaves to fall to the ground as I
unwrapped the beast.

 
(11/08/14 : 12:53:20)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: ((thumbs up. roger that.))

 
(11/08/14 : 13:02:39) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *watching as Aylee moves toward the tarsk and drag-
ging it back to the fire. I glance to my left and see Shayne and Rina
in the trees then motion for them to circle around the camp in a
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clockwise motion and then advance slowly behind Aylee upon my
own forward movement. I then pick up my spear and move slowly
forward, eyes watching Aylee as she unwraps the large beast, ever
mindful of her spear and that rock in her hand. I then move into
the clearing and speak, unknown if she put the rock down prior to
moving for the beast or if she still has it in her hand*
AYLEE: Tal Woman. What brings you to the territory of the
Silent Sleen? *my 5’3” frame standing about 20 feet from you,
spear held in an underhand jab motion but keeping it nonthreat-
ening for now* Do not think about picking up your spear as you
are surrounded. *nodding to the other scouts in the trees who
would have their arrows trained on you when I first spoke*

 
(11/08/14 : 13:14:01) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: In my sleepy state I had not
noticed you or anyone around me until your words came, I still held
the rock in my hand and the 5 foot spear sat on the ground in front
of me I did not rise to my feet or stop what I was doing, my left
hand pushed the leaves away from the beast, I knew I was probably
surrounded, I recognized your voice “Ahh You are the one I ran
into the other night,” A smile crossed my lips but I did not turn to
look at you just yet. “I am Aylee, I was simply exploring the forest I
mean you or any other no harm” I paused for a moment my head
turning to look at you. “I am not stupid enough to offend you by
calming my spear. I know you have me surrounded and what use
would it do really?” A slight laugh escaped my lips.

 
(11/08/14 : 13:37:48) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to | Triple dipped in psych: *seeing Shayne was momentarily
detained by something else, I move my hand so I am using the
spear as a walking stick and then nod to you* Well met Aylee. I
am Renata. *hearing your words and laughter then chuckling
softly* This is so true indeed. I can tell by your mannerism that
you had not been in the Forest long.

 
(11/08/14 : 13:44:04) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I Motioned to the fire with a nod
of my head. “Well met to you also Renata, Do you and your band
care to warm your selves?” I turned back to the fire then and looked
the large tarsk over. “Don’t suppose you would care to help me with
this beast?” I was not one for seeking help but I had never skinned
an animal in my life and had no idea where I would start.

 
(11/08/14 : 13:49:48) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I thank you for the invite. *
motioning to 2 of the scouts to approach the fire then moving to
the fire. I then spot the tarsk and nod to it* This is what you were
toting along when I had first spotted you Very impressive indeed.
*My hand moves to my left hip and then wince to myself. One of
the scouts notice and then slides a sleen knife my way* I would
indeeed like to lend a hand on this beast.

 
(11/08/14 : 13:58:53) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I nodded at your words “Yes It is
heavier than it looks…And not bad for my first kill either” I
chuckled I was not one for fear, maybe some would see me as a fool
or allowing myself to get surrounded by a band of unknown pan-
ther girls, I on the other hand saw it as nothing but survival, had I
taken up my spear I would surly be dead by now. Instead I chose to
embrace the hand that I had been played, showing you and you the
other I was no threat. I was glad you was willing to help with the
beast I would observe what it was you would do, learning from your
every movement. The scouts did not go unnoticed this time. And I
gave them a nod of greeting

 
(11/08/14 : 14:04:32) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your words and then
looking to you* Did you have to carry it a long distance, or was it
killed just prior to you arriving in the territory? *moving to the
beast and then tugging it to one side of the makeshift camp, slit-
ting the throat and letting the blood flow before slicing the head
off. I then place it off to one side for you and then turn back to
you* Where had you ome from and how did you manage to find
your way here?

 
(11/08/14 : 14:20:09) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “I took the beasts life a few hours
before our encounter I had carried it for a while until my arms
began to ache, then I dragged him along behind me” Blue eyes
watched closely as you slit the beasts throat, remembering my spear
piercing cleanly through its heart,the blood had formed a small
puddle and within moments you had sliced the head clean off the
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body. “I am Part of the Circle of Tempest band.” I paused for a
second before continuing “I have been exploring the forest, getting
myself used to all its glory after a week of travelling I found myself
here” again I paused and tucked a lock of hair behind my ear “As
you can tell by now this life is new to me” My band seemed to be
busy, and I had been mainly alone so I figured I was not going to
settle into my new life lingering around doing nothing. “How long
have you been in the forest Renata?” I asked in a hushed tone

 
(11/08/14 : 14:31:10) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing you and then recalling
my own travels in the Forest* I had not been long in the Forest
either. However, I am originally from Laura and as such know my
way about the Forest. *ears perking up* I think just to be on the
safe side we best be making our way from here. After all, the blood
might attract a couple of sleen or Men. *nodding as I move away
from the blood* After all, the Slavers who had attacked the Lair
might be around. There might also be a beast still about who had
attacked the remainder of the Lair as well.

 
(11/08/14 : 14:45:26) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: *nodding to Aylee and pieces of the lean-to were dis-
mantled and the fire snuffed out. She picks up the tarsk and the
head and I take up her spear, then we move to the pathway, feet
touching the hard rocks so as not to leave any footprints. I then
nod to one of the scouts and she moves on ahead while I lead the
way to the cave. using her spear in my left hand and mine in my
right as walking sticks for now. This is so she an focus her hands
on the tarsk.
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We approach the area and then I stop, making a herlit sound and
then seeing a couple of scouts approach. I nod to them and tell
them I am ready to head back in. They ask about Aylee and I tell
them to blindfold her as well. After we are blindfolded, we are lead
through the maze of paths for what seems like an ahn*

 
(11/08/14 : 14:53:57) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: After what seems like an ahn we stop, and the blind-
folds are removed. I nod to Aylee and then place her spear in my
tent for now, until Shayne meets her and assesses her. I then take
her other weapons and place them in my tent as well before
moving about the cavern checking out a few things* ((RT))
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Conversation with Aylee

(11/10/14 : 18:45:50) Renata
Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
(11/10/14 : 18:56:21) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *stretching and rising from my tent, rolling up my
fur and placing it on one corner before heading out. I glance up
and see the tri-moons barely shining which is all right as a couple
of torches had been lit about the camp. Making my way over to
the fire I sit down crosslegged and speak with one of the scouts. I
know I might be the lowest rung of the ranks here, but my lead in
the patrol a few days ago had earned the respect of a few and as
such they had offered to help me some*

 
(11/10/14 : 19:04:29)

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
: Enters the room…

 
(11/10/14 : 19:26:19)

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
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Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Lazy eyes struggled to open as
dark lashes fluttered against the shining gleam off a torch my hands
rose and began to gently rub the clumps of sleep from the corner of
each crystal blue eye. I could hear the slight muttering of scouts
around the camp, I could not make out what was being said and
honesty, I wasn’t interested in their conversation in the slightest. As
soon as my eyes managed to fully open I sat up letting a small
stretch climb up the spine of by back a yawn soon following. I had
noticed that my spear was not at my side, I was not worried though,
that spear head was ancient and rusted, who knows how long Sarah
had had it before she had given it to me, I think the spear head saw
it’s end with the tarsk. I pushed myself off the fur and up to my full
5’6 hight looking around the camp my eyes draw to the fire.

 
(11/10/14 : 19:30:53) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Aylee | Panther |Circle : *spotting you wake up and push
yourself of the fur. I nod once with a warm smile and then the
scouts I was talking to went back to their posts. Rising, I grab a
bota of water and move to you, handing it to you* Tal Aylee. I
trust you slept well?

 
(11/10/14 : 19:38:53)

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Feet carried me in you direction
coming to a slow stop as you approach, My right hand reached out
towards your extended hand taking hold of the bota and taking it
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from you with a nod of thanks. “Tal Renata” I lifted the bota to
pink lips and took a mouthful of the water, the back of my hand
wiping the excess water from my bottom lip as I continued. “It was
better than sleeping on leaves and twigs so I cannot complain. And
yourself?”.

 
(11/10/14 : 19:44:21) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Aylee | Panther |Circle : I had slept well. *nodding back s
you take the bota and then motioning to my tent* For now, your
spear is in my tent until you meet with Shayne, and the tarsk head
I placed on a pike for you just in case you want it as a prize. The
remainder of the carcass I have hanging up for you to dissect and
use for meat or other things.

 
(11/10/14 : 19:53:53)

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I drew my eyes towards your tent
and a slight nod was given as you spoke of my spear being in there
“That Is understandable” after all I was the traitor here, I had
strayed from my Lair and ventured into your part of the forest,. “I
do not wish the head, It will just get in my way when I continue on
my journey, I shall take what meat I need from the beast. If you
want any of the mighty beast, help your self” I said as a shiver ran
through my body. “So when is this Shayne coming to meet with
me?” I asked curiously.

 
(11/10/14 : 20:00:26) Renata

Outlaw
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Aylee | Panther |Circle : This is fair enough indeed. Right
now I think Shayne is out scouting or speaking with some of the
advance scouts. Hopefuly she will come back and then meet you.
*nodding* And we have had our ranks depleted due to a couple of
major attacks, one of which happened as I had first come to the
Territory and was about to speak with Shayne. Then when we got
close to this area we had an attack from one of the large walking
fur beasts. So we have to make extra sure on a few things.

 
(11/10/14 : 20:08:57)

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Again I nodded at your words lis-
tening carefully as you spoke of the attacks. I had never seen one of
the beast you spoke of and had only heard of them in the tales my
father used to tell me as a child, curiosity got the better of me. “what
did it look like up close?…. How big was it? Did you kill it?” I
snapped my left hand over my mouth and stopped talking and
finally gave you a chance to speak.

 
(11/10/14 : 20:15:11) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Aylee | Panther |Circle : I had run toward one of the
torches and lit a few arrows, but he slipped away as the arrows
sailed through the air. The beast was about 8 feet tall or so and
very ferocious. Some of the scouts were sliced in two. The message
it said was for Shayne and one of the other Guards. Very cryptic to
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me. In fact, that was why I had you come here since we do not
know if it is still out there or not.

 
(11/10/14 : 20:26:47)

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: A thril of excitement ran through
me from head to toe yet at the same time anxiousness took place.
“Okay, so this fight with the beast sounds like it had both glorious
and not so glorious moments, but now you tell me this giant beast
still roams around the forest and I am not allowed my weapon” I
paused as crystal eyes looked to your own. “If this thing attacks….. I
will be throwing you in front of it so I can escape!” I said through a
hearty laugh, my arm playfully nudging your own.

 
(11/10/14 : 20:33:27) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Aylee | Panther |Circle : Here you need not worry. The
place is as safe as safe can be. Apparently Shayne had used this
place in the past and as such she brought us here fro a reason. And
I think you will be allwed your spear, though one thing I noticed is
the spearhead had probably seen better days. *chuckling then
nudging your arm back* One thing I had noticed since I came to
the Forest from Laura is that there is never a a dull moment.

 
(11/10/14 : 20:41:47)

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
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Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: another laugh escaped my lips,
“Yes, that spear head is most probably older than me. One of the
women from my lair had given it to me until I can get a hold of a
better one. It has done me well so far, it took me weeks to craft it.” I
had found it both hard and rewarding It might not have been the
best spear around but for now it did what it was made for. “I am
also on the look out for a bow and a quiver of arrows. I have
noticed most wild women have them” I nodded at you own bow. “I
see how they can be necessary.”

 
(11/10/14 : 20:51:51) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Aylee | Panther |Circle : I had made my spear (as well as
my bow and arrows) as a test for the Lair. The bow I might need
to make again. And yes it does come in handy, especially for long
distances and you have no chance of using your spear. I have to
admit you did a good job with your spear. If you like I can see if
Shayne can give you a spear head to replace the one you have now.

 
(11/10/14 : 21:00:51)

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “Thank you Renata, i would be
grateful if you did, ” My words came almost as a whisper so only
you could hear my words I was not one for mannerisms, but you
had been welcoming so far that it seemed fitting to say. A yawn
escaped delicate lips and I rose the bota taking a large mouthful.
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(11/10/14 : 21:10:53) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Aylee | Panther |Circle : You are very welcome indeed
Aylee. *seeing you yawn and then nodding* I can tell you had
yawned. Getting tired already?

 
(11/10/14 : 21:16:17)

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “That I am, Maybe all the travel-
ling is finally catching up with me” I said with a smile and my hand
rose to rest on your shoulder a moment. “ If you will excuse me, I
think I should go lay down. We can talk more when I wake If you
are still around.” Even though I favoured time alone the company
had been somewhat needed. I let my hand fall back down from your
shoulder and waited to see if there was anything you wish to say
before I headed off.

 
(11/10/14 : 21:18:09) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Aylee | Panther |Circle : That is not a problem at all. *grin-
ning and patting your shoulder* I wish you well and shall see you
later.

 
(11/10/14 : 21:21:02)

Aylee
| Panther |
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Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “Rest Well when sleep finds you
Renata” I turned from you then and headed back towards the fur,
laying down and drifting off into a deep sleep.
Thank you for the role play ~smiles and leaves~
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Another Conversation with Aylee

(11/11/14 : 17:36:12) Renata
Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
 
(11/11/14 : 17:43:10) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
: Enters the room…

 
 
(11/11/14 : 17:48:08) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *rolling over in my tent and then rising, stretching as
i step out into the open, picking up my sleen knife and placing it
on my hip as I do. dark eyes look about and I grin, seeing a couple
of the scouts talking amongst themselves and a couple of trackers
building some traps to use in the Forest when they head out*

 
 
(11/11/14 : 17:57:13) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
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Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Having woken up to the sound
chattering of scouts passing by me I pushed the fur aside and rose to
my feet dark blue gaze flickered around the area until it found you,
my first thought was how your hair looked rather tidy compared to
my dirty leaf knotted waves. “Tal Renata.” I said through a yawn as
I came to stand at your side.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:05:59) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing a little noise and then
turning to you nodding* Tal Aylee I trust you slept well? *moving
to the water rack and pulling down two botas of water then
handing you one* Hopefully Shayne will be around tonight. If not,
then mayhap we can make a bow and arrows.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:12:59) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
PRIVATELY whispers to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: ….

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:13:03) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Reaching out with my right hand
I take the bota of water from you and nod with gratitude. “I did, it
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was the best sleep I have had in a while” Lifting the bota I took a sip
of the cold liquid “And you?” I nodded at your words of Shayne
being around I had become quite eager to meet her. “That sounds
good to me” I said with a smile

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:20:37) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in, on, or near one of the man creeks that branch off the Laurius
River.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *watching as you take the bota
and then drinking from my own bota* I slept well. It does take
time getting used to sleeping on the floor but it is worth it.
*placing the bota over my shoulder as I see one of the trackers
coming back from the hunt empty-handed. Shayne had said that
sometimes the hunt is not good, and I am beginning to see such*
So what made you come to the Forest?

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:35:53) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I took another drink of the water
and listened to your words my words came quiet and rushed. “I was
not willing to spend the rest of days on bended knee.” I pushed the
thought from my mind and turned from you and headed off
towards the fire sitting down crossed legged I let my elbows rest on
my knees, my left hand knuckles sitting under my chin as head rests
upon it the Bota still clutched in my right hand. “So how exactly do
we Panther girls get supplies?” I asked as I nodded to a seat beside
me.
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(11/11/14 : 18:42:56) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in, on, or near one of the man creeks that branch off the Laurius
River.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your words and nod-
ding* I understand that. I did not want to be in forced compan-
ionship. *taking the spot next to you by the fire* We trade for
things at the exchange points. I had not been there as of yet.
Shayne runs a very tight ship here.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:50:12) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “Exchange point?” I asked curi-
ously I had never heard of this place before and was somewhat con-
fused at your words my crystal blue gaze drew to your own eyes.
“With other wild women?”

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:44:50) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: OH CRAP! *shifts to this pulldown, chuckling as I
do*

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:47:28) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
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| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: (Lmao I did not even realise)

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:54:54) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *noting your confusion and then nodding to your
question* Other Wild Women. Other men who call the Forest
home. Even some men who travel up the river. I had actually been
there when I lived in Laura, as I accompanied my Father, who was
a Merchant. He had picked up a few malee slaves and put them to
work at the quarries to the east of Laura.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 18:55:08) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: ((*slides that to you*))

 
 
(11/11/14 : 19:00:46) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I listened carefully to you taking
in everything you was saying I took a drink of the water the back of
my hand wiping drop of water from my lips “Isn’t that dangerous?
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Men hunt people like us how is it even possible?” I was rather inter-
ested to see how this could be so.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 19:04:48) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *heating you and then seeing your
intrigue at what I had mentioned about the exchange points*
According to my Father, there is an unwritten peace at the
exchange points not only between men and Panther but also
among the various Panther Lairs i the Forest. After all, how else
are we supposed to get arrowheads, spear points, and candies
form the outside world except than at the exchange point?

 
 
(11/11/14 : 19:09:35) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Eyes widened and plump lips held
back an involuntary drop of drool as you spoke of candies. “I have
never thought about it… I just assumed we made them, or looted
them from stray men and wagon’s” A mischievous smile crept upon
pale lips “You should take me one day, I have yet to see this
exchange point.”

 
 
(11/11/14 : 19:15:43) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I am unable to as of yet, though I
had seen a scout point one of them out along a creek as we were
moving about. In fact, I had not done much but scouting and also
practicing with my bow here and there. In fact, *pointing to a tuft
of trees off to our left* There is a spot where people can practice
with their bow and arrow. And hopefully I will get in a spar some-
time as well.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 19:24:14) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Your words were taken in and
understood, I looked over to the trees and began to speak. “I have
not had chance to use a bow as of yet, though I am rather excited to
learn. I made my spear mainly for safety as the Lair girls would not
allow e weapons when I had first arrived. I used it as nothing but a
walking stick so they never took it from me.” That is what Sarah
and the other ‘s had thought anyway a light laugh escaped my lips
then and I took another drink.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 19:34:27) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I had co-opted a spear from the
merchant shop Father had owned in Laura. It was a little too long
for this band, so it was confiscated and Shayne taught me how to
make another one just prior to us moving from a camp to this
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spot. And I made a bow and arrow prior to that. *hearing your
words and then your light laugh* Why did the other Lair not
allow you the use of weapons?

 
 
(11/11/14 : 19:43:17) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I laughed at your question and
words soon followed. “I have only been in the forest for around 7
hands, I am no Panther I am nothing but a woman of the Wild.” I
paused and took another drink finishing the contents and putting
the Bota down on the floor beside me. “Maybe they did not trust
me. Maybe they saw me as nothing but a runaway Free Woman or
maybe they feared my existence. After all I did burn my own
Brother alive.”

 
 
(11/11/14 : 19:46:22) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *draining my bota and placing it
on the ground, then hearing your words and nodding* This is
quite understandable. I had been about nearly 5 hands meself.
*then arching an eyebrow at your pronouncement* You burned
your own brother alive? Did he try to come after you?

 
 
(11/11/14 : 19:57:00) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
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| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “He betrayed me and did not have
a chance to come after me.” I have trusted none since that day and
shall never allow my self to trust another. I stopped talking for a
moment as memories flushed trough my mind.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:05:02) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your words then not
speaking for a few ehn allowing you to be alone with your
thoughts. I then do a low whistle* now that is real hardcore. I
know a hand or two after I left Laura, my Father died. I would
have gone back home but decided the Forest was better. IT was
either the Forest or a forced companion with one whom my
Father had personallly hated but was forced to do business with
him in order to keep his Merchant shop open.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:14:02) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: As thought of my own father
began to drift into mind I pushed them away for another day. My
hand began to rub together a few inches from the fires warming
them as a cold breeze swept through the camp. “I don’t suppose you
could send someone to get me something little bit warmer to wear?”
I asked as my eyes dropped down to the short panther fur skirt and
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the even smaller boob tube type top. Goose pimples covered my
toned stomach seconds before all 131lbs of me covered with tiny
bumps.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:17:57) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *a slave notices you warming
yourself and then runs to get you a fur cloak. he domes back and
kneels down handing it to you with eyes lowered. I then look over
your clothing and chuckle softly* The air is tending to get a lil
nipply here nowadays. I shall have to ask Shayne what we are to
do about clothing for the upcoming winter months.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:23:32) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I nod at the Thrall and take the
cloak from his grasp throwing it over my shoulders and allowing it
to dit in place, already felling the heat come back into my body. “I
am used to being this cold” I laughed I was used to living as a Free
woman “This weather will take some getting used to”

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:34:04) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
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says to | Triple dipped in psych: I admit this weather will take
some getting used to. I know being along the Laurius River I had
not had much in the way of cold weather, but the further north we
had travelled the more I notice the cold.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:40:23) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I remained silent for a moment
And shifted in my seat to a more comfortable position. What do
you plan to do tomorrow?” I asked curiously

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:42:16) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I might get in some hunting
tomorrow. Also hoping to get in a spar. I had seen a few spars, and
in my time in the Forest even used a few combat skills to kill a
couple of beasts.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:46:11) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I perked at your words of sparing
and hunting. “Well I am always up for some hunting, and sparing
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If you need a partner you can count me in.” I had never fought in
my life but I was keen to learn, not that I was A wild woman, I sure
needed to know Something about fighting.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:48:33) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I would be honored to let you
come with on a hunt. But first, we might have to get you a better
spear head. *chuckling softly* That other one has probably seen
better days, and esp. with the tarsk you had killed. I also noticed
you picked up a rock in the Forest. Have you no sleen knife?

 
 
(11/11/14 : 20:51:12) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “I have the cloths on my back and
that spear” I said with a laugh “Mostly everything I owned was
burned along with my brother”

 
 
(11/11/14 : 21:05:50) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I shall find a good spear head for
you and then you can attach it to the walking stick later on.
*chuckling low*Hopefully we can locate some forest panthers (of
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the 4-legged variety) and we can kill them for their fur so we can
keep warm.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 21:09:15) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: My old life had been erased from
existence the night I set my Brother’s tent on fire, The last thing that
held me to that life was a glorious Royal blue robe with gem stoned
fixed around the hood and pretty embroidered patterns around the
bottom hem, I had burned it a few hands ago that had literally
removed any evidence of me from the ‘real’ world outside the forest,
Many would assume I had burned along with my brother and his
men. I nodded at your words and laughed some “I look forward to
that day, Renata” The tarsk I had killed had given me an unex-
pected thrill I had never before experienced, I had to say I liked how
it felt.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 21:17:29) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: Most excellent indeed. *chuckling
with a grin* It will be a good day. *all vestiges of the past on both
of our parts had evaporated when we came to the Forest, the spear
being my last connection to my old life. I then glance about the
Lair and nod to myself knowing I am indeed home* I have a
couple of unfinished business to take care of for now, but shall
speak with you on the morrow.
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(11/11/14 : 21:21:03) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I nod at your words “Be well Ren,
I shall see you Tomorrow”.

 
 
(11/11/14 : 21:21:48) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I wish you well Aylee.
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Gaining a Promotion

(11/12/14 : 11:35:54) | Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
: Enters the room…

 
(11/12/14 : 11:40:24) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: Waking from my sleep I pushed the fur to one side and
head over to the fire, settling down my arms fold around my legs
and my chin resting upon my knees, The fur cloak I had been given
the night before clung around slender shoulders, my gaze lost itself
in the pit of the fire as I began to wake myself up to the sound of
chattering scouts.

 
(11/12/14 : 11:42:58) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *having been up for a few ahn
already and speaking with a couple of the scouts, I make my way
to the fire and stand close to it, warming myself as the slaves
bandy about keeping it as well as a couple of the cooking fires
working. I look to some of the meat and think that we definitely
need to try to find some more.
I look over and spot you approaching the fire. pusing off from my
spot I move closer with a grin* Tal Aylee.
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(11/12/14 : 11:46:07) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: My dark gaze draws up to you as
you approach my chin still resting on the top of my knee. The
warming smell of food filled nostrils with delight, it had been a
while since I had smelled such a scent. “Tal Renata, How did you
sleep” I asked as I suppressed a yawn

 
(11/12/14 : 11:52:16) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *seeing you suppress a yawn and
then nodding* I slept rather well. Thought I might do a little
hunting today and see just what could be found before the harsh
winter settles in. *nodding* And possibly even see about making
another bow as Shayne had noted a couple of errors with it but
did not specify as to what they were.

 
(11/12/14 : 11:59:34) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: A small smile was given to you my
sleep also had been well and I knew how refreshing a good nights
sleep could be for Us Panther girls. “Well I have no plans for to day,
so If you want any company I am game” I paused and looked back
to the fire “I am hoping at some point you and I could maybe get in
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a spar, I am keen to learn how to defend myself from those who
hunt us”

 
(11/12/14 : 12:07:57) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I would indeed like some com-
pany. After all, there is safety in numbers so I hear. *nodding as
you look back toward the fire. I then rise and move to the
weapons hut and pick up an extra sleen knife. Heading back tot he
fire I hand it to you in the sheath* I know that you had said you
had no other weapons than your spear, so here is a sleen knife you
can utilize for now.

 
(11/12/14 : 12:16:31) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I rose to my full height of 5’6 and
my 131lb frame met your own as you came back from the hut my
right hand rising to your own taking the sheath from your grasp, I
did not speak just yet Instead I pulled the blade out f the sheath and
began to inspect it, I had never owned a blade before It looked
beautiful yet deadly.. My eyes rose from the blade back to you
“Thank you. It is perfect” I said with a smile My left hand reaching
out to gently pat your shoulder in gratitude.

 
(11/12/14 : 12:22:00) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
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says to | Triple dipped in psych: *seeing you rise up and take the
sheath from my hand. I note you are only 3 inches taller than I
and also 11 pounds heavier than I am. I watch as you pull the 7”
blade out of the sheath and look it over. Feeling your hand pat my
shoulder with a smile I nod once patting your shoulder with a grin
of my own* you are very welcome. I am still amazed that the girls
you were with did not allow you to have any weaponry, especially
out in the Forest where who knows what might happen.

 
(11/12/14 : 12:28:17) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “They welcomed me into their
lair, yet with no training I was pretty much useless with a weapon. I
have been training myself since I had arrived.” I was not looking for
any to hold my hand yet I was expecting some kind of trial from
them so to speak, so far I had had none. which is what made me
begin my travels in the forest. There was so many tales of the pan-
ther girls and how they hard they worked to stay in the forest. So far
It had not been like the tales at all.

 
(11/12/14 : 12:33:15) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I know I have had no formal
training, though I had seen a couple of spars and such so I know
the basics. One thing I had learned from the questions Shayne had
asked is that the Forest is WAY different from the cities. *yes I
know saying that is like saying “water is wet” but it does hold a
ring of truth. There are stories we hear of the Forest, but there is
nothing like experiencing them firsthand*
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(11/12/14 : 12:39:23)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: scoots you guys to this pd grins

 
(11/12/14 : 12:41:54) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I also knew some basics of fighting
I had seen my fair share of fights, growing up with two men had
seen to that. I smiled at your words and nodded. “You are not
wrong there. This is far more exciting than any tale could tell”. I
fastened the sheath around my waist so the sleen knife sat upon my
right hip for easy access. I Pulled a nearby thrall to my side telling
him to fetch Two bota’s of water, A smirk crossed plump lips as my
gaze dropped down to his arse as I watched him scurry off to the
water rack.

 
(11/12/14 : 12:43:25)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I’d been gone now for weeks, leaving Nyada in charge
since I’d taken Rina with me. We’d risked going out with a small
contingent of scouts and trying to find out where the hell the Beast
actually lived.. and so far.. we’d come up with… nothing. It was
aggravating to say the least. Finally though, it was getting too
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stormy, too cold and we decided to head home empty handed.We’d
gotten back very late in the night and now I awakened, stretching
languidly in my hut that overlooked the main area, built up on a
ledge high in the air. I dressed and exited, taking the steep winding
path down to the main area of the Lair, still kinda groggy.

 
(11/12/14 : 12:46:36) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *looking up form my conversa-
tion with Aylee and spotting you* Tal Shayne. Any luck with that
beast? I noticed you and Rina taking off like a vart out of Sardar as
I had advanced on the leanto in the Forest. *nodding to Aylee* I
would like you to meet Aylee, the occupant of that leanto as well
as one who had spotted me the night before.
AYLEE: *turning to you and then nodding* I would like for you
to meet Shayne, the Leader of the Silent Sleen.

 
(11/12/14 : 12:50:00)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: The corners of my mouth pulled
in annoyance, and I shook my head as I drew near to where you
two were sitting, a still groggy glance shifted over to the woman with
a smile and a nod. I then rubbed my face some. “I don’t understand
how a 9’ monster like that can hide and leave NO trace.. it’s absurd.
It can only mean he has agents…. ” I trailed off and just kind of
blinked.. RENATA!!! those Slavers! they probably weren’t even
slavers.. they were likely agents.. I mean who can cover tracks better
than panthers?? ”

 
(11/12/14 : 12:54:53) Renata
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Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing your words and then
thinking* Might be a crazy theory now, but do you think those
Slavers who had raided the area that first night I came to the
Camp were working with the beasts? After all, when I was in
Laura I had heard a legend of a famous Slaver in Ar who was
working with the beasts. *thinking and then looking to you wide-
eyed* IF they are, then that means that we had best be doubly
careful if and when we hunt in the Forest.

 
(11/12/14 : 12:55:45) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: My gaze dew from you to the
woman you had been telling me about.
Shayne: I caught your nod and my own head canted in greeting, I
remained silent for now as you and Renata spoke

 
(11/12/14 : 12:56:20)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: I frowned as I pondered this, my
mouth still pulled in a stern line. I rubbed the back of my neck and
then had a thrall fetch me some hot herbal tea. I’d then sip it quietly
my mind kind of in overdrive. I nodded to your words and just fell
silent for the time being, my brow furrowed.

 
(11/12/14 : 12:57:53)

Shayne Dietrich
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Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I let out a slwo breath into my cup
and then shook my head as if to clear it of such dark thoughts. That
would be discussed later. For now.. you were here. I saw that you
bore the markings of another band that I’d seen in the Exchange
now and then , so I’d study it then you quietly. I was pretty obvi-
ously sizing you up, and seeing what weaponry you had. “So..
Aylee.. what brings you to my Lair?” I smiled, but it wasn’t without
a hint of wariness. You were after all uknown to me.

 
(11/12/14 : 13:03:46) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *watching you look Aylee over
and then nodding once* All she had on her was a spear when I
found her. The spear is in my sleeping place. She said she was out
exploring the Forest. I figured after the incident with the Slavers
and then the beast that she would not be safe out there. *Was it a
risky move on my part? Mayhap, but all necessary precautions
were made ensuring the safety and security of the Lair* If I was in
error please let me know.

 
(11/12/14 : 13:05:27)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “I am sure she can speak for her-
self, Renata, but thank you for the information.” I lifted a brow
faintly and smiled some, taking a sip of tea.”If we hadn’t wanted
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her in teh Lair, you would have been stopped.. so you need not be so
defensive.”

 
(11/12/14 : 13:08:43) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: It may have seem quite ironic
that I had found my way here when your Lair seemed to be in the
middle of some kind of war, of course I had nothing to do with any
of this but for all you knew I was a spy for the beast you was
speaking to Ren about. I noted you ‘checking me out’ I was ‘5’6 and
131lb and the only weapon I had on me at the moment was a sleen
knife on my right hip. The spear I had come with was rusted and
old as hell it probably still sat in Renata’s tent. I came to stand in
front of you non threatening. “I have been travelling through the
forest I made a camp on the outskirts of your lair.” I paused for a
moment before speaking again. “I had no idea this was a Lair until
I met Renata” I smiled.

 
(11/12/14 : 13:14:00) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing you and then nodding
with a grin* This is fair enough, Shayne. *stepping back and
hearing you and Aylee speak. You could see her spear by my fur in
my sleeping area and I had a scout keep an eye on it from afar* In
fact, I was about to go out on the hunt to see if there are any sleen
or 4-legged panthers in the area. I know the meat had probably
been a little low as a couple of scouts had returned with nothing as
of yet.

 
(11/12/14 : 13:14:33)

Shayne Dietrich
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Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I watched you for a long while, as if
weighing your words. and then I canted my head and nodded
slowly. “I See.. and your band lets you just wander alone? That
seems an odd trait for those that should be loyal.” I took another
drink of tea, my mouth pulling again. You could tell I was irritated
but not at you. This was an old gripe I had about most bands.

 
(11/12/14 : 13:15:38)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “we should do our spar today.. so
we can get you ranked up. Think you’re ready yet.. or want more
practice? You don’t have to beat me for this rank after all.. just do
it.”

 
(11/12/14 : 13:17:55) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: I think I am ready for it. *nod-
ding once*

 
(11/12/14 : 13:25:12) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
PRIVATELY whispers to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: ….

 
(11/12/14 : 13:25:44)

Shayne Dietrich
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Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “excellent then. Make whatever
preparations are necessary and meet me in the Circle of Spears
then. I will be along shortly. ”

 
(11/12/14 : 13:26:41) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: The Tempest band had been
rather wetsuit lately with the winter season coming in fast most of
the girls had been out hunting, I doubt they had the time to train
me let alone keep an eye on me., I needed to learn what I could by
my self and Even though I had been apart of the band for around 6
hands now I still trusted no one “I will not beat around the bush, I
have not been in the forest long, Yes I have a Leader and I am part
of another band, but that does not mean I let them control me” I
paused and smiled at you seeing you some what irritated. “I decided
I would Travel If they do not like it, that is their problem” I said
with a light laugh “I put my trust in no one but myself”.

 
(11/12/14 : 13:29:12) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *nodidng as I hear you and
then moving to my sleeping area picking up my spear and sleen
knife. I then make my way over to the Circle of Spears, my fur
boots lightly hitting the dirt as I hold my spear in my right hand
with the spearhead up waiting for you*

 
(11/12/14 : 13:29:15) | Triple dipped in psycho |
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Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: Wetsuit = Quiet >.<

 
(11/12/14 : 13:31:13)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I smiled a bit easier and even
chuckled softly. I pursed my lips in thought and offered a slow nod.
“Very well. But know this. If you are discovered to be a spy of some
variant, be it for your band, or for the Kurii.. things will not end
well for you. I will tentatively say you may visit here as yo will, but
you will always be blindfolded and disarmed until you can be
trusted. Also. you need a new spear. That thing is rusted as hell and
will break on you eventually. I could give you one, if you’ve any-
thing to trade for it.”

 
(11/12/14 : 13:35:52) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Circle of Tempest
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: I nodded as I carefully took in
your words. “This is understandable. Thank you” I laughed as you
spoke of the spear “Ahh so you noticed that.” I paused again and
thought a moment. “I have nothing to trade but the fur on my back.
Though I am sure we could come to some sort of deal.”

 
(11/12/14 : 13:43:20)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: “hmm.. go out hunting with some of
my scouts. Help bring in something and I will loan you some
weapons. If you all succeed, you can keep them. Now if you will
excuse me.” I rose and stretched, handing off my cup with agrin to a
thrall and headed to the Circle, where the others were already
placing bets and cheering since there would be a fight to watch.

 
(11/12/14 : 13:43:56)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “All right.. we are going to go 3
rounds, no time on this one. You may use only one weapon so
choose wisely. You will go first. ” grins as I take the sands.

 
(11/12/14 : 13:50:35) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: Only one weapon, huh? Well
this ought to be interesting indeed. *grinning as I look at my spear
and then my sleen knife. I decide to discard the knife for now and
approach the pit
5’3, 110
5’ long spear, the final 18 inches tapered off with a steel spearhead.
I position myself in the circle about 15 feet from you, feet angled
at a 45 degree angle with a right foot lead. Since it is my only
weapon, I hold the spear diagonally in front of me parallel to my
body with the spear head pointed your direction, doelike green
eyes focusing on you and nodding as I am at the ready*
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(11/12/14 : 13:56:08)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: 5’9”
145 lbs.
5’ spear
I’d close the distance to 10’ and faced you in an open stance, knees
slightly bent 2” down. I held my spear laterally before me in a mid
guard position at waist level. The tip was pointed off to my left. I
rose up onto the balls of my feet and returned the nod, awaiting
your attack with a grin.

 
(11/12/14 : 14:03:32) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *watching you position your-
self and knowing I might have my work ut out for me as you are 6
inches taller and a good 25 pounds heavier. I grin back noting the
distance was shorter. I slowly go into a jog, shifting my hands as I
do on the spear holding it about halfway from the spearhead. I
then approach to within 2 feet of you and about a foot off to your
right,
lowering the spear in a stab motion and jamming the butt end
down toward your right foot. The intent? to cause you to drop
your spear at most and cause you to have a nasty limp at worst.

 
(11/12/14 : 14:19:44)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
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says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: (sorry had a phone call)I watched
your approach, and then seeing your spear jutting downward for
my right ankle, I would not lower my guard, but instead, I’d simply
shuffle to my left quickly, moving 2’ over, to leave your spear butt
hitting the ground. I’d leave my right foot forward coming out of
that shuffle, and pivoted to face you, with a full 4’ between us now.
I’d lean into that right lead with a grin
I then swung my spear upwards, angling to a 45 degree angle,
bringing the butt end up. I’d feint with that end, like I was going to
hit you in the gut, but then I spun the spear in my hands quickly,
and aimed the tip towards your right side in a slash, hoping to open
you up early on in this. It would be a shallow slash, so it would only
nick and not cause any heavy damage.

 
(11/12/14 : 14:24:49) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *catching your move out of my
preriphery and then pivot on my left foot, placing my left hand
toward the top of the spear and raising the butt off the ground as I
bend my knees into a crouch so my ass is 2 feet off the ground,
feeling the staves of our spears connect as I make a valiant attempt
to block your slash. I then
use my low center of gravity to try to push the spears back to try to
in them against you, slowly rising from my crouch as I do*

 
(11/12/14 : 14:25:06) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((in = pin))

 
(11/12/14 : 14:29:19)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: As you attempted to push
upwards, I’d simply use my weight advantage against your leverage
bonus, and bear down. I’d keep our spears against one another for
the moment and push down in an attempt to keep you from gaining
your feet entirely.
While I pressed down, I’d bring my right leading foot forward,
aiming a kick for the center of your ribs while you were half
crouched there in front of me. I’d use that kick’s momentum to push
off you and shuffle back to open the distance to 3’ between us,
hoping that between the sudden loss of force against you combined
with the kick would leave you prone in the sand.

 
(11/12/14 : 14:36:10) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *as ou try to press down on me
I watch as you move your right foot. I swiftly remove my left hand
from the spear and try to grip your leg about way up the calf. This
way if I go down I will try not to go down in the sand alone,
bringing you down with me or “die” trying. I then
dart my right leg under the spear and try to hook it behind your
left (or plant) leg. The intent? to bring you down with me so we
would be on a level playing field once more. After all, everyone is
the same size once their legs are taken out from under them.

 
(11/12/14 : 14:39:44)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
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says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: As your leg came out in an
attempt to trip me, I’d simply step out another 1’ putting me at 4’
and now out of your range. However, with my longer arms and
weapon you’d be easily within mine.
I brought both hands to the top half of my spear, and gripped tightly
with left hand, and loosely with right, and pushed the spear through
my right hand, aiming the butt end of the spear for your left side
temple, hoping to knock you out.
Your next post is final defense, to end the spar.

 
(11/12/14 : 14:44:05) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *watching you back up in an
attempt to bring that spear toward my left temple, and then
rolling to my left 2 feet and back 1 foot in an attempt to cause you
to miss my temple. I then glare at you as I rise but then
grin and shift the spear in my left hand, holding my rigth hand
out to you* Wonderful spar Shayne. I admit you are a tough
fighter, and actually thought I tried to trip you up with my sweep
attempt.

 
(11/12/14 : 14:48:50)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: “nah I was too far. You need to
keep in mind distances. Also.. never.. ever.. ever under any circum-
stance fight from the ground willingly. You get down that low with
a man, and he will take you the rest of thew ay down and collar
you.”

 
(11/12/14 : 14:50:39) Renata
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Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: I shall definitely keep that in
mind. I know that, and would most definitely not try that against
a man. I figured with my low center of gravity I would try to gain
some sort of advantage at least against you or another Panther if
given the chance.

 
(11/12/14 : 14:52:39)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: Even when you fight Panthers,
always pretend that you are fighting a man. If you start developing
those bad habits, you might end up using them when it counts.. and
then. you are screwed. ” I grinned and walked to my dais where
Nyada and Rina were sitting talking.

 
(11/12/14 : 14:54:19) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: Very valid point to take to
heart. *grinning and placing my sleen knift back on my left hip,
then using the spear as a walking stick and making my way over to
the fire, then sitting crosslegged and warming myself up*

 
(11/12/14 : 14:59:31)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Renata Outlaw Silent Sle: So now, you have attained the
rank of Huntress, and may change your tags to reflect such. Your
new rules are as follows:
-May come and go sans blindfold/hood. However, will still be
watched by the scouts. You may NPC these Scouts if none are avail-
able. Any attempts to try to shake them off, or forgetting them in
your posts will be taken as an assumption you are not trustworthy.
In the case of this, you will either be demoted to Outlaw again, or
killed depending on the severity and frequency of this infraction.
-You must hunt your own food, and will only be taken out once a
hand to do so. Sometimes, we don’t always get to eat well, so you
must begin to learn that.
-May trade unsupervised in the LEP, but still place all scripts on the
boards, so we know what was acquired.
-May capture slaves freely.
-Will no longer be subject to weapon inspection. However, you still
must use weapons from the approved list.

 
(11/12/14 : 15:02:48) Renata

Outlaw
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: I thank you very kindly, and
will not let you down. I always NPC’ed the Scouts irregardless,
and shall continue to do such. In regards to the Exchange Point,
One of the Scouts had told me of some movement by a couple of
people there but knew I was not allowed to trade there without
you.

 
(11/12/14 : 15:11:01) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *shifts my tags*

 
(11/12/14 : 15:17:46)

Shayne Dietrich
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Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ok so your first mission.. go find
and explain to me all your tasks for this rank. -grins-

 
(11/12/14 : 15:36:15) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((sorry for the delay. Roomies
had asked me something.))
Judge 3 spars, fight 2 spars with ANY bandmate regardless of
rank. Also, learn in further detail the produgy spar system.
Go on a hunt with a bandmate (Huntress or higher) and focus on
tracking, killing via prodigy, clean and prepare an animal for con-
sumption
trach rules and ranks to new bandmates. Also escprt them to the
Exchange Point if a higher rank is unavilable
learn and choose my first rate (I already have one such in mind)
Answer questions about the animals and plants in the Northern
Forest as well as behavior of Panther Girls. Strongly advised to
read Hunters before asking to take that test.
learn hoe to set and build three new traps for the Lair. Also,
describe Lair defenses.

 
(11/12/14 : 15:38:06)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: nods. When that prodigy based
hunt happens, I will run an animal that will react in prodigy rules.
By the rules, you can kill any npc with one shot. but thats stupid.. I
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want to teach realism in hunting, instead of all these super xena’s
taking otu larls with a single arrow to the eye.. RME> real bow
hunters don’t actually hunt that way. . and neither shall we.

 
(11/12/14 : 15:41:06) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: In regards to an animal hunt,
how do you feel about a dice roll as well as prodigy? I find that to
be fair. Either evens hit and odds miss or just label by number
where the hit would land.

 
(11/12/14 : 15:43:01)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: nah. I want straight prodigy. at
least 3 rounds for small game, 5 for larger. I want the focus on the
skill.. and wording.. not luck. :P

 
(11/12/14 : 15:44:51) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: Fair enough. :) Jus thought I
would inquire. I know I used it for tateget practice, and had always
considered hunting to be target practice, only this time using a
live target instead of a stationary one.

 
(11/12/14 : 15:46:18)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: its fine for funsies.. but again.. bad
habits. nobody is going to accept dice when you shoot them. soooo
better to develop the skills and the words to properly shoot. :P

 
(11/12/14 : 15:46:45) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: I will go along with you on that
one. :)

 
(11/12/14 : 15:48:38) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: BTW, the first rate I wish to
learn is scouting. I think I mentioned that to you before.

 
(11/12/14 : 15:55:37)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Indeed! it is noted in my private
note section grins.

 
(11/12/14 : 15:56:05)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: All right.. let us talk defenses.
Since apparently you need the brush up, I am first going to describe
our lair to you.

 
(11/12/14 : 15:58:37) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: All right. *moving close to the
dais and sitting at the edge so as not to crowd you or Rina*

 
(11/12/14 : 16:01:35)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: The Lair is situated to the far
north eastern corner of the Forest. It is butted up against the moun-
tains that separate us from Torvaldsland. There are a few ways into
the camp. THe main way is from the South, through a complex net-
work of caves that are littered with traps and dead ends. Coming
from the west, there is a long tunnel that has been dug out over the
years and maintained with wooden braces. It lets out of a hollowed
out tree, and is a handy escape route if we are overrun. There is no
eastern exit, since we are about as east as you can be. To the north,
there are more caves that would carry us out into Torvaldsland
itself. There are other emergency exits, but you won’t learn of those
till you are of Panther rank.
As for the Lair itself, it is a huge cavern some 200 feet down under-
ground. The top has the appearance of being wide open, but there is
tarn wire and mesh. It will sometimes rain a bit into the lair, but
there are trees and rock ledges that prevent it from being a down-
pour. At the heart of the Lair is a lake fed by a watefall. There is a
dais in front of this lake, and is held by the Leader and her chain of
command. There are huts scattered around this main area, and
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well as tents and treehouses. There are many tunnels that come off
this central area, that lead to storage alcoves. There is a kitchen, a
medical area, and a lot of storage areas.

 
(11/12/14 : 16:14:16) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: Two questions:
1.) Is there a map of the Lair and area? (strictly OOC of course so I
and possibly others have a visual of what we are looking at)
2.) Are any of the northern caves buried within the mountain of
Torvaldsland itself?

 
(11/12/14 : 16:17:48)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: 1)not yet. and now. The Torvalds-
burg is wayyyyyy too far. I will make maps later

 
(11/12/14 : 16:30:58) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: this is fair enough indeed. :)

 
(11/12/14 : 16:41:34) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: hpw far is the nearest exchange
point?
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(11/12/14 : 16:42:09)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: we have several. I will include
them on the map :) Id say they are about every 5 pasangs

 
(11/12/14 : 16:43:54) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: that is not bad at all. :) At least
we would not have to go TOO far to exchange goods.

 
(11/12/14 : 16:44:32)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: nope. ok Im gonna work on these
maps. grins

 
(11/12/14 : 16:49:10)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: lays against while I draw,
lounging lazily in some furs.

 
(11/12/14 : 16:51:26) Renata

Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *grinz as you lay against me
and lounge, pulling out a couple of scrolls and reading*

 
(11/12/14 : 17:39:09)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: http://silentsleenpanthers.freefo-
rums.net/thread/41/maps

 
(11/12/14 : 17:41:51) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: very nice work indeed. :)

 
(11/12/14 : 18:00:14)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: All right.. so in the caverns, there
are numerous areas where the tunnels can be collapsed.. I will show
you a few now.. ” I motioned you closer and pointed out a total of 5
on the map, in all directions. Also, we have the option if we are
besieged , to close off the entrances. We have enough stuff here to
sustain us for a month of siege time. We have several springals that
we salvaged from ships in the artic basin behind the waterfalls.
They bolted down to the ground.. and then of course we have our
scouts, archers, and sleen patrollers. So that is the bulk of defenses
for the cave.. now the forest beyond.. ” I pulled that map off, and
rolled it, and then revealed another.
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(11/12/14 : 18:02:33) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *watching as you point out a
total of 5 tunnels and then hearing the option for siege time, nod-
ding as you then pull the map off and then pull out another map*

 
(11/12/14 : 18:11:37)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: so now.. what, if any traps do you
know how to set, just out of curiosity?

 
(11/12/14 : 18:15:28) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: There is a ground trap, where a
hole is buried and leaves over it. Then when someone walks over
it in one spot they fall in. There is also a rope trap to where a lasso
is placed ont he ground with something in the middle of it. Then
when the target takes the bait, the rope is pulled and they are
caught

 
(11/12/14 : 18:18:51)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: “and how might you rig such a
trap if there wasn’t someone there to pull it?
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(11/12/14 : 18:21:38) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: either throw the rope over a
branch with a weight (stone or something heavy)
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Tabuk Hunt

(11/13/14 : 15:37:27) Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
(11/13/14 : 15:43:28) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
: Enters the room…

 
(11/13/14 : 15:49:06) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is either in a tree hut or one on the ground inside the Lair.
says to ALL: *having been up for a few ahn, I remained huddled in
my hut reading a few of the Lair scrolls, doelike green eyes
checking out a couple of things and then nodding to myself as I
make a few notes on a piece of rence. I roll the rence up and place
it by my fur as I pick up my spear and then head for the door.
Thinking I grin and move to Aylee’s spear and look at the spear
tip. Nodding to myself I pick it up and head out into the main
area*

 
(11/13/14 : 15:53:59) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to ALL: Rising from the furs I take the sheath and attach it
around my waist so the Sleen knife was comfortably sat upon my
right hip, adjusting my clothing as I began to walk over to the fire
area blue eyes looking around to see who was here. Most of the
night I had been thinking on the deal me and Shayne had made. I
was excited as this would be my first official hunt with scouts and I
could not wait to begin. Passing by the water rack I took a bota of
water in each hand then settled at my usual place by the fire .

 
(11/13/14 : 15:58:00) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *moving to the fire with a grin
thinking on a few things. One of the scouts had stopped me and I
spoke on a couple of things to her from what I had heard. She
nods and moves away then I sit at the fire. Spotting you I nod
once with a genuine smile* Tal Aylee. I trust all is well?

 
(11/13/14 : 16:08:12) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I warm smile was returned my
gaze watching you as you sat down, my left hand reaching out
towards you offering you one of the bota’s. “Wonderful” I said with
a cheery tone in my voice, I took a sip from my bota of water swal-
lowing the cool liquid down in a small gulp “Rumour has it you are
no Longer a outlaw. Congratulations Renata.” Once you took the
water my left hand reached for your shoulder and patted you gently
my arm then returning back down to my side.

 
(11/13/14 : 16:12:09) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *taking the bota and then
drinking a long pull from it as you congratulate me and pade my
shoulder gently* I thank you kindly. The spar was a good one, and
I admit I made a couple of mistakes but I learned from them and
will apply the things I learned to the next spar. Hopefully one day
you and I shall meet in the Circle of spears and have a clash of
weapons. *grinning as I take another pull* And I had heard that
you and Shayne had come to some sort of agreement.

 
TABLE WIDTH=”100%” border=0 cellpadding=0 cell-

spacing=0>(11/13/14 : 16:20:53)
| Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: There had been chatter of the spar
and the word was that you both fought well “Learning from mis-
takes Is a wise way to learn” Taking another sip before continuing.
“I will happily meet you in the Circle” I said with a hearty laugh
“Ahh yes. In short I am to go hunting with a group of scouts… If my
hunt is successful Shayne will have a spear for me.”

 
(11/13/14 : 16:24:53) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *giving a soft chuckle to your
laugh then hearing your words and nodding* That is most excel-
lent. Best of luck in your hunt indeed. *grinning* I have a hunt of
my own soonish as well, and then I hope to head for the exchange
point with any items I can find. Though things are a lil scarce for
the moment.

 
(11/13/14 : 16:30:10) | Triple dipped in psycho |
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Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Hearing your words A small smirk
comes to moist ruby lips, “You want to join up with me? After the
hunt I could travel with you to the exchange point.” Of course you
did not have to join us that choice was entirely yours . Tilting the
bota once more I finish the contents and toss the empty bota on the
ground beside me.

 
(11/13/14 : 16:33:59) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *seeing your smirk and then
replying with one of my own as I drain the bota and toss it behind
me, hitting a passing slave by accident. I look at him with a
sheepish grin and then turn back to you nodding* I would indeed
be honored to. By the way, what are you going to do with the band
you are currently in?

 
(11/13/14 : 16:36:19)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *i was out on my usual walk around the lair as i have
woken up,i was just enjoying it and strecthing my leg as i was
passing by,my thoughts were somewhere else as i didn’t really notice
anyone at first*

 
(11/13/14 : 16:39:07) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Circle of Tempest |
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: A loud uncontrollable giggle
escaped my lips as your bota clonked a thrall upside his head
quickly my hand raised to my mouth to muffle the sound of the
laugh, once the fit had faded my eyes drew to you a light tear in the
corner of my eye from laughing. “I have decided I am going to leave
the band, For now I am going to remain a lone panther.” There was
quite a lot I needed to get my head around so no irrational deci-
sions was made.

 
(11/13/14 : 16:47:38)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *i was coming in closer as i noticed
someone i haven’t seen before in the camp and was thinking to
myself who she was…… i was just slowly circling around trying to
hide that i am looking at her…..wondering what is she doing
here,did she join this band or is she the enemy…for now i just
watched*

 
(11/13/14 : 16:49:37) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: *glancing to you and nodding as
you approach the fitre looking Aylee over. I shift then glance to
the slave whom I clocked with the bota and chuckling as he moves
away then turning back to you* Tal Balen. How are you this night?

 
(11/13/14 : 16:52:33)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: *i looked over at you and nodded
my head,but my eyes were still glancing a bit at the other girl* Tal
Renata i am doing very well,my mind a bit distracted with certain
things but that is nothing to worry about…who is this? *my eyes
pointing to the girl next to you*

 
(11/13/14 : 16:52:35) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I straitened in my seat and pre-
tended that little outburst had never happened, I could feel stray
eyes upon me maybe they was assessing my mental state, or maybe
admiring my beauty in all its glory, I chucked to my self and pushed
the thoughts aside for now my gaze remained upon Renata.

 
(11/13/14 : 16:57:53)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *i walked around slowly and started
to approach very close…i wanted to have a better look and i
thought to myself “i should provoke some kind of reaction from her”
*i was now reaching behind you and looked down as you were
seated*

 
(11/13/14 : 16:59:23) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: *hearing your question and
then nodding to Aylee* This is Aylee. She is a Panther I first met
in the Forest while hunting an anumal and then I saw a leanto as I
was leading a patrol. She had been the occupant of it and given the
situation with the beast and also the Slavers I had brought her
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here. Better to be here and safe than out in the wild and prone to
attacks by beasts and such. *nodding once as I shift my body
slightly*

 
(11/13/14 : 17:02:49)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: *my eyes moving over to you as i
hear you speak and standing behind her nodding quietly as it made
sense* is she a part of band now?

 
(11/13/14 : 17:04:19) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I was sitting cross legged and
facing the fires, but I was as trusting to you all as you were to me.
And I didn’t like the male species. I did not look at you as you drew
closer and I continued to look into the fires, but I was aware of
every step you took towards me. And the moment you stepped
within range of my back.
I was twisting from my left to right with my hips whilst snapping
my right elbow up and back towards my rear right flank seeking to
slam its bone into the cap of your right knee before you could draw
any closer to me. “Watch yourself around me Male, if I wanted you
invading my personal space, I would say so.” I was now rising to my
feet.

 
(11/13/14 : 17:09:26) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: *hearing you and then nodding
once* When I met her she was a part of the Circle of Tempest
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Band. Apparently she got lost on a hunt and came within our ter-
ritory. *watching as she swiftly moved her hand in attempt to hit
your right knee and wincing, knowing that if the hit were suc-
cessful it would leave a mark something fierce on you. I then rise
to my feet and pick up both theh spears in my right hand*

 
(11/13/14 : 17:09:53)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *i was pretty much of aware that
and agressive rection was very possible and honestly i wanted to see
it as i was just testing something out so i was very prepared for
it……i watched the movement of your and moved to my left side
quickly avoiding the blow to my knee and smirking* now aren’t you
a feisty one,don’t get too excited *i was now watching you as you
were rising to your feet and wanting to provoke some more*

 
(11/13/14 : 17:14:55) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: My eyes glimpsed to Renata as
she rose to her feet with the two spears but then quickly snapped
back to you. I had no interest in playing games with a slave. Even
before I fled the life of a Free Woman, I would have had you put to
death for your behaviour and words to Me. Since I was still a
stranger in these lands and I had no coin to give to your owner if I
slit your throat, I decided to just ignore You and turned my atten-
tion back to Renata with little more than a scowl of disapproval.

 
(11/13/14 : 17:16:01) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to ALL: (Checks and makes sure that there was no force posting
in any of my posts. phew.)

 
(11/13/14 : 17:19:44)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I came in from a bath just in time
to hear you speaking to Aylee. I’d come from the tunnel behind you
and move with my usual stealth. I silenced those that could see me
so they’d not alert me to your presence, though most were just kind
of staring at you at the moment. I closed to 2’ behind you, unless
you moved.. and then I snapped my right leg forward in a kick
aimed for the center of your back. I’d shove hard if it connected,
with the full intention of sprawling you on your face in the sand.
If that worked as planned, I scurried forward to close the distance to
nearly nothing and would bring that same foot downward, aiming
a stomp to the back of your neck, my intention to pin you to the
ground.

 
(11/13/14 : 17:19:49)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *i was now watching over to you
and galncing over to Renata aswell thinking it would maybe a good
time to back off….i was turning around myself to see if Mistress was
around and turning back again* slit my throat?you would have to
work good for that to happen *i was just going on with it,and i
really didn’t know if i crossed a line but i was just not trusty to new
faces after everything that has happened*

 
(11/13/14 : 17:24:57) | Triple dipped in psycho |
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Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I looked towards you with a smile
noticing my spear in your hand “I think you can keep that” I
pointed and laughed “The sleen knife will be a lot more useful to me
then that could be” I tapped at the sheath at my right hip “Shall we
hunt?” I asked simply

 
(11/13/14 : 17:25:25)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *while i was all caught up going
on with my provoking i completely lost sense of my surroundings as
i didn’t even think this could happen as i just checked behind me a
few moments ago but i forgot how she was good at not being
seen…..i suddenly felt a hard kick to my back,losing my balance
and falling down to the ground with a painfull expression on my
face….i tried to regain composure but felt the foot on my neck and
mumbling loud*

 
(11/13/14 : 17:27:00) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: Balen is a good sort, even if he is a
lil testy about new people. But then too, there had been no others
in the Lair since I had come in nearly a passage hand ago. *nod-
ding then looking over your spear, seeing the dents on the hspear-
head* It looks like this spear had been through a lot indeed. Hope-
fully the hunt will be successful.
*I begin to turn away and then hear a whump. Turning about
swiftly I see Balen on the ground with Shayne’s foot on his neck. I
then chuckle to her and nod*
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SHAYNE: Tal Shayne. I trust you slept well?

 
(11/13/14 : 17:29:05)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I slowly crouched down, bearing
my weight on your neck and the collar, pinning you with a grunt
and then looking up to Renata.

 
(11/13/14 : 17:29:50)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: “Tal Renata. I did indeed! How
about you?” I smirked from my new perch of one mouthy assed
slave. My eyes flashed in annoyance , but it was clearly not at you. I
then turned to Aylee.

 
(11/13/14 : 17:30:34)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: “Tal Aylee. sorry for the mouth on
this one. He seems to forget he is no longer a Free Man.. but that
will be rectified shortly.. then I will have him apologize to you in a
proper manner, once you two get back from the hunt.”

 
(11/13/14 : 17:30:50)

Balen
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[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was laying on the ground and
grunting aswell as i felt all your weight on my neck holding me
down*

 
(11/13/14 : 17:34:15) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *seeing you smirk and then
chuckling once, knowing that the annoyance was toward Balen for
what he had done* I had slept all right. Woke up a few ahn ago
and spoke with a couple of the scouts then checked on a couple of
traps here and there. Speaking of which, *looking to this spear and
then to Aylee with a grin*
AYLEE: *handing the spear to you with a grin* I recall you using
this as a walking stick mostly when I saw you in the Forest. Appa-
rently you were trying to find a few traps here and there or some-
thing.

 
(11/13/14 : 17:35:53) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ((the first part was to you. And
apparently Aylee had mouse issues so she dropped out))

 
(11/13/14 : 17:36:21)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: (I figured. go ahead and hunt and
just includ her in your posts, in case she makes it back. )
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(11/13/14 : 17:37:07)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I wound my hand into your hair
like a vice and then shifted, pulling off your neck and pulling you to
your feet with a soft hiss. I then began to walk across the lair to the
A Frames, dragging you with me angrily.

 
(11/13/14 : 17:40:07)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *grunts loudly as You pull me
up,my eyes trying to look at you,walking alongise with you not
saying a word out loud but mumbling all the time to myself as i
looked where you were taking and i didn’t like that one bit…
shifting to you again* the frames? you are going to put me on the
frames?

 
(11/13/14 : 17:42:17) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *watching Shayne move off with Balen and then
moving to the scout by the entry, stopping by my hut to pick up
my sleen knife as I do and attach it to my left hip. As I approach
the scout I nod to Aylee and then blindfold her, taking her left
elbow as the scout takes her right elbow. We then make our way
through the cave pathways trying to avoid the traps and pitfalls*

 
(11/13/14 : 17:43:19)
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Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: By way of answer, I kept walking
and turned you so you faced the frame and all but slammed your
face into it, turning your head to the side at the last instant so your
cheek was smooshed cruelly against the wood. I motioned to a pair
of Panthers that were here, and had them bind your hands while I
kept you pinned. Once you were secure I moved around to stand in
front of you, where you could see me through the space in the top of
the frame. “So firstly who the HELL do you think you are to be
questioning people like that? Secondly.. ALL Panthers are Mistress
to you.. you do NOT call them by their first name. You are not a
Free man, Balen.

 
(11/13/14 : 17:43:23) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Balen had been the first male I
had seen up close since my brothers demise, I may be a tad ‘jumpy’
at times but that is without reason, I was no walk over and I knew
when to stand my ground and when to walk away. “Maybe so but it
will take time for me to see that. And we Will not be returning
empty handed I laughed lightly” I turned around with you and
noticed what was going on.
Shayne: My gaze rose to your face, seeing that you was currently
busy with the thrall I simply nodded a greeting to you for now.

 
(11/13/14 : 17:49:25)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *there was a painfull expression
on my face as you slammed my face into the wood,i could even feel
it cut on my cheek a bit,feeling my hands being tied and looking at
You through the space pulling on my restraints hard grunting….i
was really not happy at this moment and i hesitated to answer you
at first as you could see it on my face but then answered you
angrily* i got that Mistress,you don’t need to remind of that,i was
doing it because i didn’t know who she was *pulls again hard on the
restraints*

 
(11/13/14 : 17:51:12)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: That is NOT your place. you have
TWO duties.. and I know I told you them.. remind me of what they
are.. and it is also not fo yoru to decide what remidners you do and
do not need. Slave.” I grunted and moved around behind you, I
drew a knife and cut open your tunic in the back right on the seam
so it could be easily mended later. This would bare your back to the
cold air, and then I took a kurt from where it hung on the tree.
With no preamble whatsoever, the five straps would find your back
and I spoke again. “What are your two duties, Balen?”

 
(11/13/14 : 17:55:34)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was pulling harder on my
restraints now as i listened to you,i hated this damn frame and
wanted to break it up…my eyes glancing as you walked behind
feeling my back bare and the sudden pain rushing through my
body….i slammed forward a bit on the wood not making a sound
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and growls* they are complete obedience and exquisite beauty Mis-
tress

 
(11/13/14 : 17:56:22)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “Right.. so what about ANY of
that shit you just pulled fit either of those parameters? ” I snarled
and let the kurt land again, this time right beneath your shoulder
blades.

 
(11/13/14 : 18:00:33)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *the pain rushes through me
again closing my fists up and pulls hard growling,trying to move my
head to the side trying to see you* no that doesn’t fit in any way
Mistress,just wanted to have a closer look at that new girl Mistress

 
(11/13/14 : 18:01:58) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: *meandering through the caves form the Lair, taking
a turn here and another one there. As Aylee is blindfolded she has
no way of knowing just where we are heading until we meet out
on the pathway. I peek about a corner here and there for any traps
and use my own spear for a poker just in case. Satisfied I make my
way to another set of caves leading out to the forest*

 
(11/13/14 : 18:02:18)
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Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “she is not “that new girl” she is
“that visiting Mistress” ” I snarled softly and let the kurt bite again,
this time wrapping around your left side. I then moved forward,
once more entwining my fingers in your hair and yanking your
head back painfully. “Your attitude fuckign sucks. Tell me why. Is
this you rebelling because I had to leave iwthout you. . or something
else?”

 
(11/13/14 : 18:03:46) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
: ~Kicks computer and slides back in all smooth like I had never
left~

 
(11/13/14 : 18:08:21)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i knew i would get another one
for saying that so i was prepared and anticipated the hit tensing up
my whole body and growls again as it hit me…..that damn thing
hurt but there was no fricking way i was going to show that to
her….feeling my head being pulled back and looking to the side at
you* that is one of the reasons Mistress

 
(11/13/14 : 18:10:30)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
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Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “well it doesn’t excuse your
actions.. one of the reasons..? What are the others..?” I held off for
now, waiting.. watching you.

 
(11/13/14 : 18:10:57) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: It was as though I had lost myself
in day dreams for the moment. (Damned computer!) I snapped out
of it and hurried up beside you. I kept constant awareness of our
surroundings but spoke quietly to you. “So what are we looking to
hunt today? Animal, or Man?” I carried my spear in my left hand,
holding it midshaft in an underhand grip with the head pointing
forward.

 
(11/13/14 : 18:14:11)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i was catching my breath a bit
now,my body was very tense,every muscle on my body was
showing,the slashes on the back were now beginning to numb….i
turned my head away from you to the other side* i don’t want to
speak about the other reason here Mistress,i would tell you that
alone….not with all these panthers…Mistresses around

 
(11/13/14 : 18:17:07) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your words as we move
out of the Lair and tot he caves leading out into the Forest* We
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will be hunting a 4 legged animal if possible. And if a man comes
in the area, that might make a prisoner for the Lair. *nodding
once as I poke the ground in front of me with the butt of my
spear, feeling for any traps or pits before seeing the opening*

 
(11/13/14 : 18:17:07)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “You don’t have that luxury. You
are a slave. You will speak when I tell you to speak. ” I growled now,
running out of patience and aimed to wrap the straps around your
other side now, striking new flesh that wouldn’t be numb.

 
(11/13/14 : 18:21:47) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: The darkness from the blindfold
was somewhat comforting to me I was lead in an unknown direc-
tion your voice coming from my front I would smile at your words
even though you would not see it. “This will be fun”

 
(11/13/14 : 18:22:25)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i really didn’t want to get that
other reason up in the open for now but i knew you would beat me
more with that damn thing again…i tensed up my body as har as i
could,leaning on the wood in front anticipating the hit as i hear you
talk*
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(11/13/14 : 18:25:00) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *approaching the opening and
heading out into the open, moving off to one side and undoing
your blindfold then handing it off to one of the scouts before she
moves off into the trees, keeping an eye on us along with the other
scouts. I then nod to you with a grin* That it will indeed. Shall we?
*motioning to a path leading to the north of where we are*

 
(11/13/14 : 18:28:36)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: I tired of this game, and I tossed
the kurt to one of the Panthers watching on. I then drew my sleen
knife from my thigh and stepped forward, once more winding my
hand in your hair. “Tell me, or I swear to the Gods I will shave all
your hair off Balen.. and if you keep pissing me off, I might just slip
and hit your throat. I don’t have time for these bullshit games.”

 
(11/13/14 : 18:31:53) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: When you removed the blindfold
a slight glare of light hit my eyes stinging them slightly, after a few
moment my eyes had adjusted and found you. I nodded excitedly at
your words and began to walk up the path, My 5’6 131lb body
moving with swift light steps, my left hand still holding the spear out
its head pointing in front of me, for now I said nothing just smirked
to myself
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(11/13/14 : 18:33:37)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *seeing there was no hit,turning
my head as i feel it being grabbed you and listening as you talk
growling and pulling hard with my hands on those restraints
breathing hard* fine i will tell you….i was worried about you as you
haven’t been here for some time Mistress….my mind was thinking
so many things,especially at night…..are you happy now? *growls
again*

 
(11/13/14 : 18:34:35)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: “why was that so hard? and why
does it matter if they know that? ” I grunted in annoyance, still
keeping that pull on your hair, debating. I was all but shy of being
twitchy with anger at your antics, and that tension could be felt as I
leaned into your back.

 
(11/13/14 : 18:35:43) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *watching you move up the path
and chuckling to myself. you might have been from another band
when we started out, but I had started to like your attitude. It is
brash and arrogant, just like a Panther Girl should be. I then tap
the ground before me and catch up to you, doelike eyes darting
about ever aware of our surroundings*
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(11/13/14 : 18:39:20)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i could still feel you holding on
my hair pulling it back,my breathing was hard and i was angry
thinking you would cut my hair off….it was pissing me off so much*
it was not hard Mistress and it doesn’t matter but it is my pride that
doesn’t want to talk so openly about that

 
(11/13/14 : 18:41:50)

Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo [http://www.roleplayevolution.com/
rooms/gorean/silentsleen/]
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: To hell with your pride. you are a
slave.. you are not entitled. Perhaps a few days on the rack will
remind you of that. ” I grunted and pulled back away from you and
shook my head, sheathing the knife leaving you there with your
shirt cut open, and your back well striped over by the kurt. “I don’t
have time for this shit Balen. Such is the downside of being owned
by the Leader of the Lair. I am going to have things I have to do. I
am GOING to be in danger.. and you will just have to learn to deal
with that. But acting as you are, and talking that way to guests in
MY Lair is not acceptable. Know this. The next time I hear you
speak thusly to ANYONE that way again, I shall remove your
tongue. You need not be able to speak to serve me. Is this in ANY
way unclear?”

 
(11/13/14 : 18:42:38) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: My gaze was scanning every inch
of the area around us we moved forward, once you caught up to me
my steps would bring me to your right side a few inches behind you
to allow you lead the way I would no doubt get us lost if I was to
lead. I still had a lot to learn but I would not risk my life pretending
I was something I was not. (yet lol) “So what is the plan?” I said
quietly

 
(11/13/14 : 18:47:47) TABUK!

: ((hey guys.. hunting time! alternating posts.. 3 rounds prodigy
style, so Renata can knock out a task on her list. no one shot eye-
ball instakills hehe. )

 
(11/13/14 : 18:48:18) TABUK!

: Posting order.. Renata, Aylee, me.
 
(11/13/14 : 18:48:44)

TABUK!
: stances first! hehe.

 
(11/13/14 : 18:48:45) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
PRIVATELY whispers to ALL: hehehehe

 
(11/13/14 : 18:49:43)

Balen
[Property of Shayne]
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *i felt a relief as you let go of my
hair leaning up against the frame,i could feel the breeze on my back
and the slashes,it was like a burning sensation but the pain was
almost gone as my whole back were numb….my head tilted to the
side as i was listening to you,there were some thoughts in my mind
but i didn’t want to show them* it is perfectly clear Mistress,i will do
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as you wish in the future…..i don’t think you would have to remove
my tongue

 
(11/13/14 : 18:50:08) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: ~Holy Bosk, Looks like my ‘bad girl’ look is over
~laughs~

 
(11/13/14 : 18:54:45) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: *coming up to a game trail and making a turn to the
east, spotting a tabuk about 50 yards away crossing the road. I
then stop and look to Aylee, motioning to the tabuk with a grin as
I move my 5’ long spear (the last 18 inches culminating in a fine
spearhead which is double sharp to a razor fine point) in my right
hand, shifting it to an overhand grip ready to throw as I position
my 5’3, 120 pound body in a square position with feet shoulder
width apart. On my left hip is my 10 inch (7 inch blade) sleen
knife ready to be gripped if need be*

 
(11/13/14 : 19:05:56) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I moved 5 feet away from your
right side when you motioned to the Tabuk a smirk crossed plump
lips as I got my self into position. I wore a simple panther skin bra
like top, a skirt that just covered arse cheeks and a long fur cloak,
the left side of my body was pulled slightly in front of my right, feet
placed at a 45 degree angle, roughly 1 foot apart (like a boxers
stance) knees slightly bent. Swapping the 5 foot spear into my right
hand holding it mid-shaft in an underhand grip with the 6inch
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stone head pointing forward at waist hight ready for a quick hip
thrust if needed. The 10inch sleen knife still sheathe at my right hip
its 3inch grip ready for use.

 
(11/13/14 : 19:11:04)

TABUK!
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: I was a large tabuk, bearing at least a good hand’s
worth of meat.. if you two could catch me. For the moment, I
stood and grazed on some grass I’d dug up from beneath the
snow. I was a male tabuk, and strongly built. I for the moment was
oblivious of the two of you at your 50 foot distance. I ate more
gras.. omnomnom.

 
(11/13/14 : 19:17:59) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: *glancing to the tabuk and then to Aylee, motioning
for her to move to our right while I move to our left. This way we
would surround him and cut off his retreat. I circllllle until I am in
front of him, maintaining the 50 yard distance, I then
position my spear in front of me spear head up, not attacking just
yet as I see one of the scouts advancing. I nod to her and then tell
her to find and tell Aylee not to attack just yet but wait until she
sees the spearhead move*

 
(11/13/14 : 19:24:50) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: I moved off further to the right as Renata had wanted.
I remained silent my steps quiet and light I come to a stop 50 yards
behind the animal.
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Once in place my body Mimics my previous stance the spear ready
and pointing out in front of me. The scout alerting me of the signal I
wait silently

 
(11/13/14 : 19:27:30)

TABUK!
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: The wind changed direction then and I froze, turning
my nose into the wind. I snorted, a puff of white hanging around
my nose in the cold as I did. I stamped at the ground and swiveled
my head around, looking at the treeline. I began to pace a bit
warily, opening the distance between us to 60 yards. I snorted
again.. watching.

 
(11/13/14 : 19:34:44) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: *looking as the tabuk started to pace, nodding to
myself and wishing I had my bow and arrow with me cursing at
my rotten luck. I then shrug it off and then lower the spearhead as
I pick up the butt of the spear, moving ahead swiftly closing to
about 30 yards and calculating a few things in my head. I then
throw the spear in a swift overhead motion toward the tabuk. If I
am successful, the spear should hit the tabuk as it walks back
toward the area and hoping to meet it anywhere between the neck
and back leg. If I miss, then the spear would wedge itself in a tree
or the ground*

 
(11/13/14 : 19:43:19) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: Noting the signal I swiftly begin moving closer to the
tabuk rising to my full heigh of 5’6 hoping to scare the beast off
towards Renata coming to a stop around 20 yards from the Tabuk
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I would swiftly change the grasp of my right held spear into an over
hand grip still mid shaft I would begin to raise the spear up and
back over my right shoulder. Not yet attacking but getting ready to
launch the spear through the air.

 
TABLE WIDTH=”100%” border=0 cellpadding=0 cell-

spacing=0>(11/13/14 : 20:05:00) Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to Balen[Property of Shayne: *growling to myself as the tabuk
absquatulated ((left rather quickly)) and the spear embedding
itself in a tree about 60 yards away. I grumble low and then move
to the tree, removing the spear and cleaning the spearhead with
the bottom of my cloak as I look for Aylee and wonder if it might
be worth seeing what else we could find. If not, then we might
head back to the Lair*

 
(11/13/14 : 20:05:17) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to ALL: ((*kicks that here*))

 
(11/13/14 : 20:08:12) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: It would seem my attempt to scare
the beast had worked, only not how I had planned it. I lowered the
spear to my side and looked around with my left hand upon my
waist as hips swayed towards you, “Maybe next time you should try
not to scare the hunt away” I joked teasingly.

 
(11/13/14 : 20:10:58) Renata

Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: Well gee if you had not have
flashed the tabuk he might not have run off. *chukcling* Then
too, he was prolly tooo HORN-y as well. *chuckling* On the other
hand, the horns might have sold decently at the Point. *grinning
as I place my spear butt on the ground close to me*

 
(11/13/14 : 20:17:34) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I laughed at your words and came
to stand at your side “We will get him” I said matter-of-factly “For
now though he lives. We should head back into the lair we have dis-
turbed this part and until the wild life settles back down we will find
nothing. We will come back tomorrow what do you say?” Crystal
blue eyes meeting your own as I wait to see what our next move
would be.

 
(11/13/14 : 20:19:09) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: So very true indeed. *nodding as
we make our way up the trail dejected that we did not get any-
thing but upbeat at the camaraderie*

 
(11/13/14 : 20:24:49) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a lesser marked trail for hunting game.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I followed close by your side the
spear taking its place as a walking stick in my right hand the its butt
jabbing down at the ground in line with my left foot. For now I said
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nothing and my thoughts drifted of to a mouthwatering, hearty
chunk of tabuk.

 
(11/13/14 : 20:28:57) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *chuckling as we move along the
path and thinking how close we had come. Next time the tabuk or
any other animal will not be so lucky. I then make a herlit call and
one of the scouts approach as we approach a cave*

 
(11/13/14 : 20:34:29) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I was not overly fond of people
any more but you was growing on me, one day I knew I would hap-
pily call you my friend, of course I would never truly trust you or
any for that matter but I would be loyal to you and the other band
members. Hearing the same hermit call I had heard earlier I knew
what was coming, though I did not mind it, I like being blindfolded
it was peaceful in a way yet in another thrilling.

 
(11/13/14 : 20:37:21) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Hermit = Herlit …. >.<

 
(11/13/14 : 20:37:29) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *nodding to the scout and then
taking the blindfold, placing it about your eyes and then starting
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to enter the caves, turning one way and then another as I use my
spear as a trap detector. When I see some traps I look to see if
there is anything in them. I would find the few I had seen as blank
and then move for the Lair, your elbow in my right hand lightly*

 
(11/13/14 : 20:44:47) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: As the blind fold was tied in place
my life literally lied in your hands, you could quite easily take my
life if you wished it that was after all I now could see nothing but
darkness. That was the thrill, The peace was how silent it was only
the sound of breathing could be heard. I would flinch slightly at
your touch as I was not one who liked to be touched but I would not
pull away from your grasp. Deep meditating breaths filled my lungs
pushing my chest area out and back in as you lead me trough the
unknown place.

 
(11/13/14 : 20:47:23) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *moving further into the caves and speaking with one
of the scouts, nodding to her as I hold Aylee’s arm lightly, If I did
not then she would be lost in darkness. I then hum a short tune as
I see the Lair caves close*

 
(11/13/14 : 20:50:02) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: “I can hear a nice warm fur
calling me!” I said with a slight smile as we pushed further through
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the maze, The day had been a long one and it now seemed the
excitement from the hunt had zapped my energy.

 
(11/13/14 : 20:51:15) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I think I can hear it as well.
*chuckling softly as we approach the LAir caves and I make a
couple of other turns, checkign the traps as I do* At least we
might have better luck tomorrow.

 
(11/13/14 : 20:53:11) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: “Oh we will” I said with a smirk
“Tomorrow we will be prepared for the sneaky beast, He will not get
away from us again”

 
(11/13/14 : 20:55:11) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: No it will not. *looking back as
you smirk and then smirking myself as I see the Lair up ahead,
grinning to myself and then nodding to the Scout speaking a little
more*

 
(11/13/14 : 20:58:23) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: It was almost as if I could hear the
smirk claim its place on your lips I knew that cheeky grin you had
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was plastered upon your face, I knew we was close to leaving the
caves now as the breeze had picked up and a cruel chill nipped in
the air. “I am looking forward to it, I must admit.”

 
(11/13/14 : 21:00:45) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is either in a tree hut or one on the ground inside the Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: As am I. *nodding to the Scout as
we enter the Lair area. I then remove the blindfold from you and
then hand it off to one of the other scouts. She moves off and then
I look to my spear* I think I might bring a bow and arrow with me
next time we head out. This way if I lose the speat I will always
have another projectile weapon to use.

 
(11/13/14 : 21:08:32) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: It only took my eyes a few seconds
to adjust to the night light, “That is a good idea.” I said with a
warm smile. Having become a bit more familiar with the camp I
looked around and motioned towards my fur with my head. “The
hunt made quite the night. But unfortunately If we are heading
back out tomorrow I must get some rest. Good Night Ren, Sleep
well” another smile was passed your way and I turned slightly away
from you ready to hit the sack if you had nothing else to say.

 
(11/13/14 : 21:08:56) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
: ~Wrong pd facepalms~

 
(11/13/14 : 21:09:41) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: This is totally understandable
Aylee. I wish you well. *grinning and making my way to my own
hut to retire, yawning as it was exhilarating but also tiring*

 
(11/13/14 : 21:11:05) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Thank you for the roleplay. It has
been a fun one. Goodnight and sweet dreams to you. Takes my
leave.~
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Bow and Arrow Making with Aylee

(11/14/14 : 14:01:29)
Aylee
| Panther |
: Enters the room…

 
(11/14/14 : 14:08:29) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *having been up a few ahn and speaking with Rina as
well as a couple of the Scouts, I make my way back to the fire and
sit down, conversing with one of the newer Panthers that the
Acouts had brought in from the outside, nodding to her as she
had spoken with Rina and then to Shayne. I point out a couple of
things and then send her to another Scout for an orientation*

 
(11/14/14 : 14:13:04)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I let a long lingering stretch roll thought my body my
back arched up and toes curled at the air both arms extending out
and up above my head as I laid upon the ground, a slight nip in the
wind quickly brought my arms back under the cover my whole body
curling up in a ball underneath the warm fur. After a few minutes
debating with myself I tossed the fur off of me and began rising to
my feet, I took up the Sleen knife and attached it at my right hip
The 5 foot spear I took in my right hand the head pointing up and
the butt jabbing at the ground as I lazily made my way towards the
fire.
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(11/14/14 : 14:22:12) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *spotting you as you make your way to the fire and
then nodding with a grin, motioning to a passing thrall to get two
botas of water. he nods and makes his way to the supply hut,
returning with the botas. I take them from his hand and nod to
him, sending him off. I then hand you a bota with a genuine
smile* Tal Aylee. I trust you slept well?

 
(11/14/14 : 14:29:50)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Dark blue eyes found you as I
approached the fire stopping at your side a small smile came across
delicate features “Morning Renata. I did indeed and yourself?” I
said as I took the bota from you my head nodding in gratitude
before I took a large mouthful of the refreshing drink. ”Are you
ready for the hunt, or do You have other plans?”

 
(11/14/14 : 14:33:19) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: *hearing you and then nodding as you
take the bota after moving to me* I slept well. Am thinking
mayhap we could try to make a bow and a few arrows. After all,
one thing that I learned last night was that I was pretty much open
without an extra weapon when I threw that spear. *Granted, I had
the sleen knife, but that would not have been sufficient protection
against a tabuk*

 
(11/14/14 : 14:44:52)
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Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I nodded at your words contem-
plating what you was saying, it was true that you was open after
you had thrown the spear, I at the moment had a rusted spear and
the sleen knife you had given to me, my spear would have probably
contaminated the tabuk if it had pierced its flesh and as you said
the sleen knife would not have done a great deal against the beast.
“I could do with a bow myself. With two bows well will surly not
come back empty handed again.” I took another sip of the water
my eyes falling upon the fire watching the flames dance and weave
their way into the air ”So where do we start?” I said with a wink.

 
(11/14/14 : 14:46:17)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Well = we

 
(11/14/14 : 14:54:42) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: We have a lot of hemp about, and I think
there are some temwood and turwood in the supply hut. They are
3 - 5 feet long. *nodding as I make my way to the supply hut and
look about, nodding as I spot two pieces of temwood about 4 feet
long then pick up some hemp. I then make my way to a spot a
good distance away from the fire then wave you over*

 
(11/14/14 : 14:59:15)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”Excellent that will save us a lot
of time not having to find the wood and hemp.” I watched you as
you moved off to the supply hut reappearing with to pieces of wood,
I rose to my feet and began to make my way over to you the bota of
water in my left hand and the spear in my right. Once I came a few
feet from where you was I sat down crossing my legs and placing the
spear on the floor beside me.

 
(11/14/14 : 15:09:41) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: *looking down and nodding as I have my
sleen knife on my left hip. I then remove it and pick up one of the
large pieces of wood* First, we have to whittle the extra bark away.
Make sure to cut away from your body so as not to accidentally
cut yourself. I had seen one of the other Panthers who had come
in the same group as I try to make a bow and she had cut herself
in many places. So it is best to whittle away from the body.
*chuckling as I peel some of the bark away*

 
(11/14/14 : 15:17:26)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: Listening to your words and chuckling some I remove
my own knife from the sheath and take the wood in my left hand.
Starting at the thinner end of the wood I carefully began to take the
twigs off from the side of the wood, Once they had all been removed
I Held the knife at an angel and began to shave off the bark of
course I worked the knife away from my body, again I made sure to
be careful that the knife would not make any notches in the wood. I
have done this exact step with the spear I had made so This part
was somewhat familiar to me.

 
(11/14/14 : 15:42:11) Renata
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Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: Now, another thing to do is make a small
notch at both ends of the stick for the string. The notch is to be a
quarter of an inch. Too long and it would split the wood. *nod-
ding and cutting a small notch at one end of the stick, then
turning it over and doing the same thing to the other side,
showing you my own stick as an example*

 
(11/14/14 : 15:51:21)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Now that both ends of the Wood
had be whittled I took a long look at the wood in your hand, then
my eyes fell back to my own piece of wood I then began to carve a
notch at one end of the wood making it around a quarter inch think
once I had finished with the first notch I turned the wood over and
began the same process at the opposite end. “Like this?” I asked after
I had finished both notches.

 
(11/14/14 : 15:58:16) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: Yes. Just like that. *nodding with a grin
as I pick up a string of hemp and then male a look in one end of
the string, looping it over a notch and then pulling down, tight-
ening it. I then rise and brace the bow with my foor and knee,
bending the bow lightly then looping the other end, pulilng my
lower lip into my mouth as I do in an atempt to be gentle in doing
so*

 
(11/14/14 : 16:08:01)

Aylee
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| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I grinned at you somewhat like a
proud child. So far the ‘Bow staff’ was looking great, it looked finely
carved and the 6 inch hand grip in the middle of the 4 foot wood
smoothly and continuously tapered out from the grip to each tip
ending with the notch. Next I picked up three pieces of hemp
making sure they was slightly longer than the bow I made a loop
then begin to braid the three pieces together twisting and weaving
the hemp together evenly as I could maintaining the tightness all the
way through the braid. Once the braid was finished I made another
loop at the end on the hemp and rose to my feet mimicking what
you was doing, I hooked one end of the braided hemp over the bow’s
notch. Turning the bow I use my foot and knee just as you had done
gently bending the bow some and easing over the last loop.

 
(11/14/14 : 16:11:39) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: Very good Aylee. *grinning and looking
at our bows with a grin* Now, the next thing to do is make a
couple of arrows, even though there are prolly a few quivers in the
supply hut. I had told Shayne that I had considered a spear to be a
larger version of the arrow. What say you on that subject? *placing
the bow on the rack for now and turning toward one of the supply
huts to pick up a couple of small temwood branches. I then return
and hand one to you while waiting on your answer*

 
(11/14/14 : 16:17:45)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Your words was very true an
arrow was pretty much a mini spear ”I agree with you, The only
difference is the size, plus making them gives much needed prac-
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tice.” I said with a soft laugh , me being lazy simply placed the bow
down at my side and out of the way for now I reach up to you and
take the branch from you hand.

 
(11/14/14 : 16:32:25) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: So then this might be easier for you.
*chuckling softly then nodding and taking my sleen knifr and
whittling the bark from the stick, removing the twigs as I do and
humming a soft tune to myself, grinning as I carefully peel so as
not to cut myself or ruin the stick*

 
(11/14/14 : 16:37:35)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: The smaller branches had already
been removed from this piece of wood so taking my sleen knife I got
straight to work stripping the bark from the 18 inch shaft of wood
the knife held at an angle again working away from my body, this
of course would not take long and once the bark was stripped I
looked the wood over making sure there was no cuts in the wood
from my knife

 
(11/14/14 : 16:43:17) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: *nodding once* Very good indeed. *grin-
ning and then moving to the suply hut, picking up two arrow-
heads and then returning. I hand one to you and then place mine
down on the groune as I cut a notch on one end of the stick. This
is where the arrow would meet the bowstring. The notch is about
an eighth of an inch long and then I pick up my bow, testing the
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notch to the string and nodding to myself before picking up the
arrowhead and a short piece of hemp, wrapping it about the
arrowhead tightly*

 
(11/14/14 : 16:54:46)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”Not so bad yourself” I said with
a chuckle. I took the head from you and placed it on my knee, care-
fully I cut out a small nock in one end the shaft make a small -U-
shape I take up the bow and like you did I slipped the string of the
bow into the notch, Somewhat a squeeze I gently trim a little bit
more out of the -U- shape and try again finding the string now sit-
ting snugly in the notch, Turning the shaft over I carve another -U-
shape in the other end then I too take up some more hemp and the
arrow head. I carefully slot the end of the arrow head into the
freshly made notch, securing it in place with my left hand my right
hand begins to wrap the hemp around both the wood and head
keeping the tension tight I continue to wrap the hemp around until
I came to the end of the string. I would then carefully tie the hemp
off tucking it under itself in a tight weaving knot.

 
(11/14/14 : 17:05:03) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: *hearing you chuckle and then nodding
to your arrow making most impressed. I then place my arrow on a
rack for the scouts to put in a quiver for me and then head to the
other supply hut picking up two more botas of water. Returning to
the area I hand you one and then grin* I think Shayne will be most
impressed that we had made a couple of more weapons for the
Lair. *taking a deep pul of the bota*

 
(11/14/14 : 17:09:02)
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Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Slender hand rose to wipe my
forehead taking the bota from you with a nod I take a long draw of
the cold refreshing liquid putting the arrow on the floor next to the
bow. ”I think you would have done her proud” I said with a
simple smile as I brought my legs out in front of me to stretch them.

 
(11/14/14 : 17:12:55) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: yes indeed. *seeing your smile and then
nodding as I drink once more, chuckling* The tabuk and the other
animals will not know what happened if we spot them on the hunt
later on. *Was that a hint of pride and arrogance? Probably. Then
too, I also know with the cold weather coming we might need to
double our hunts for animals for food and also for fur*

 
(11/14/14 : 17:19:39)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”When we hunt maybe we
should first look around a stream or river, We may get lucky and
find a small family of beasts.” Even with winter upon us the ani-
mals of the forest still needed to drink/eat. We could catch them off
guard and make an easy kill or two. Of course the choice would be
yours, because I was in your territory I would leave decisions like
that up to you unless it was a matter of life or death.

 
(11/14/14 : 17:24:53) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Aylee | Panther |: *hearing you and then thinking for a few
ehn, then nodidng once* you might be right. After all, a game trail
might be hit and miss but a small reek or stream might be more
beneficial for now. *grinning and then glancing at a couple of
thralls as they scurry about lighting the torches and such, prep-
ping the Lair for the night. My mind churning on a few possibili-
ties*

 
(11/14/14 : 17:28:25)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I was in no matter what you
would decide every opportunity of practice I could find I would
jump at, everything I would do would shape me to be the best I
could be I said nothing for now and let you think some more,
Taking the last few mouthfuls of water from the bota I toss it over
my shoulder for a slave to take care of. Out of sight out of mind

 
(11/14/14 : 17:51:23)

Aylee
| Panther |
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ~mumbles as r/t drags me off-
line~ Sorry Will try to return later on

 
(11/14/14 : 17:51:43) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Aylee | Panther |: not a prob. :)
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Target Practice with Aylee

(11/15/14 : 13:49:51) | Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…

 
(11/15/14 : 13:52:11) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
(11/15/14 : 14:00:37) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *having been up a couple of ahn already, I am found
along the A frames making sure they are secure to the ground and
checking a couple of the unfortunate captives along there for now.
I grin to myself as the scouts are speaking on a couple of them,
and nodding to myself thinking*

 
(11/15/14 : 14:03:54) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I sat crossed legged at the fire a couple of arguing
scouts had rudely waken me from my beauty sleep less than an hour
ago, somewhat grumpy I rubbed my hands together warming them
a few inches from the flames, the only weapon I had on me at the
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moment was the 10inch Sleen knife which was sat in its simple
leather sheath at my right hip.

 
(11/15/14 : 14:08:35) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *moving to the fire after checking
on a couple of things and then spotting you. I grin and move
about 2 feet from you as I noted you were grumped up. I then nod
once as I grab a thrall and tell him to get a bota of water for each
of us* Tal Aylee. *the thrall returns and hands me a bota, then
places one next to you and scurries away having seen what you
had done to Balen a couple days ago*

 
(11/15/14 : 14:18:15) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I took a loop of vine from around
my wrist and pulled my hair into a loose ponytail wrapping the vine
around dark locks a few times until it would snugly hold my hair in
place and out of my face. I turned my gaze to you with a warm
smile ”Tal Renata” My words seemed calm despite my mood and
head snapped to the thrall as he placed the bota at my side, a savage
glare looked him over from top to bottom, eyes locking onto his arse
as he turned and scurried off a slight smirk came to plump lips
before turning back to you ”You sleep well?” I asked before taking
the bota in my right hand and taking a large continuous drink.

 
(11/15/14 : 14:20:54) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to | Triple dipped in psych: *watching as you pull your hair in
a polytail with a loop of vine and then seeing you turn quickly tot
he thrall, chuckling as you smirk at him* I did sleep well and trust
you did as well? *taking my own bota and drinking deeply as I
watch the thrall run away fast thinking he might not have been tot
he Camp long*

 
(11/15/14 : 14:27:56) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”I slept just fine, Until I was
woken by those two” I pointed at the two scouts that now seemed to
be best buddies again. Not wanting the scouts to ruin my mood
more I pushed them from my mind So what do you have planned
for today? I think I might test out the bow and arrow Of course I
would use the ones I had made the night before, It being the first
bow I had crafted I was rather eager to put it to use. Although never
firing a Bow and Arrow before I would probably be terrible at it.

 
(11/15/14 : 14:32:39) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I might see about getting in a lil
bow practice myself. There is a target range a few Panthers had set
up about 10 feet from the Circle of Spears that I had used. Then
possibly see about going out on the hunt. That damnable tabuk
will be mine sooner or later. *nodding as I speak and then seeing
the knife by your side* What did you do with the bow you made?

 
(11/15/14 : 14:41:28) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I though a moment before
answering ”I left it under my fur. Give me a moment while I go
get it.” I had not not wanted to bring it to the fire with me when I
woke as my mood was sour and who knew what I would have done
to the scouts if they had bothered me again. I rose to my feet and
took a slow jog over to the fur pulling it to one side I grabbed the
Bow and the lone arrow and came back to your side a little lost of
breath.

 
(11/15/14 : 14:56:35) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *nodding as I move to my hut and
grab my own bow and then the arrow I made, bringing them back
out. I then grab two quivers of 5 arrows and then make my way to
the fire sitting down as I do. I chuckle as you move to the fire then
hand a quiver to you* I usually try 5 arrows at once. I pulled out
the short quivers of 5 as that is what I use at the target.

 
(11/15/14 : 15:00:56) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: At first I pondered how you would
fire 5 arrows at once then I realised what it was you meant and
chuckled to myself taking the Quiver from you with a nod ” That is
fine with me” I said with a smile

 
(11/15/14 : 15:06:32) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to | Triple dipped in psych: *chuckling as I look at your face
then rising once more* Shall we head over to the target then?
*grinning as I see a couple of the scouts returning from the target
range grumping at how bad they did. I know last time I had
messed up a couple of times, but with practice I will do better*

 
(11/15/14 : 15:13:06) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”Of course, Lead the way…. You
may wish to stand back when I fire” I said with a hearty laugh I
would be lucky if I hit the target once rising to my full height of 5’6 I
would follow your lead my left hand holding the bows grip the
quiver placed upon my back.

 
(11/15/14 : 15:15:36) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: c*chuckling softly as I hear your
words and then lead the way* Not to worry. When I pravticed last
time, I missed and hit a thrall right between the asscheeks. He was
not constipated after that one that’s for sure! *grinning as I
approach the target range and stand back 30 feet* You want to go
first, or you ant me to go first?

 
(11/15/14 : 15:21:24) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”That I would have killed to see”
I said through a laugh coming to a stop a good distance away from
you giving you the space you needed ”I will give you the honour of
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going first” I said with a smile having not seen a bow fired before I
thought it would be wise to watch and take in how it was done.

 
(11/15/14 : 15:26:17) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: For some reason I kind of knew
you would. *chuckling then reaching in the quiver, pulling out an
arrow and notching it to the sreing as I approach the target line. I
then pull the bow straight to my right as I stand in a right side
lead. I close an eye and pull the string back, then
let go of the string, aiming for the target, hoping the arrow lands
on the bullseye (Rolling 1d10. Even is hit, with 6 being bullseye;
odds miss)

 
(11/15/14 : 15:26:27) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 3, | SubTotal: 3 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 3

 
(11/15/14 : 15:27:25) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *seeing it miss slightly then
chuckling as I look at you* Would you like to take a shot, or
would you rather me do all 5 then you do your 5?

 
(11/15/14 : 15:32:37) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I observed you closely taking In
your stance and what not. Seeing the arrow miss I chuckle and wink
as you speak. ”You take your five, It may help smooth the flow”

 
(11/15/14 : 15:37:08) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your chuckle then smirk
at you. I then chuckle as you speak and then pull another arrow
out, notching it to the bow as I move the bow into position to my
right hand, my right arm straight out at a 90 degree angle and
then pull the string back, my left fingers close to my left cheek as I
line up the arrow tot he taarget. I then
let the string go and watch it sail through the air, hoping to hit the
target*

 
(11/15/14 : 15:37:16) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 1, | SubTotal: 1 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 1

 
(11/15/14 : 15:43:53) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *growling low to myself and shaking my head as I
miss the target again, this time just barely. I then remove another
arrow from the quiver and notch it to the bow, pulling it straight
out as I pull back on the string. With my right eye closed and
lining up the target I
let go of the string and the arrow flies, hoping to hit the target as I
do*

 
(11/15/14 : 15:44:00) Renata
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Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 6, | SubTotal: 6 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 6

 
(11/15/14 : 15:50:57) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *nodding with a grin as I hit the bullseye but not let-
ting up. I pull another arrow out and then notch it in the bow.
Then I pull back and line up the target and arrow once more as I
let go of the string and watch the arrow fly through the air, hoping
for an identical result*

 
(11/15/14 : 15:51:06) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 8, | SubTotal: 8 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 8

 
(11/15/14 : 16:06:25) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *seeing Aylee had gone back to her fur I nos to myself
and then pull one last arrow out of the quiver. Notching it to the
bow I pull it in front of me and then line the bow up to the target.
I then pull back on the string and, with one eye closed,
let go of the string and watch as the arrow fly toward the target,
hoping to hit the bullseye*

 
(11/15/14 : 16:06:34) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 1, | SubTotal: 1 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 1

 
(11/15/14 : 16:11:39) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *grumbling to myself as I missed the target. I move to theh target
and only see two hit. I need to get better practice, and so speak
with one of the other scouts on more practice. she nods and then I
pick the arrows up and hand them off to another scout to clean as
I pick up the bow and make my way back to the main part of the
Lair*
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Scouting and Meeting New

Members (Part One)

(11/17/14 : 10:31:18)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…
(11/17/14 : 10:53:19)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I had been awake a while now gathering a few things
before I headed out into the forest, I had taken the 5foot spear in
my right hand and the 4 foot bow I tossed over my right shoulder
so it was out of the way for now I also carried The 10inch sleen
knife sheathed at my Left hip and a quiver of 6 arrows sat at my
right hip. I strolled towards the fire and towards one of the scouts.
“Have you seen Renata around today?” I asked as I looked around
for her. The scout shook her head as her own eyes scanned the
area. “I have not, she maybe out hunting or checking the traps for
food”. I nodded at the girls words and began to turn away from
her “If you see her let her know I am heading out into the forest
and I will be heading west”.Was said as I headed off towards the
caves looking for someone to lead me out of the Camp.
(11/17/14 : 10:54:14)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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PRIVATELY whispers to Drew: 1/) your pic is broken. 2.) I come
from the air. *snickering*
(11/17/14 : 10:58:51)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: Nodding to one of the panthers she jumped down
from a tree and placed a blindfold over my eyes no words was
spoken, she took me by the arm and began to lead me through an
unknown place. Turning left and right she moved us further
along, My right held spear jabbing at the dirt in front of me, I may
not have been able to see so I let the spear be my eyes for now.
(11/17/14 : 11:26:27)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: we had been walking now for quite some time,
weaving in and out of the unknown places I was being lead, the
panthers grip on my arm never wavered as she continued to lead
me out of the camp. I had no idea where I was going yet but I was
not one for staying in the same place for to long, I was not leaving
the lair for good just yet just simply breathing without countless
scouts and panthers around me. Soon enough a sharp breeze
caught toned flesh and I knew it would not belong until I was out
of the maze.
(11/17/14 : 11:37:27)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to ALL: The panther girl let go of my arm and began to
remove the blind fold. “You know what to do should you want
back in” She said as she disappeared into the caves and out of
sight. Adjusting the clothing that hung around my 5’6 frame as
bare feet silent and swiftly began leading me through the mass of
trees and shrubbery, the right held spear jabbing out at the ground
alerting me of any traps that may have been in my path. My eyes
observing my surrounds as I pushed my way deeper into the
forest.
(11/17/14 : 11:37:53)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *having checked out a couple of scout towers and
then th traps in one of the caves I come back to the Lair, nodding
to one of the girls who mentioned Aylee was heading into the
Forest heading to the west. I motion to a tracker and a scout and
motion for them to come with me as I head for the cave, grinning
to myself as Aylee might have something on that tabuk that
escaped us. On my way to the cave, I pick up my bow with a
quiver of 20 arrows as I have my spear in my right hand and my
sleen knife on my left hip*
(11/17/14 : 11:47:44)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Coming to a stop I crouched down on one knee as
nostrils flared the strong smell of burning wood gave away the
presence of an unknown camp of some sort, At the moment I had
no idea where the smell was coming from so for now I stayed
crouched and still carefully listening for any movement. I held the
spear in an under hand grip halfway up the shaft with its head
pointing out in front of me ready to strike should it need to. Even-
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tually blue eyes noticed a dark cloud of smoke rising up thorough
the trees giving the location of the fire away. For now I scurried
behind a nearby tree staying out of sight and keeping my presence
unknown to whomever was in the camp.
(11/17/14 : 11:52:39)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *moving through the caves and then heading out to
the paths. I nod to the tracker and scout as they make their way to
the trees and out of sight. Making my way west along one of the
pathways and seeing smoke in the distance. I then slip in and out
of a treeline as doelike eyes glance around always aware of my sur-
roundings. I spot a lone figure about 200 yards in the distance and
slowly make my way that direction*
(11/17/14 : 12:11:57)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Placing my back against the trunk of the tree I flipped
the spear into an over hand grip slowly rising it up to shoulder
level in a throwing position, I slowly made my way towards the
fire coming to a stop at the side of another tree around 50feet
away from the camp in one swift silent movement I launched the
spear forward and through the air towards the middle of the camp
Once the spear had left my hand I darted behind the tree out of
sight, Poking my head around and looking towards the camp. I
had hoped the spear would draw the occupants out of the tents
and into the open to inspect what had invaded their camp
allowing me to assess what exactly I was dealing with here. I
waited for several heartbeats but oddly I heard nothing, suddenly I
cursed at myself, realising that I now had to get my damned spear
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back I was just about to step out again from behind the thick tree
base when I smelled something familiar ……… Blood …. I saw
another tree, just off to my right… closer to the camp and I did a
ninja roll to get from this tree to that tree. I had a better viewpoint
from here and that was when I noticed the side of one of the tents
was smeared in blood And a lot of it. I took the bow from my right
shoulder and pulled an arrow from the quiver readying it and
aiming out in front of me as I risked stepping closer and I noticed
more blood by the opening of another tent I suddenly became
aware that this camp was a sight of chaos, supplies seemed to be
the, but there was blood and body parts every where… someone
… or something had slaughtered this camp and torn it apart… but
what … and more importantly… was it still here?
(11/17/14 : 12:17:49)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *slowly moving and spotting you
in the forest depths, nodding to myself as I move to 30 yards to
your right and following your eye path. I then spot the camp off in
the distance and grin to myself, glancing up and seeing the tracker
and scout off to my right about 50 yards. Moving closer to you
and closing to 10 yards, I just nod once to you then blink as you
make your way to the fire. I then stay in position moving my own
spear into an underhand throw for now as I watch you launch the
spear toward the center of the camp, then chuckling to myself as
you dart behind the tree. Seeing you move an arrow to the bow I
then give a light herlit call and see the scout move toward the
center of the camp. The tracker also notices the blood and then
makes a herlit call back to me. I then cautiously move to within 5
yards of the camp and glance about, seeing the blood and then
griipping my spear tighter*
(11/17/14 : 12:34:53)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
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| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Blue eyes fell upon you as you
approached a confused look was tossed your way I had never seen
anything like this in my life loose limbs had been scattered around
the camp for now I kept silent still not sure if the source of this
mess was still lingering around. Cautiously and silently with the
bow still aimed I moved towards the camps fire, The scouts
already moving around the camp and securing the area the best
they could, one nodded towards me letting me know the coast was
clear. A slight groan could be heard from one of the blood covered
tents and slowly I made my way towards it. Motioning to you to
follow me in I opened the tent with caution one foot stepping
inside I noticed there on the floor a large gruff looking man laid
on a fur, his stomach covered in blood and his own guts pro-
truding from his flesh his hand clenching out as he tried reaching
for his sword. Quickly I stepped to his right kicking the sword out
of his reach my foot then finding his neck my bow Pointing at the
middle of his head. Then my gaze fell upon you for a moment.
(11/17/14 : 12:43:19)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *seeing your confusion and then
nodding, one of the older scouts nodding indicating the coast is
clear I then move toward one of the tents and then making my
way in. I then see you pointing the bow toward the man’s head I
then raise my hand up, motioning you back a foot and then
looking down on him. Opening my eyes I hiss at you* I recognize
those markings on him. They were the same markings on him that
I had seen on one of the Panther Girls we had to bury before
moving into the Lair. Be careful. *poking my head out of the tent
and motioning for one of the more experienced scouts to come
check this out. She enters and then nods to us confirming my
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fears* He might not live long, but the blood will attract some of
the sleen and like. We best be careful about here now.
(11/17/14 : 12:57:42)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Withdrawing my foot from the
man’s neck I step back some and lower my bow slipping the arrow
back into the quiver at my right hip. For now I tossed the bow
back on my shoulder and with drew the sleen knife holding the
hilt firmly in my right hand hearing your words of the markings I
nodded ”Who were these people?” I asked quietly not wanting to
draw more attention to the camp, I moved out of the way to let the
other scout get a better look at the dying man I had no idea what
was going on around here or with your Band but I knew sooner or
later I would find out.”He should be questioned before he draws
his last breath.”
(11/17/14 : 13:04:26)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *the scout looking over the dying
man as I hear your question* When I had come upon the Camp I
had not seen any familiar markings or anything as to who these
men are. They were probably just men who come over from
Kassau or Laura for the thrill of the hunt, looking for game and
wound up in the wrong place at the wrong time. *my spear in my
right hand held point up using it as a walking stick I exit the tent
and look about* The man might not talk much, but there might be
some rence papers about. I think we should look for them and
then for any supplies that might be useful for the Camp. *nodding
as I look about and spot a couple of sheets of rence paper*
(11/17/14 : 13:11:26)
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| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Nodding at your words I follow
you out of the tent watching as you moved off to find the rence
paper for now I said nothing to you and turned my gaze to a
nearby scout ”You and some other scouts should gather as many
supplies as you can carry. Before the night draws fully in My gaze
fell back onto you seeing you found the paper you had been
looking for. I have told some scouts to gather what they can, I will
go and search the last tent and see what I can get I walked away
from you then and disappeared into the third and last tent nod-
ding at a scout she followed a few steps behind me.
(11/17/14 : 13:19:11)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *turning to you and then nodding
once, looking over the paper and not making heads or tails of it.
Mayhap Shayne would know. I then wath as you disappear into
the third tent and then hand a couple of the pieces of rence paper I
found to one of the elder scouts before counting some of the
bodies. So far, I count a small group of 7 including the one you
initially found dying for 8. I sit on a stump and rub my neck with
my small hand. This is something that Shayne should be made
aware of.
After a few ehn I rise and order the scouts to bury the other
corpses and for one to try to heal the man in the tent. I then place
the rence in my quiver and then go off looking for you*
(11/17/14 : 13:24:08)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
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| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Eyes widened In delight as I
entered the tent It seemed like this one was where they had been
keeping most of their supplies. The tent was filled with various
weapons and food supplies a lot of which the Band could make
use of. In the corner of the tent I spotted a couple of large empty
carry packs and satchels Begin filling those packs and satchels
with useful stuff. Do not pack anything we do not need.” My voice
was firm yet still quiet then I turned and poked my head out of the
tent Waving you over into the tent for you to see the contents.
(11/17/14 : 13:30:05)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *nodding as you wave me over
and then moving over to the tent, seeing a lot of supplies and
weapons. I then turn to you* The traders can come back and move
the swords and shields to the exchange points to trade with the
Men that travel by. Shayne said they are not conducive to the Lair.
*nodding once and then seeing some of the food supplies and
then motioning to one of the scouts to fill what we need as I pull
out a piece of orence* Aylee, do you know how to read? *I knew
not many were literate. I know that I could being a Merchant from
Laura but you did not make mention of your background in
detail. Hence, the question*
(11/17/14 : 13:54:15)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Nodding to you about the
traders I turned and began rummaging through some of the sup-
plies tosses the crap ones aside and handing some other stuff off to
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the scout. ”I do, My father taught me when I was a child I carefully
moved one of the shields of to a side as I spoke, hidden behind the
shield was a set of four short bows, all four were smoothly crafted
and around 4 feet in length. The 6inch grip on each bow had been
wrapped in leather the wood itself tapering out either side of the
grip into a hook like end, the wood seemed to have been treated in
something as it was like silk to the touch. The bows string was
strong and sturdy. The perfectly crafted bows was a beautiful
sight. I turned back to you then and tossed one your way. “These
We will take” I said with a cheeky smile My eyes dropped down to
the floor as my foot kicked something, to my surprise there on the
floor under where the shield had been, sat four matching quivers
each filled with 20 arrows. The quivers and arrows had been
crafted to match the bows, once more I looked to you handing
you one of the quivers I had keep hold of a bow and a quiver too,
the other two bow and quiver sets I handed to one of the scouts.
We should gather the scouts and think about headed back to
camp We had been here a while now, the packs had been filled
with food and other supplies. As you had said earlier The smell of
blood could draw any wild beast here and I for one did not want
to outstay my welcome so to speak.
(11/17/14 : 14:04:30)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
PRIVATELY whispers to Renata Huntress Silent S: *hearing you
as you move off to the shields and pick up a couple of bows and
quivers, tossing one of each to me and then grinning as I place the
bow on my back and the quiver on my right hip* Not bad. We
shall definitely make use of these. The corpses are buried and the
one man who was lying in his own blood has but an nahn or so to
live. I do not think he will be well enough to ospeak, but the
papers I found about camp could say more than he ever could.
*nodding as I hold up the papers* I think mayhap once we head
back to the Lair we should let Shayne take a look at them, confirm
what the scouts had said and I fear. *handing you one of the
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papers* If memory serves me, you said you were from Hunjer.
This might be of interest to you especially as it deals with move-
ment of a beast as wlel as some agents closeby that city.
(11/17/14 : 14:04:44)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing you as you move off to
the shields and pick up a couple of bows and quivers, tossing one
of each to me and then grinning as I place the bow on my back
and the quiver on my right hip* Not bad. We shall definitely make
use of these. The corpses are buried and the one man who was
lying in his own blood has but an nahn or so to live. I do not think
he will be well enough to ospeak, but the papers I found about
camp could say more than he ever could. *nodding as I hold up
the papers* I think mayhap once we head back to the Lair we
should let Shayne take a look at them, confirm what the scouts
had said and I fear. *handing you one of the papers* If memory
serves me, you said you were from Hunjer. This might be of
interest to you especially as it deals with movement of a beast as
wlel as some agents closeby that city.
(11/17/14 : 14:19:53)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I took in your words of the dead
being buried and the lone survivor not lasting much longer I
thought on your words for a moment as I began to move out of
the tent, All of what we had seen this day Shanye should be aware
of, even though we was a good distance from the Lair chances was
if the forest beasts came for the blood they would also smell out
presence here too which would mean they could follow our scent
back to the Lair, At this point in time we had to be extra careful. I
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looked over the paper quickly trying to make scene of the words.”I
was from Hulneth.” I said with a whisper pausing and looking it
over once more “I can not make heads or tails of this. Maybe
Shayne will know more about the beast and agents?” I was some
what confused as the words almost seemed foreign to me ”If he
will not survive the journey back to the lair, we should put him
out of his misery. Also we should leave a few scouts behind when
we leave. This place should be torched” I nodded over to one of
the scouts alerting her that we would be taking out leave.
(11/17/14 : 14:28:41)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your words and then
nodding, turning to one of the scouts and then ordering a con-
tained fire on here. Too much of a conflagrance will destroy the
entire Forest. The scout nodded and then moved to find a couple
of morescouts before I turn back to you* The fire might confuse
any of the beasts that come by. Figure the fire should put the man
out of his misery as well. Save our arrows for something more
worthy. *nodding once more as the trackers bring the items from
the camp to the Lair and then I make my way to the south* I think
we should leave a different way than we returned now. This way
the beasts or anything will think we were just passing through.
Then when we gt to 200 yards find a palm frond and then cover
our tracks as we move to the east.
(11/17/14 : 14:36:13)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I would follow your lead as we
headed out of the camp a different way, the scouts carried the
pack and satchels upon their backs all of them filled with various
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supplies. Of course I had grabbed my spear in my right hand
before we left the camp using it as a walking stick it would mimic
my left leg. The sleen knife once more sheathed at my left hip and
the two bows I carried tossed over each shoulder. ”Not a bad Find
I must say” I said with a laugh, Surly I would gain The spear
Shayne had spoken about and finally I would be able to ditch my
own rusted spear, even though the hunt had not been successful
today had brought many supplies and information that would no
doubt be useful for Shayne.
(11/17/14 : 14:47:51)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: Not a bad find at all Aylee. *nod-
ding as teh bows are over my shoulders and my spear in my right
hand. I then spot a scout and order her to wipe our tracks as we
make our way to the path. I then make my way north and make a
herlit call as we approach one of the caves. The Tracker and Scout
that accompanied me had come out and I nod to them to blind-
fold you as we make our way into the caves*
(11/17/14 : 15:02:46)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *as Aylee is blindfolded and we make our way
through the caverns I check a couple of traps and see nothing
there but it is all good as we had gathered a few supplies as well as
some papers which might prove to be interesting to Shayne. I then
nod to a couple of scouts and then we make our way to the Lair*
(11/17/14 : 15:07:17)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *We make our way to the Lair, and Aylee’s blindfold
is removed from her. She makes her wayy to her fur as I make my
way to the dais and place the papers down on Shayne’s spot, Rina
watching me as I nod to her and whisper something to her. I then
turn and make my way to the fire*
(11/17/14 : 15:18:10)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
: Enters the room…
(11/17/14 : 15:31:59)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: She had moved Micah to the shelter of the caves
because the woman is wounded and if the caves are being used,
then someone may find her who can fix her up better than was
managed last night. Tree sap and carpet plant tendrils are not a
suitable substitute for stitches. But she was not going to linger in
the caves if they were otherly occupied. And if Micah were not
found, she’d need food, so that was what she was doing, hunting/
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gathering enough to get them by one more day. She thought it
rather funny that the woman thought she’d try to protect her.
That was something yet to be seen.
(11/17/14 : 15:42:22)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…
(11/17/14 : 15:51:42)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: Once I reached my fur I tossed it to one side making
sure no one was watching I placed both the newly found bow and
quiver on the ground Picking up the fur and placing it over the
contents. I would then make my way over to the supply hut Drop-
ping the Quiver of 6 arrows off before placing the bow I had made
on the weapons rack. Making my way to the fire I took up a bota
of water and began taking a long drink downing half of the water
in one large mouthful. The spear was still in my right hand and
the sleen knife still sheathed at my left hip I approached the fire
and began to sit down upon the ground My spear placed beside
me I rested my head upon my knees as I pondered a while on the
recent event.
(11/17/14 : 15:59:25)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *checking out one of the Scout towers and then nod-
ding, one of the scouts checking out the supplies Aylee and I had
brought back tot he Camp. I then make my way to the fire,
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snatching a bota of water and drinking heavily as I sit down, eyes
watching the flames dancing*
(11/17/14 : 16:07:19)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: A loud growl involuntarily
escaped from my stomach /b> I said to a passing slave as I
adjusted in my seat now crossing my legs. My gaze flickered to
you as you sat down beside me Have you managed to give Shayne
the rence yet? I said curiously
(11/17/14 : 16:08:22)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: goes to repost ~growls~
(11/17/14 : 16:08:42)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: A loud growl involuntarily
escaped from my stomach Get me two bowls some herbs and a
large piece of meat from the supplies we brought back… Also
bring a ladle and two cooking pots, One large and one small I said
to a passing slave as I adjusted in my seat now crossing my legs.
My gaze flickered to you as you sat down beside me Have you
managed to give Shayne the rence yet? I said curiously
(11/17/14 : 16:19:35)
Renata
Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *chuckling as I hear your order to
a slave and then nodding to your words* I had placed them on her
dais. Rina is looking them over as we speak and will hand them to
her. I found it rather intriguing about those scratches and marks,
though not surprised. And one of the scouts had told me that the
fire was well contained. There should be nothing more of the
camp.
(11/17/14 : 16:22:12)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: She moves along the path, gathering nuts here and
there in the remains of her camisk, keeping an eye out for animal
tracks. If it were something small and slow she might be able to
nail it with a good stab from her pointed stick. Otherwise the nuts
would have to do. She would need to sit down sometime and
make a real weapon if she were going to kill something larger.
And she would need to because she cannot spend the winter in
nothing but a camisk, despite what those crazy Men thought in
the cities allowing their slaves to nearly freeze to death so that they
had a good view.
(11/17/14 : 16:24:50)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: The slave returned with the stuff
I had asked for and placed them down by my side , Taking the
smaller pot And placing it in front of me I withdrew the sleen
knife from its sheath, slowly with my left hand I began to pour
some of my water into the bottom of the pot covering its base with
inch of the water. I then took up the large portion of meat and
began chopping it into bite sized squares throwing each chunk
into the pot as I sliced it from the larger piece, once all of the meat
had been diced I dipped the ladle into the pot and began stirring
the contents of the pot making sure all the meat hand been cov-
ered in the water. I nodded at your words as I worked on the pot
of raw meat. ”This is good news.” I spoke taking another drink
from the bota before I moved closer to the fire. Me being lazy
could not be bothered to move over to the cooking fires so instead
I took the pot by the handle and carefully placed it on the open
fire stirring the contents of the pot continuously making sure the
meat would not burn or stick to the pots base. ”I hope you are
hungry Renata!” I said with a smile.
(11/17/14 : 16:34:42)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: Yes it is indeed. *chuckling softly
as I see you moving closeer to the fire. and then nodding to the
food* I am indeed hungry. This might beat an animal any yday
but at the same time it would be interesting to see how long this
would last. *seeing some of the scouts taking the food as well and
then drinking the bota heavly* At least we also have more
weapons and such to trade at the points as well.
(11/17/14 : 16:45:09)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Once the juice from the meat
had began to flow and the meat browned slightly I removed the
pot from the fire and brought it back over to my seat placing it on
the ground Delicate fingers began to tap at my chin as I thought a
moment, Nodding to my self I headed over to the supplies we had
found rummaging through I took out a head of garlic, a handfull
of mushrooms some onions and 4 large suls. On the way back to
the fire I took another bota of water. Placing the ingredients in the
unused pot I took my seat again, mixing the Meat and water one
last time before pushing it off to one side and out of the way for
now. Leave the rest of the supplies, I will cook enough for all I
called out as I too noticed the scouts taking some food. I was not
being greedy simply hoping the supplies would last. Turning my
gaze to you ”This will definitely be better then a plain animal, This
will warm your insides and taste delicious” I said with a confident
wink, taking one of the wooden bowls I began to finely chop the
garlic using up the full head, then moving on and filling the
second bowl with the sliced mushrooms and onions, peeling the
suls I would chop them up roughly pushing them off to one side
once they was finished. I added a pinch of salt and the full bota of
water to the larger empty pot the moved closer to the fire again
placing the pot on the flames I would wait for the Salt water to
boil.
(11/17/14 : 16:53:07)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
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says to ALL: She sees nothing more than signs of ground urts. In
truth she was a much better fisher than a hunter but it was
growing dark and too late for fishing. The nuts would have to do
for now, although her growling stomach complained. She was
exceptionally unhappy that the caves had been taken over. She
had expected to return to her stores, clothing, furs, weapons and
bags. She could not long survive in nothing but a camisk, although
the other girl had a blade, helpful for starting a fire at least. She
gave up on hunting and started to make her way back to see if
Micah was still alive and unmolested in the cave.
(11/17/14 : 16:55:13)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *chuckling as I hear your words
and see your confident wink, then removing my sleen knife and
writing a couple of things in the dirt contemplating to myself
abouta couple of things and then nodding making a few more
notes, mind ever churning and whirring as I recall a couple of
other paths*
(11/17/14 : 17:14:36)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: My gaze fell upon you as you
began to doodle in the dirt ”What is on your mind Ren?” I asked.
Hearing the hiss of flames My gaze drew to the food the water
now boiling and frothy liquid pouring over the sides of the pot I
rose to my feet and headed over to the fire. The fire not being far
away I of course would be able to hear anything you said. Lifting
the ladle and stirring the stew, Taking a small amount of meat and
sul out of the pot I rose the ladle to my lips blowing the contents
making sure It would not burn my lips or tongue I would try the
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stew making sure the sul’s had become soft and the meat was
tender and not undercooked, happy with how the stew tasted I
removed the pot from the fire and took up two of the bowls, Dip-
ping the ladle into the pot again I began to put one large ladle full
in each bowl, making sure I had gotten a bit of everything in each
bowl I headed back over towards you and handed you one of the
bowls. ”It is extremely ho but I hope you enjoy it I took my seat
again sitting beside you placing my own bowl on the ground in
front of me allowing it to cool some before I would begin to
eat. ”Dinner is served!” I called out to the rest of those around the
fire seeing them heading over to the pot of stew each one filling a
bowl then heading off to their original positions.
(11/17/14 : 17:22:12)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ho = hot >.<
(11/17/14 : 17:50:27)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
PRIVATELY whispers to ALL: ((*sings Who let the dogs out?*))
(11/17/14 : 17:50:40) Micah : Enters the room…
(11/17/14 : 17:56:03)
Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
: Enters the room…
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(11/17/14 : 18:18:51)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: Being one who cared little for manners I lifted the
bowl to my lips and carefully tipped the bowl allowing some of the
contents to fall into my mouth, chewing and swallowing the
hearty meal I would continue to ‘drink’ out of the bowl until all of
the stew had gone, I sat back in my seat some and allowed my
stomach to settle before I would move again. All of a sudden a
loud echoing burp escaped my lips my hand raised to my mouth
as if I was shocked it had happened, truthfully I knew it was
coming I could feel it working its way up my body. My hands
reached out into the dirt behind me as I straightened my legs out
in front of me That meal had been a filling one and one that had
been long waited for.
(11/17/14 : 18:22:24)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *taking the bowl and earing,
watching as you drink out of your bowl and shaking my head. I
had heard your words warlier and had been too deep in thought*
Oh I was just thinking about those scratches on the tent as well as
on the man we had seen. Outside of the incident in the travel here
I had not seen anything like it before. Am wondering what Shayne
had to say about it.
(11/17/14 : 18:29:45)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”It is very strange.” I nodded at
you. All the limbs that had been scattered around the camp, the
man who held onto his own guts as he clung to what little life he
had left, The blood covered tents and the Trees that also had been
smeared with blood, My memory drew back, as if we still stood in
the middle of the mauled camp. I too had never seen anything like
this in my life and to some degree it had been a disturbing sight
not knowing exactly what had slaughtered and ripped those
men ”On a plus note. We did manage to gather a few needed sup-
plies” I said trying to lighten the mood some.
(11/17/14 : 18:31:19)
Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I had yet again been out scouting for the last several
days, and yet again.. to no avail. I dragged in with Rina and and
moved to my chair on the dais with a yawn. I slouched into my
seat after setting my spear down with a clatter, and pinched the
bridge of my nose slightly, just looking around pensively.
(11/17/14 : 18:34:37)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: This is so very true indeed. We
did manage to find some supplies and some of the Scouts are
trading those items that we could not use here. *nodding once
with a grin and seeing Shayne look about pensively. I then set the
empty bowl to one side and finish the bota setting it off to the side
as I lean back*
(11/17/14 : 18:40:56)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”The scouts should not come
back empty handed with the amount they took” I smiled at you
before looking over to Shayne with a nod. ”You should show
Shayne the rence you found, Maybe she will know what it is we
stumbled across” I knew I was not of the band and just a guest
here but after seeing what we saw today I was curious as to what it
was I had walked in to. ”Also you should see If the scouts left any
of the stew I made and see if she is hungry” I would have done this
myself but after scoffing the hearty meal down I was sure if I
moved any time soon My stomach would explode.
(11/17/14 : 18:44:28)
Micah Niam
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: mischief had been a godsend. Had it not been for the
Toraldswoman, she would have surely bled to death by now.
Looking down at the dressing, she grunts a bit, attempting to see
how the upper hip slash was holding together. There was a sharp
pain, but no blood. She smiles and moves achingly to the fire she’d
started not long before. She had of course, chosen the least smok-
able wood, the years as first jungle child to forest woman had
taught her all she needed to know about survival in the wild. the
only problem now was the area of the forest they were in. It was
leagues from where she had spent the previous three years. Caves
such as these were unknown in her former bands neck of the
woods.
Hearing the crack of breaking leaves outside the cave, she looks
up, backing somewhat into the shadows, knife at the ready.
(11/17/14 : 18:48:09)
Renata
Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I had placed the rence by her seat.
Mayhap Rina or Nyada had read it and showed it to her. *nodding
and then looking to the stew and then grinning as I rise from my
spot by the fire and then picking up a bowl, moving toward the
Dais where Shayne is sitting
SHAYNE: *approaching you and then seeing you are deep in
thought. I then stand silent for a few ehn before speaking* Tal
Shayne. There is something I think you might be interested in
hearing. *then placing the bowl of stew down close to your left
side*
(11/17/14 : 18:48:55)
Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I didn’t answer immediately, it
was like I didn’t hear you talk. then I blinked a few times and
picked up my head. “huh? ” I took the bowl of stew and took a bite
wearily.. and shook my head as if clearing some fog.. “Tal Renata..
news?”
(11/17/14 : 18:49:00)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Micah Niam Does it scare: She made her way back to the
caves, her body at this point rather icy feeling but she was used to
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it. Even in the city slaves were near freezing all the time. She could
not wait to get back to the cave and the fire, assuming it was still
there, the fire that was,not the cave. She was aware that the caves
were being used and it was always a possibility that Micah would
no longer be there. She was relieved when she rounded the corner
and found everything as she left it…well, for the most part. No
need for the knife. I come bearing gifts. She empties out the pouch
she had made with her camisk onto the ground next to the fire.
Spilling out nuts.
(11/17/14 : 18:53:33)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *seeing you still in a daze and
then warily eating the stew. I nod* As Aylee and I were scouting
earlier, she had found a Camp about 10 pasangs to the west of the
caves. And we saw blood, a lot of blood, all over the place. One
man was in his tent clutching his insides, and upon further review
of the body, I noticed some of the same scratches o n the man that
I had seen on the scouts the same day we had come here. possibly
the beast is still about.
(11/17/14 : 18:54:42)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I sat at the fire unmoving for now my gaze lost in the
dancing flames as I thought back over the day, It had been a sus-
penseful one in my eyes what with the supplies we had gathered
and the weapons that the scouts had taken to trade, We had also
acquired four new bows with four quivers each filled with 20
arrows then my mind began to tick over what could have mauled
the camp.
(11/17/14 : 18:56:08)
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Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I took a slow bite then another
and pursed my lips in thought. “which quadrant of the forest were
you in.. was the man alive? ”
(11/17/14 : 18:58:37)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: smiles as she moves out of the
shadows to eye your gifts, ” ooh, urt food! ” grinning and reaching
out a hand to you, ” Forgive my state of mind last eve, it is not
often i find myself in the care of others, ” smiling ” it was…
unusual…to say the least. I thank you for my life and starting in
the morning, we shall find some furry fare to not only fill our
stomachs, but to replace these ” picking at the slave silk ” abhor-
rent scraps.” grinning after making a face.
” also, ” indicating a pile of much narrower rods of wood of var-
ious sizes stacked near the cave wall. ” I took the liberty to gather
some prospects for bows and arrows. Are you familiar with the
art?”
(11/17/14 : 19:00:49)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: The man was alive, but barely.
Aylee thought of questioning him or putting him but as I had seen
some of those who were injured in Laura, I knew this man was
close to death’s door so did not interview him. However, *nod-
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ding to the pieces of rence to your left* I had found some inter-
esting items. A rough map. Also, some words in a language I had
not seen before. Mayhap you could make heads or tails out of it.
We were roughly 10 pasangs to the west of the cave that we use as
a way in. If you like, I could show you the general area on the
Forest map you had made or take you to that place myself so you
can see what is left.
TABLE WIDTH=”100%” border=0 cellpadding=0 cell-
spacing=0>(11/17/14 : 19:04:11)
Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I caught your gesture as I slurped
down the last of the stew and handed off my bowl to a slave for a
refill. I then took up the rence papers. I studied the map quietly
and then passed it over to Rina.. the writing was runic.. and as I
skimmed over it, my eyes widened as I looked at Rina. I then
kinda slumped into my chair some, letting the paper fall. She
picked it up, reading it and shaking her head in disbelief and then
shot me a look and then just kinda stumbled off the dais. She then
stormed off towards her hut and I closed my eyes lightly.. mur-
muring softly. “Her companion.. is still alive.. that is his writing,
and a phrase he uses. He.. is an agent of the Kurii .” I sighed and
took up the stew and then began to eat again, nodding. “Yes. we
will go to this camp. See if Aylee wants to come. I will bring
Nyada. We mvoe out in five ehn. ”
(11/17/14 : 19:04:43)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
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:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : Yes yes. Well it was too dark
for much hunting and not much to hunt with naught but a pointy
stick. she gestures to her make shift spear which is well enough for
fishing but not for much else. She waves absently about last night.
It happens when one is injured. It is better to be with someone
else. I agree about the clothes. I should like not to freeze as the
days grow shorter. She moves to the stack of rods and takes a
couple, bending them back and forth to test their flexibility. I am.
It has been a while.
TABLE WIDTH=”100%” border=0 cellpadding=0 cell-
spacing=0>(11/17/14 : 19:11:11)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: nods, ” good. well, tonight is not a
time for hunters like us, ” chuckles, once again looking down at
the slave silks that looks so alien on her dark, tattooed flesh, ”
tomorrow will be fine, besides, I have need of another nights rest
before I am up to stalking the sleen. They are nasty little beasts, we
must be in top form, ” nodding, and crouching down to peruse
the nuts you brought, testing a couple with her teeth. ” ack! ” she
snorts before downing one of the bitter fruit. ” I had fortgotten
how much these things bite back” chuckling with a wink.
(11/17/14 : 19:14:04)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing your words as I see
Rina storm toward her hut and you slip in your chair and then
nodding* On it. We had gathered some supplies from the Camp
and stored some of them in the various huts. *moving from the
dais and back to the fire to Aylee, mind ever and always churning*
AYLEE: *approaching the fire and seeing you reesting. I gently
shake your shoulder* Aylee, I talked to Shayne about our dis-
covery and she would be interested in seeing the Camp. We leave
in 5 ehn if you want to come. She will be bringing Nyada.
(11/17/14 : 19:14:12)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : Yes. That is for certain. She
settled down on the ground next to the fire to thaw out her bare
flesh. I should think something easier to hunt, that will not bite
back should we miss. She contemplated the nuts then started to
crack them between two stones from the fire pit. Well, it’s some-
thing.
(11/17/14 : 19:17:20)
Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I got up and stretched, hissing softly in pain as it had
been days since I’d had a good long soak. There was just too much
to do, and I was running myself ragged. But.. it was what it was. I
went to my hut, taking just a few moments to myself. I braided my
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hair, changed into some clean clothes at the very least, and then
slid some ost poison pins, a nearly forgotten relic of my past, into
my hair. Ost poison could affect even the lumbering beasts that
were the Kurii. I had half a mind to start collecting the tiny snakes
to milk their poison for the band. In fact.. yes that would be a
thing. I heard a tap on my door, and opening it, I listened as a
scout told me some women had been spotted entering the cave
network. I nodded and would add that to our journey, hoping
these women were good news, and not more spies.I pulled on my
wool lined fur coat and then headed down to the cave entrance,
waiting on Renata and Aylee.
(11/17/14 : 19:21:15)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I had drifted off in a daze and
jumped slightly at your touch You scared the heebie jeebies outta
me! I laughed as I rose to my feet Should I grab my bow or do you
think My spear and knife will suffice for now? I asked
(11/17/14 : 19:21:26)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: nods, leaning back against the
warm stone wall, ” I hate to agree with you on the smaller game…
I would love to kill something that would supply us with enough
skin to make new garments. I would rather run naked than wear
silk…” she grumbles, chewing up the nuts with loud popping
sounds, turning her dark gaze at you, being careful with her words
as it seems you don’t appear to be fazed by the slave garb at all. ” I
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have never been a slave. The caravan that intended to deliver me
to Port Kar was only three days moving when I made my escape.
What of you? Were you a slave in The Torvald?” canting her head,
hoping she wasnt treading on tender ground.
(11/17/14 : 19:23:47)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I am thinking the bow would
work. I will meet you at the cave opening. *nodding and then
moving to my own hut picking up my bow and quiver of 20
arrows. I then make my way out of the hut and check, my sleen
knife at my right hip and my spear in my right hand. I sling the
bow over my left shoulder and the quiver over my right as I make
my way to the cave opening*
(11/17/14 : 19:25:56)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : I have been a slave many
places but I do not stay long in the cities. There is not a chain will
hold me. She laughed softly. When I run, I come here. First time, I
was in a caravan heading to Sardar. I was to be gifted to a young
man, his first upon coming of age. Fortunately, we were
ambushed and I escaped to the forest. I learned quickly. Some-
times I am found by lairs and I serve there.
(11/17/14 : 19:26:23)
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| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Nodding at your words I make
my way over to the fur tossing it to one side and reviling the 4 foot
short bow and the matching quiver of 20 arrows. I tossed the bow
over my right shoulder and attached the quiver to my right hip,
The 10inch sleen knife sheathed at my left hip and my 5foot spear
in my right hand for now it would be used as a walking cane of
sorts. Once I had everything I needed I began to jog over towards
the caves.
(11/17/14 : 19:30:53)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *making my way to the cave
opening and spotting you and Nyada, then seeing Aylee
approaching as well and motioning to the scout to have the blind-
fold handy for Aylee when you say we are ready to head out* We
are ready Shayne. *I look to Aylee and nod once waiting your
words*
(11/17/14 : 19:32:46)
Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: I glance to Renata and Aylee and nod. “We are
making a small detour. There are some people in the caves that
the scouts picked up on. Gonna go check them out on the way..
move out.” With that, I set off in a jog, following the directions I’d
gotten from the scouts that would take me to the caves that con-
nected to the one that the women were in.
(11/17/14 : 19:33:16)
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—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: thinks on your words a moment,
nodding, ” I see… there is no shame in serving the sisters. I would
do the same if a city tried to claim me. I was raised in the jungle
and came of age in the forest, ” nodding , ” cities hold no sway for
me, ” canting her head a moment, dark locks falling long past her
shoulders, ” though I have always wondered at the Thassa. I think
I might enjoy a reavers life on the high seas, ” grinning with a
wink
(11/17/14 : 19:37:14)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : Blah…boats make me ill. You
would not think so with a father who was Torvian and a mother a
Karian. I should imagine though that it would be difficult to make
my way back from say, Scagnar or Tyros. I am not much of a
swimmer. She laughs softly and stirs the fire. Do you know how to
build a shelter outside of the caves? I suspect these caves are being
used as they show signs of use, and all that I had stored here is
gone. I do not know who might be using them, and is a shame to
lose them but…She shrugs absently. Could be outlaws.
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(11/17/14 : 19:39:48)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: *hearing you then nodding,
placing the blindfold on Aylee and then guiding her by the elbow
as I walk behind you through the caves. raising an eyebrow as you
move through the caves and I see a new network of caves which I
had not known were here. I then look to one of the scouts and she
gives me a light shrug as we follow you. I had also heard some
reports of people in the caves but decided to defer to you to decide
what to do*
(11/17/14 : 19:41:09)
Shayne Dietrich
Panther Girl
Silent Sleen Panther Lair-ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: ugh.. ok. I have to go. I just got hit with one of those
Im gonna stab you in the eye out the back of your head headaches.
>.< Renata.. can you bring Micah and mischief in and put the
scripts on the boards? I MIGHT be back. Im gonna go pop some
aleve and see if I can make it back. we will do the camp scouting
thing whenever I am back, or on next.
(11/17/14 : 19:42:11)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Swift light steps took only a few
moment to carry me to the opening of the caves, Once there I
nodded a greeting to Shayne staying quiet for now awaiting our
orders so to speak.
(11/17/14 : 19:42:30)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
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Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Swift light steps took only a few
moment to carry me to the opening of the caves, Once there I
nodded a greeting to Shayne staying quiet for now as our orders
where being given so to speak, Once they had been given and I
had been blindfolded I fell into line a few feet off to Renata’s side
following in a light silent jog as she lead me through the maze of
caves. I had adjusted the spear into an under hand grip with the
Rusted head pointing out in front of me ready to quickly attack if
needed
(11/17/14 : 19:42:32)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: chuckles, “WE are outlaws. ” grin-
ning ” and of course, we’ll wait for the dawn and make our way
out of here if it makes you uncomfortable. ” nodding, ” I can build
us a new shelter. You’ll have to school me on the area though, this
part of the great forest is unfamiliar to me.” If any of the other
cave dwellers decide to show themselves, they had better be
friendly or…” pausing a moment, that gleam you saw in her eye
last eve reappearing, ” I will kill them all…” grinning
(11/17/14 : 19:47:12)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
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worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : Outlaws? She considers the
idea seriously then gets to giggling. I am not much of an outlaw.
She sighs at the thought of making a shelter. The forest I best now
is the caves and the river down to the exchange. I know every hort
of the river but not much of the forest beyond. I have always navi-
gated by the marks of the lair to which I belonged.
(11/17/14 : 19:51:34)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : The scout leads the way
through the caves heading out into the main Forest, and I look
about, guiding Aylee by the elbow lightly as I hit the ground with
the spear, the Scout spotting something up ahead and I stop*
(11/17/14 : 19:54:13)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: to mischief and then Renata: pulls
her knees up to her chin and rests it there, thinking you are quite a
puzzle. You’re appearance labeled you as a fighter in her eyes at
first. You had been one of the few women she had ever met that
could stand eye to eye with her. But as she gets to know more
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about you, she can see the softer side that wants to belong. It
sparks an idea.
” Tell me, mischief, do you desire to find another Band to live
with? If you do then perhaps our quest should not be to build
shelter but to find such a Band. I would warn you though that ….”
she stops mid sentance and glances toward the mouth of the cave.
Jumping to her feet, drawing her dagger and grabbing the longest
staff of wood she can find
” State your buisness!” she yells toward the opening, though you
would see nothing. Perhaps the wound had affected her mind
(11/17/14 : 19:56:49)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I held the spear in the middle of
its shaft at my right holding it comfortably in place at waist level, I
knew you would not attack me, if you had wanted too you would
have done so by now as you had had ample opportunity to do so,
as for the other Panther’s and scouts I trusted none of them and I
was always on guard around them ready to strike and kill them all
should I need to. I still did not trust you but You were gaining my
friendship and I would not think about attacking you, I had grown
rather fond of you. When we came to a stop I waited to see what
was happening, should we encounter anyone I would rip the
blindfold from my face without hesitation no matter what the
consequences would be.
(11/17/14 : 19:56:57)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Out of food and supplies I am becoming desperate.
Running out of options I now make my way to the exchange
point. If I can get there maybe I can make a trade for some food. If
not, I don’t even want to consider what might happen.
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(11/17/14 : 19:57:54)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : Warn me about? She wonders
about that statement. The truth is she has been in bands before
and had always affected to be captured. It was dangerous to
simply walk into a lair. Too many questions of course. She had
heard a thumping sound down further in the caves and written it
off as water dripping. She grabbed her pointy stick and moved to
lean casually against the other wall.
(11/17/14 : 19:59:01)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *stopping and then motioning
the Scout back. I hand Aylee off to the Scout and then unsheath
my 10 inch (7 inch blade) dagger with my left hand and press my
5’3”, 120 pound body to the side of the wall close to the opening
out of sight as I hear you speak, the words coming behind you
toward another opening* I think I should ask you the same thing,
as you are in the territory of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair! Who
are you and who is with you?
(11/17/14 : 20:05:20)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
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that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: brows narrow as her visage turns
cold, her dark eyes taking on a wild quality. She steps quickly
between mischief and the opening of the cave, her body intended
to block any flying object that might jump from the shadows
beyond the cave opening.
” I am Micah Niam of the schendi and I have with me a Torvalds-
woman. We are both armed and prepared to defend ourselves. ”
dark eyes searching the shadows for movement. ” I know nothing
of the Silent Sleen or its lands. We are newly come here seeking
haven from slavers. If you have a mind to attempt such, I will take
many of you with me to the afterlife… If you have honor, I would
speak to the one in charge and make them welcome. The choice is
yours.”
(11/17/14 : 20:07:59)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: I heard Renata shout out and for now I remained
blindfolded that was until I heard another voice call out about
taking many of us to the after life I was not one who cared for idle
threats and within seconds My left hand rose to my face grasping
the blindfold and throwing it to the floor. I stood 5’6 and 131lbs, I
wore a simple panther skin bra like top, a skirt that just covered
arse cheeks and a long fur cloak The spear was still pointing out in
front of mew at waist level The bow hung from my right shoulder,
the quiver of 20 arrows at my right hip and that 10inch sleen knife
at my left hip. For now I stood in a right lead stance ready to
attack waiting in silence to see what Renata would do, If she
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choose to attack I too would attack if she chose not to I would
stand by that too.
(11/17/14 : 20:10:16)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: She continued to lean casually against the side of the
cave, although her muscles were tense. She is just 6’0 tall and
135lbs of long lean muscle, slightly underweight as usual for those
of the forest. Her long blond hair has been done up in braids and
her dark eyes scan the shadows. She has a sharpened stick, not
much of a weapon but she stands ready to douse the fire which
will throw the cave into full darkness.
(11/17/14 : 20:11:30)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *hearing you and then nod-
ding* The Leader is indisposed at the moment. However, she had
sent me to speak on her behalf. I am known as Renata and I
should let you know that there are scouts blocking the other
opening. I nod to the scout to remove the blindfold from Aylee for
now and then hand my spear off to the scout with me. I then come
in through an opening in the back of the cave and hold my hands
up, my knife in my left hand then placing it in my sheath and hold
my now bare hand up* The Leader had said to bring you to the
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Lair. As you both are strangers, there is a certain precaution to
secure the safety of the location of the Lair.
(11/17/14 : 20:18:35)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I hear all sorts of noises off in the distance but I pay
them no mind. My purpose singular now, find the exchange. I
leave my bow slung over my shoulder so I can make the quickest
time possible. No longer even looking for tracks or signs of prey,
not doing anything that would slow me down.
(11/17/14 : 20:19:12)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: You would be met with an odd
site, two quite tall woman, both standing at six feet tall, though
that would be the only possible similarity. Where mischief is
damn near glowing in the firelight with her blond mane and pale
skin, Micah appears more as a statue cut from stone. Her dark
hair long and many-braided, and her bronze skin lataced with
tribal markings, clearly labeling her as a jungle creature. the slave
silk would look rediculous on her.
She turns to mischief briefly, though keeping her eyes on Renata, ”
the warning would be that you will be fine but I may be labeled as
a spy…” she whispers. ” Do what you have to do to survive. Do
not consider my fate. ” she nods and turns back to Renata
speaking loud enough to be heard by all.
” I will agree to submit to you with your word that nothing will
happen to mischief. ” nodding ” she wishes only to serve the sis-
ters. ” Dark eyes locked on yours, hoping you were the honorable
creature you appeared to be.
(11/17/14 : 20:22:17)
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| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I remained outside the cave for
now keeping you in my sight ready to charge in should I need to.
It seemed like you had everything under control for now so I
remained silent and waited for you to come back out of the cave
hopefully In one piece.
(11/17/14 : 20:23:21)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *seeing you and mischief then
nodding to the Scout with me. moving toward you slowly and
then taking the weapons from you and her then handing them to
the scouts who had approached from the outside of the cave. I
hand them off to the scouts and then motion for the blindfold on
you both. The Scout does and then grabs you both lightly by the
elbow leading to the back of the cave. I then blindfold Aylee
myself and pick up my spear, moving through the network of
caves back to the Lair with you and mischief in tow*
(11/17/14 : 20:24:50)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
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Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: She is rather confused by the whole confrontation as
thus far, it has been the least confrontational confrontation she
has ever had upon entering a lair. Usually run ins with panthers
had resulted in fighting and waking up later, bound and with a
massive headache and more than likely bleeding from somewhere.
Her eyes move between those present, aware of the scouts who
had come from the cave opening, still ready to kick the fire out
should she need to. Her eyes would do well enough as she was
staring into the dark where the strangers were approaching, they
were staring into the fire lit cave. She remained quiet though con-
templating the one who had come forward with empty hands.
(11/17/14 : 20:26:20)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Surrenders the dagger and staff
quietly, knowing the drill. Takes a last glance at mischief before
the blindfold is put in place and falls in line, knowing fate already
had a plan and that at the very least mischief would be safe and
her blood debt would be paid.
(11/17/14 : 20:28:19)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
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Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: She allows the pointed stick to be taken and herself to
be blindfolded, although that would do no good for she had lived
in these caves a long time and knew them well, probably better
than the panthers for she had gone into places only the thin and
fearless would dare try to shimmmy. And she knew them in the
dark. But she elected to go quietly for it was far easier than waking
up with a headache…
(11/17/14 : 20:29:22)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”I think I will go for a walk in the
forest” I said as you placed the blindfold on me once more,the day
had been a long one and I needed to clear my thoughts. ”If you
can handle these two that is” I said with a light laugh
(11/17/14 : 20:30:52)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *guiding Aylee by the elbow
and then making my way through the Lair Caves, the scouts
guiding you and mischief. I then hear Aylee speak and nod*
AYLEE: OK. *nodding once and handing you off to the Scout,
taking Micah by the elbow lightly as we continue through the lair
caves*
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(11/17/14 : 20:33:15)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Dry leaves crunching under my boots as I follow the
trail that should lead me back to the exchange. With my pack near
empty I travel light and can make good time. I move swiftly
through the forest. My stomach starting to growl as I am griped by
pangs of hunger. I start to think what I will do if the exchange is
deserted, but I push those thoughts from my mind
(11/17/14 : 20:38:03)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: Feeling your hand let my arm go and another’s taking
its place I knew I was now being lead in the opposite direction and
out towards the forest. My mind drew back to the camp that had
been mauled and the images of scattered body parts clung to my
thoughts, it was not long before the scout lead me out of the caves
and back into the open, She gently removed the blindfold ”Wait in
the shadows for me. I will not be too long I spoke as turned from
the girl Bare feet silently carried me off up the path and into the
forest The spear still posed ready to attack any that got in my way.
(11/17/14 : 20:39:27)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
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What to love,
and what to burn
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Following blindly, her mind
clears and moves foreward. The woman had named the Silent
Sleen Band. She searched her memory for the name and could
find it nowhere. Either Agnes and the Larl had never trailed this
far North or they had simply never mentioned contact. The
women - Renata - had mentioned that the leader was indisposed.
By the number of scouts she had viewed and heard, she gleaned
that this Band seemed rather sizeable and her claim that the entire
cave system was theirs hinted at longevity. All this was good… as
long as they didn’t label her as an enemy Band member and burn
her as a spy. Though the thought was a bit grim, it would at least
be a warm ending.
(11/17/14 : 20:41:39)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: I stop momentarily to get my bearings. I look around
and listen. Hearing nothing but birds singing and insects chirping,
I resume my trek through the forest. I know I am on the right path
but unsure how far away the exchange is. When I come to a
stream I crouch down at waters edge and dunk my bota under the
surface to refill with fresh mountain water. When the bubbles stop
I cork my bota and sling it over my shoulder. I scoop up some of
the cold water with my hands and splash it over my face.
(11/17/14 : 20:42:35)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
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:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : ((LOL)) She moves along,
keeping track in her mind where it was that they were headed. She
wonders if they found the hot springs and there is a brief thought
about a warm bath. Strange thing to be thinking about at the
moment but she know she is not much other than a slave. Her life
always in the hands of others.
(11/17/14 : 20:43:26)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *moving out of the caves and
into the Lair ((The Lair pulldown)) I remove the blindfold from
you and the scouto removes the blindfold from mischief. I then
nod to you* Welcome to theh Silent Sleen Panther Lair. you and
the slave are welcome and if you have any questions, do not hesi-
tate to ask. *nodding once as I motion toward the campfire*
(11/17/14 : 20:45:54)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Even though I had been staying at Renata’s camp I
was still a lone Panther and would take orders from none. I did
what I liked when I liked and as it suited me, Seeing the camp ear-
lier had messed with my head some and I needed a breather from
everyone. I had not seen a dead body in my life, even when I had
burned my brother alive, I ran before the flames had died down,
Now in one day I had seen 7 dead bodies and most of them was
literally in pieces. I was not used to this new life of mine just yet
and the sight of mauled bodies haunted my thoughts I had hoped
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this walk would clear my head some I pushed my way further into
the forest heading in one direction so I would not get lost.
(11/17/14 : 20:47:12)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : She looked around as the
blindfold came off and then looked to you. Wow. That was easier
than I remembered. she moves quickly to the fire longing for its
heat.
(11/17/14 : 20:49:25)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: The water is refreshing, cold but it keeps me awake. I
rise back to my feet and resume on the path I’ve been taking. The
hunger growing, I pick up my pace. Leaves crunching under foot,
my boots falling heavily as my thoughts focus on food. I lick my
dry lips imagining a succulent steak. My thoughts are interrupted
when my stomach growls again.
(11/17/14 : 20:49:26)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: Goodnight ~smiles~
(11/17/14 : 20:49:45)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: ((have a good night.))
(11/17/14 : 20:52:27)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Cracks her neck as the blindfold
is removed, amazed that they had not been bound. Blinks as the
campfire glares in her newly exposed eyes. She looks over the
gathered Band and turns toward Renata. ” I would have only one
request Renata, ” she smiles, ” any chance you can find a more
appropriate set of skins for me?” chuckling, ” this silk is making
me ill” she grins, pleased to see mischief happy and headed for the
fire. Renata had kept her word and the fact that they had not been
treated badly spoke well of the power and confidence of the Band.
Perhaps the fates would be kind this odd eve after all.
(11/17/14 : 20:57:37)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : I do indeed. *nodding to one
of the Scouts and she makes her way to the supply hut grabbing a
set of skins. She then comes out and hands them to me, and I in
turn hand them to you* If you like, you can burn that silk in the
fire. I motion to the dais* The Leader’s name is Shayne and right
now she was called into a meeting with her two closest advisors. If
you like, there is an empty hut you can sleep in or if you like you
can sleep outside on one of the furs by the fire.
(11/17/14 : 20:57:39)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
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| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: A growl could be heard in the distance as the wind
carried it to my ears, unsure what the noise was I crouched
slightly lowering myself so I would be harder to spot I began to
head towards the noise, Maybe it was a forest Panther hunting a
beauty like that would surly take my mind off of recent thoughts
and another kill would bring more food for the lair. I moved as
silently as I could keeping the spear at waist level its head pointing
out in front of me ready for any nasty surprises.
(11/17/14 : 21:01:02)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: The combination of a brisk pace and growing hunger
takes its toll. My steps slow and then I have to stop to catch my
breath. My muscles tense as I start to wonder if I will make it. I
consider making camp for the night and continuing come
morning but I know if I don’t keep going I’ll never make it. With a
grunt I push off a tree and keep going. Not as fast as I like, but
with each step I get closer to the exchange and the possibility of
trade and supplies.
(11/17/14 : 21:06:43)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: It was not long before I came upon a small stream
blue eyes began glancing around making sure the beast was not
lingering near the waters edge, once I knew it was not here I car-
ried on moving further through the forest now more aware of my
surrounding then ever. I knew I was getting closer I could feel it in
my bones… That and the fact I had just heard another noise not
too far in front of me. I picked up my pace turning my walk into a
light jog not wanting to lose the beast I was following. I would
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remain out of sight the best I could for now, not wanting to alert it
of my presence.
(11/17/14 : 21:07:07)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: smiles at your comment and is
ever grateful when you hand her the skins. With no shame what-
soever, she tears the silks from her form and slips into the skins,
suddenly she seems taller, her shoulders broader, stretching. she
lets out a howl. ” now this is more like it!” and laughs, clasping
your forearm in thanks, ” I think I shall like this Silent Sleen of
yours, ” she grins, moving to the fire and casting the silk into it, a
deep sigh escaping her lips as she watches it burn. ” I am in your
debt and the hut seems like a good idea. I could use some alone
time to deal with this.” she says, indicating the bandaged wound
that you may or may not have noticed till now.
(11/17/14 : 21:11:30)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to ALL: Each step I take becoming harder and slower than the
previous. The pace and lack of food taking its toll. I now know I
will not make it to the exchange. I try to come up with another
plan, but my mind clouded with hunger comes up with nothing. I
make the decision to give up on reaching the exchange, instead I
turn back to return to the stream. I can sleep at the waters edge
and hope an animal comes to drink and I can kill it. It’s my only
chance. I retrace my steps, all I need is get back to the stream
where I can rest and wait.
(11/17/14 : 21:12:37)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *hearing your laugh as you
clasp my forearm in thanks as you slip into the skins, then burn
the silk. I then notice the bandaged wound on you* Might I ask
what happened? *motioning ot a slave to hand you a bota of water
as you stand by the fire*
(11/17/14 : 21:22:39)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Ba-Ta: I came to a sudden stop as I saw a dark silhouette
closing on on my position, propping my spear up against a trees
trunk and aking the bow from my shoulder I held the 6inch grip
in my left hand, my right hand reaching down to my right hip and
taking an arrow from the quiver placing the notch of the arrow
into the bows string my left arm held straight out in front of me as
my right hand pulled the string and arrow back to my right
shoulder as far as it could go. Aiming the arrow at the dark figure
as it drew closer now realising that I was no beast, but a man.
(11/17/14 : 21:25:00)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Takes the water gratefully,
unaware how very thirsty she was until now. Downs it in a gulp
and indicates to the slave for a refill. Turns back to you, ” For the
last three winters I was a member of the Black Larl band in the
Southeastern corner of this forest. Many leagues from here, ” nod-
ding, ” I was Second to the leader. I had worked my way up the
ranks from a mere jungle girl from schendi that had escaped from
raiders and fled to the forest. ” nodding and sipping the second
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bowl of water a bit slower. ” I was betrayed, drugged and sold by a
group of jealous panthers that felt the ranking should have been
theirs. I was sold to a Karian caravan heading back to Port Kar
where I was to be sold. On the third night I lured a guard to the
shadows and he gave me this wound…. not quite as deep as the
one across his throat that I gave him in return ” griinning at the
memory, ” mischief found me in the forest and treated the wound.
I owe her my life and am glad you found us for it was her only
wish to serve the sisters. ” smiling and looking over at mischief
asleep by the fire like a content kitten.
(11/17/14 : 21:26:51)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: The exchange abandoned, my
sole thought is now the stream and rest and finding a beast
coming to drink. Tired and hungry as I am my pace quickens
needed to rest so bad. Unaware of my surroundings I plow
towards you. When I see you I don’t even notice the bow, I see
your pack and all I think about now is the possibility of food in
that pack. Food that I need. I start to run. I lower my shoulder as I
pick up speed. Not thinking of anything but food, I run straight
towards you with intend to drive my shoulder into your chest and
drop you so I can grab your pack and find food.
(11/17/14 : 21:30:01)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : I am surprised you and mis-
chief survived here as long as you had. Earlier today another pan-
ther and I had found a camp with 7 men killed and one man at
death’s door. In fact, we were just about to head out to check out
the camp when Shayne got word of you and mischief in the caves.
*nodding once* There is reason to believe that a large furry beast
is scouting the area. The scratches were consistent with that of the
beasts from the Steel Worlds.
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(11/17/14 : 21:32:45)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Ba-Ta: The moment you drew closer and that silhouette
cleared enough for me to know it was actually You. I knew what
needed to be done. The distance between us at this point was 20ft
and you were recklessly charging towards Me. My arrow was
already notched and my bowstring drawn back so that I could feel
the arrow’s fletching at my right cheek, I slowly began to breathe
out and at the moment that distance reached 15 feet..
The fingers of my right hand released the bowstring and that
arrow snapped forward, flying through the air with a light whistle.
It would take next to no time to travel that short distance. Luckily
for you, I was not aiming for your face… Instead I was aiming for
the front of your right thigh, just beneath your hip.
(11/17/14 : 21:34:46)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: brows narrow at your words, ”
You speak of the Kurii? here?” looks around instinctively, ” A
rogue or a Band? any indication?” she regards you with concern,
having heard tale of the creatures, but never expecting that one
would travel this far from their extreme northern lairs.
(11/17/14 : 21:37:43)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: Picking up speed and
momentum. Even if I saw the bow and arrow aimed at me there is
no stopping now. twenty feet, nineteen, eighteen….fifteen, four-
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teen. I feel a sharp pain in my leg, thirteen, twelve. My thigh
bursting on fire, eleven. Pain radiating out from my thigh, ten.
From the pain my vision narrows, nine. I can no longer think of
anything but the searing pain, eight. I stumble, six, five, four.
Falling, three, two, one. Falling as my shoulder slams into you.
Then my leg gives out completely and I fall forward, the only
thing to stop my fall would be you if I end up landing on you.
(11/17/14 : 21:39:47)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *seeing your brows narrow
and nodding* I do indeed speak of them here. One of them is after
Shayne about something. One thing I do know is that there was
talk of an agent of the Kurii. We had spotted a camp about 10
pasange west of the cave network. *I take a largeg pull of the bota
of water and then looking back to you* The scratches I had seen
on a few of our band members as well as on the men we had seen
today, I think one is more than enough.
(11/17/14 : 21:44:55)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Ba-Ta: Just before you would reach me I would quickly
side step to my left avoiding any impact you had sought to land.
My right hand quickly snatched at the spear and As soon as your
body hit the floor I would carefully come towards your side
harshly placing my foot upon the base of your back. The tip of the
spear now pressing against the nape of your neck ”Give me one
reason why I should not kill you where you lay?” I said with a
slight growl in my voice.
(11/17/14 : 21:44:55)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
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Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Nods, working the information
around in her head, ” And what is Shayne’s plan of action? Do you
plan to hunt the creature or create a defensive stance somewhere
in the forest or caves?” curious how one would plan against such a
beast. She had heard tale that a single Kurii could kill entire bands
of men without great effort. ” and that being said, do any of you
know how to kill it? It’s weaknesses?” canting her head in ques-
tion.
(11/17/14 : 21:47:26)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *Laying sprawled out in the
middle of the path I feel your boot at the base of my back followed
by the pointy tip of your spear against my neck. Through the pain
I hear your growl and despite the burning sensation in my thigh a
cold shiver runs down my spine* Kill me, put me out of my
misery.
(11/17/14 : 21:49:26)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *hearing your rapid fire ques-
tions and thinking* We do not know. I had handed Shayne some
pieces of rence I found at the Camp and then we were going to
check it out earlier. As soon as she looks over the Campsite, we
will formuulate a plan of attack or defense. I do know it does not
like fire. I know this from stories of men who had spoken in Laura
of the beasts. I am thinking possibly a line of fire arrows to aim at
the beast. Other than that, there is no other method that I know of
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to kill it.I shall see what Shayne has to say when we pay a visit to
the Campsite and she gives it a once over.
(11/17/14 : 21:55:06)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Ba-Ta: I had noticed that your bow was no longer on your
shoulder and instead laid upon the floor just out of reach, some
where between you trying to charge me and falling on your face it
must have fallen from your body. Hearing your words I took a
moment to think a few things over ”That would be an easy way
out I replied with a grin, you would not see it but it was there
clinging to plump lips. I tossed my own bow over my shoulder for
now and reached into my pack pulling out a thick piece of rope.
“Do you have any other weapons on you?” I removed the spear
from your neck and tossed it out of reach for now. Knowing if you
tried anything funny I would withdraw the sleen knife with sec-
onds. ”It would be better for you tell me the truth”
(11/17/14 : 21:55:36)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: nods, considering your words, a
bit of fatigue perhaps causing her to slump a bit and raise a hand
to her wound, ” I will think on these things, , ” nodding, ” I would
be honored if you would allow me to aid you in the defence of this
Band. ” nodding ” But for now I fear the past few days are
catching up with me, ” smiling a bit weakly, ” with your permis-
sion I will retire to my hut for the moment and get some sleep. I
will serve you better on a good nights sleep ” smiles in apology.
(11/17/14 : 21:57:06)
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Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : I shall speak with Shayne on
this and then get back to you on that. *nodding with a grin* I wish
you well and shall speak with you more on this tomorrow.
(11/17/14 : 21:58:19)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: It was probably for the best I did
not see those plump lips grinning over me. Hearing your words
my heart sinks and now having to endure whatever it is you will
do. Though the spear is removed from my neck I still feel your
booted boot on my back, pinning me to the forest floor. I just lay
there, defeated* A knife at my side and a dagger tucked into my
boot *I answer seeing no gain in lying, a quick search would have
found them anyway*
(11/17/14 : 22:05:43)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Ba-Ta: It almost seemed like you had given up but for all I
know you was trying to lure me into a false sense of security only
to kill me moments later, I would take no chances I bent down
and with my right hand I removed the knife from your side
tossing it out of the way, I would then lower myself on top of you
my full weight of 131lbs sitting just beneath your lower back my
legs either side of your waist. Roughly taking you right hand then
your left I pulled them behind your back and began to Tie the
thick rope around them. Once our hands were firmly bound and
tried I rose to my full height of 5’6 Moving over towards your feet
and removing the dagger from your boot”Can you get to your
feet? I asked as I moved off towards my spear. Crouching down
and taking it back in my right hand
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(11/17/14 : 22:09:11)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *I wince when you pull my arms
behind my back and tie them together. I give a tug only to find the
rope tight and secure. I roll to my side and using my elbow I push
to one knee, the leg with the arrow refusing to support any weight.
I look at you, bound and on one knee, unable to lift higher and I
shake my head side to side*
(11/17/14 : 22:16:03)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: *seeing Micah and mischief settled in I motion to a
Tracker and a Scout then make my way back through the
caves,checking on Aylee as she had mentioned she needed to clear
her head and had not been back as of yet*
(11/17/14 : 22:19:07)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Ba-Ta: My gaze fell upon you for a short moment and I
motioned towards a nearby tree ”Sit up against that tree and do
not move” It was only a foot away from you so I knew you would
make it I then made a loud herlit call in hopes that someone from
the lair would hear my call. I then began to look around for a
couple of sturdy branch I could use to splint your leg. I had to
admit it was a nasty wound I had given you, luckily for you I had
seen enough death for one day and had decided keep you alive.,.
For now… I had no material to tie your wound with so I began to
rip a strip from my skirt taking just enough to tie around your leg
I then waited for you to as I had asked.
(11/17/14 : 22:20:42)
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| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
says to Shayne DietrichPanther G: ~waves and smiles~ Tal again
(11/17/14 : 22:21:49)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
says to Ba-Ta: waited for you to do*
(11/17/14 : 22:22:09)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I shuffle to the tree, half hobble
on one knee, half crawl, but I make it and collapse against it.
Resting my back against the tree. Resting on the ground I look up
to watch you rip a strip of fabric from your skirt. The pain in my
thigh down to a dull roar. It throbs but the shooting pain is gone
for now. Then my stomach growls again* Food *I whisper* Please
(11/17/14 : 22:23:11)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: *exiting the caves on the path and then seeing the
Traker and Sout make their way to the trees. I then make my way
west of the caves and scan about, making a herlit call here and
there hoping that Aylee is close to hear it or even if some of the
other Scouts can*
(11/17/14 : 22:29:30)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
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Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Ba-Ta: I came to your side and placed one knee on the
ground pausing fro a moment as your stomach let out a loud
growl”You will get food once I take you to the lair ” I asked curi-
ously once I got you back to the lair I would see you fed and see
that your wounds would be tended accordingly. I had not brought
any food with me as I had eaten before I had left the Camp. ”.Is
that why you charged me?” My right hand began to move a small
piece of wood towards your mouth then ”Bite down on this”.
(11/17/14 : 22:31:54)
Ba-Ta
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *Leaning up against the tree I
watch you crouch down next to me, and for the first time I notice
what you look like and now I also notice those plump lips. My
eyes are drawn to them as I speak* yes *I say with a nod to my
head, answering your question, explaining why I charged before I
bite down on the stick and brace myself for another round of
pain*
(11/17/14 : 22:35:02)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing you and then shifting
my bow to my left hand, pulling an arrow out and notching it as I
carefully approach to 20 feet* Aylee? You all right? *eyes darting
to the man against the tree and the weapons you have close from
him*
(11/17/14 : 22:42:15)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I nodded at the mans words and
my left hand came to rest on his thigh a few inches from the arrow
wound I then I began to count One…. Two and with that my right
hand took a hold of the arrow, pulling it from his leg my left hand
swiftly moving over the wound and pressing down on it before
you lost too much blood. And with that e passed ”Renata! I called
out as you approached and a smile crossed my lips I was glad to
see you ”I am fine though he is not I motioned towards the man’s
wound that was under my hand I tossed you the piece of
cloth ”Can you tie this around his leg? We need to get him back to
camp and get his wound tended”
(11/17/14 : 22:45:09)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *nodding to you as I close and
stans next to you. I then tie the cloth about the man’s leg and then
place a blindfold on him. Granted, he is passed out but still. I then
help you pick him up and we move for the caves*
(11/17/14 : 22:47:15)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Picking the man up as you do I
follow your lead to the caves. ”I am glad you came when you did”
I said with a chuckle, I had no idea how I would have got him
back to camp alone
(11/17/14 : 22:51:09)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
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says to | Triple dipped in psych: I had to deal with our two guests,
*chuckling and then carrying the man back through thepath and I
make the herlit sound. A couple of scours move in and I hand him
off to them as I pull the blindfold out and place it about you
entering the cave*
(11/17/14 : 22:54:28)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: letting the male go And finding
myself blindfolded I wait for you grasp on my arm ”It seems the
day has been an eventful one I smiled
(11/17/14 : 22:56:29)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing you and nodding with a
grin leading through the caves* That it has been. And we had
learned a lot and even gained a couple of new members. *nodding
as we make our way slowly through the caves back tot he Lair*
(11/17/14 : 22:58:48)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I for one was glad the Lair was
growing It seemed with the ‘war’ the band could use all the help it
could get ”I do not want the male hurt, once he comes back
around I want to speak with him
(11/17/14 : 23:00:39)
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Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your words and hen
nodding as we enter the main area of the Lair. Removing your
blindfold I then hand it off to a Scout* He is your prisoner to do as
you will. I think Shayne would also agree with such.
(11/17/14 : 23:06:48)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I nodded knowing that you
would see it ”Should he be able to fight, he could be useful for us”
That is after his wound heals ”Take him to be healed” I told the
scouts that was carrying the man, my gaze fell upon you as you
removed the blindfold. ”The day has been long and the night is
drawing colder as the minutes go by, Would you mind if I shared
your hut tonight?” I asked with a smile of course I would bring my
own fur but after the day we had had I for one did not with to
sleep under the moons tonight
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Conversation with Aylee and

Meeting Mischief

(11/18/14 : 16:03:06) | Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
: Enters the room…

 
(11/18/14 : 16:05:00) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is either in a tree hut or one on the ground inside the Lair.
says to ALL: *stretching languishly in my fur and then rising, rub-
bing my eyes and then situating the fur skirt about myself. I then
move ot the entrance of my hut and pick up my sleen knife,
opening the door and seeing some of the other Panthers moving
about getting a few things ready for a hunt they had planned*

 
(11/18/14 : 16:07:16)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: She has lingered within the lair but for the most part,
had stayed out of the way, trying to remain as innocuous, although
what she really wanted was some real clothes.

 
(11/18/14 : 16:23:00)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is either in a tree hut or one on the ground inside the Lair.
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says to ALL: Wakes with a grunt as the Booted foot of Renata hits
me right in the stomach as she heads out of the hut, an uncontrol-
lable stretch claiming my body from head to toe as a lingering yawn
escaping rosy lips . I pulled the fur up over my head refusing to leave
the warmth, I could already feel the cold blowing in from the
doorway I debated over a few things in my head before I pulled the
fur off of me and tossed it across the floor, my body stiffened as
goose-pimples covered pale flesh. After the initial shock of cold had
passed I rose from the floor and to my full height of 5’6 taking up
my belt and the 10inch Sleen knife then strapping it place around
my waist to allow the sheathed Sleen knife to sit snugly at my left
hip, I made my way to the door of the hut taking that 5 foot spear in
my right hand for now it’s soul use was a walking stick of sorts
lazily and somewhat rudely pushing my way through the Scouts
and slaves.

 
(11/18/14 : 16:25:10) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *moving from my hut into the main part of the Lair.
One of the Scouts who had come from the treeline had
approached me telling me there was nothing spotted. I nod and
clasp her on the shoulder, letting her know that yesterday might
have been a one shot deal but that we would know more when
Shayne checks the site out. The Scout nods and moves away as a
slave offers me a bota of water. I take it and then drink depply as I
make my way to the fire and sit crosslegged watching a couple of
Panthers playing cat’s cradle*

 
(11/18/14 : 16:28:59)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: She stays out of the way as the panthers start waking
up. She had slept by the fire, well, whatever might pass for sleep on
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the ground in nothing but a camisk, but the fire was warm. She had
been up early and made sure the fire was going and even put on a
pot of water to get it heated for whatever use it may be, since water
takes so long to heat. After that, she had moved to the far edge of
the fire and simply sat back to see what would happen. She did not
offer any greetings, unsure of her place at the moment.

 
(11/18/14 : 16:35:25)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Dark messy locks of knotted hair
hung loose over slender shoulders and blue eyes scanned around the
fire as I approached, my gaze would quickly flash upon the Girl who
was brought in the night before but was soon drawn away as my left
hand reached out towards a passing thrall roughly snatching the
bota of water from his hands my gruff voice yelling “Yoinks!” as I
did so, then my gaze fell upon you as I continued to walk away from
the thrall A warm smile was passed your way as I took a seat upon
the ground beside you, placing the spear on the floor in-between us,
my chin coming to rest atop my knees “Morning Ren” I said
through a yawn

 
(11/18/14 : 16:39:10) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: *glancing as you approach the fire and
then chuckle as you almost decapitate a thrall while grabbing a
bota of water. I then glance toward the girl who had entered last
night and wait for Shayne to deal with her and the Panther we
found her with. I then nod with a grin* Tal Aylee. I trust you slept
well after the fun of yesterday? *glancing over to the Aframes and
seeing the captive you brought in last night, one of the Panthers
healing his injuries*
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(11/18/14 : 16:52:19)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: She did not remain idle, although she did remain
seated near enough to the fire so she was not freezing but out of the
way. She was taking in everything that she could see about the
camp, from how everyone was dressed to how they moved to how
their weapons appeared. That could tell you a lot about the band.

 
(11/18/14 : 16:58:18) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *glancing over to you getting a
good look at you since yesyerday was more or less a hurried day
for both you and Micah. I notice that you had a pot of water going
and then sit close to the fire waking in everything you could. I nod
to you as you see a few Panthers playing cat’s cradle and others
moving to the target range with bows and arrows getting in some
practice. There were a few others heading to a cavern and through
exiting the Lair for the hunt. To the north you notice a hot springs
by a stream*

 
(11/18/14 : 17:01:49)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I took a long drink of the liquid
my gaze drew to the fire placing the bota on the floor both hands
reaching out towards the fire catching the heat”I slept like a Vulo
in an egg” I smiled my gaze then fell to the man that hung on the
frame “If his injuries heals well he could be useful around the
camp don’t you think? ……” I did not take nor want a personal
slave and my main purpose of the capture had been because he had
charged at me in attempts to steal from me and who knows, maybe
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even kill me. “Though We should question him when he wakes….
He could be one of those people.” I knew you would know what I
meant by those men, having only seen and heard of them once I had
no idea what or who they were.

 
(11/18/14 : 17:03:44)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She sees the nod and returns it
with a slight smile. She tries to think if this area is familiar. It seems
to be. It did not seem to be far from where the Wild Woods band
had once existed.

 
(11/18/14 : 17:05:35) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: *hearing you and then nodding* I think
he could be very useful about the Lair once his injuries heal. Was
he found by the same area where we saw those other men or was it
in another place? *thinking on your question as I asked mine,
thinking we are on the same page as far as that man is concerned,
but never hurts to check. I then take a deeper pull of he bota and
place it down*

 
(11/18/14 : 17:10:17)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: “I’m not a hundred percent sure
where exactly, but I was heading West.. Never came across the
camp, But I knew it was near where I passed.. About another few
hundred feet was a stream and that is where he charged Me.” I
picked up the bota and emptied it with gulping fest of large mouth-
fuls.
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(11/18/14 : 17:12:58) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: *hearing you and then nodding, thinking
as I do* I think mayhap just gift him to Shayne and see what she
wants to do with the man. It seems to me like he was hungry but
instead of food he found himself staring down an arrow.

 
(11/18/14 : 17:22:04)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: “Yes, he said he charged me for
food. He may be a Hunter of some sort … he was carrying a bow,
dagger and a knife. If he had a quiver he lost it before we came to
meet.” I thought a moment as my mind drew back to the day before
and the mauled men, A clear vision of disembowelled men and lose
limbs scattered around lingered in my mind. The sight had turned
my stomach slightly but what haunted me the most was what or
who could have done it. It would have taken more strength then
any could imagine, and the claw marks in the tent and on the side
of blood smeared tree surly could not have been from a man. It was
all very confusing to me, though I knew with patients Everything
would eventually slot into place.

 
(11/18/14 : 17:29:29) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: *nodding as I hear the weapons the man
had on him* And now the quiver might be lost to the outlaws of
the area. Though the bow, dagger, and knife MIGHT make a good
addition to the supplies we have. *seeing you think further and
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then remaining silent for a couple of ehn, glancing about the
Camp as I do*

 
TABLE WIDTH=”100%” border=0 cellpadding=0 cell-

spacing=0>(11/18/14 : 17:41:08)
-mischief-

:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: She listens to the conversations around the fire pit
although feigning disinterest, every bit of information helps.

 
(11/18/14 : 17:41:29)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: Blue eyes dropped from Renata for a
moment and rose to you as you sat warming yourself by the fire I
had recognized you from the night before and a light smile came to
my lips and a nod of greeting was given your way. I saw what little
clothing you had and knew that you must have been a cold. I was
not of the lair so my opinion did not really matter but I knew if you
were to remain clothed like that you would not be of much use to
anyone ”There are a few sets of clothing in there.” I said with a
light tone to my voice as my left hand rose and pointed to the supply
hut”One of the scouts will go with you. She will watch you until
Shayne has spoken with you. I paused as I moved in my seat, now
crossing my legs and brining my elbows to rest comfortably upon
my inside of my knee’s.”The scout Will give you something to eat”
That was all I said for now but when it came to the scout offering
you the food you would find a small portion of bugs scurrying
around in the bottom of a deep wooden bowl. It was not the best of
meals, then again, this was not the Lavish Ar. This was the wilder-
ness and at least it was full of protein and nutrients that would stop
you from becoming very sick out here. Rations were low and I did
not want to waste them on you in case you were to be killed. My
gaze then falling back to Renata.
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(11/18/14 : 17:45:50)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: She sighs gratefully as you speak to her about clothing.
While she had a rather high tolerance for cold, it was still not the
least bit pleasant to be wondering the forest in garb more appro-
priate for the indoors, if one could consider it appropriate at all.
Thank you. she nodded and walked with the scout to the supply hut
and grabbed a pair of leather pants and a vest similar to what she
used to have before. When she returns and a bowl of bugs is shoved
into her hands, she says thank you again and moves fast to make
sure none of them escape before making their way into her mouth.

 
(11/18/14 : 17:46:25)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: My gaze falling upon you again I
nod at what you had said for now they had been placed into the
supply hut, the weapons looked almost new no more than 4 months
old ”The dagger and the knife look fairly new, though the bow
was nothing special…So what are the plans for today?” Left hand
raising to my face and pushing loose lock of hair behind my ear

 
(11/18/14 : 17:52:43) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: I am thinking possibly interrogate that
captive you had brought in. Also I might get in some more prac-
tice with the spear or bow once more. Given the results of the
hunt a few days ago I know I might need it. *chuckling softly and
shaking my head lightly. I know I was close a few times against
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that tabuk but know I was left emptyhanded once I lobbed my
spear and will seek to tyr something different next time*

 
(11/18/14 : 17:59:34)

Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I nodded and laughed some as I
recalled the hunt. “I too need the practice” my eyes fell to the
frames again luckily my shot on the captive had been true, it being
the first time I had used the bow and the fact he was only 20 feet
away from me had made him an unmissable target. Had he been
further away and Not charged relentlessly towards me the out come
could have been a lot different”He seems to be out still, as soon as
his come around we will be on him” I said matter of factly

 
(11/18/14 : 18:01:42)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: She crunched a beetle mercilessly between
her teeth and swallowed it. She nearly choked though when she
heard the comment about being “on” a man. Her eyes glance at the
man on the frame with a raised eyebrow. As far as she was con-
cerned, that was the best place for him.

 
(11/18/14 : 18:06:28) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Aylee | Panther |: *hearing you and then nodding once* He
does seem to be a sound sleeper. It would be interesting to see
what he says and hwo he wound up in this area. *grinning* I know
you will do what you do best with him and also for the Lair.
*clasping you on the right shoulder as I rise and turn to mischief,
my doelike eyes regarding her
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MISCHIEF: *watching you as you were not idle for th emost part,
having seen you work a couple of pots of water* There is a stream
snf hot springs over by the falls. *motioning to the north of the
Lair* After you fill some of the pots for the cooking fires, feel free
to wash yourself at the hot springs after you pick up some of the
old dirty skins and then hand them off to a thrall to wash.

 
(11/18/14 : 18:10:32)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Alright. I can do that. She finishes
the bugs and puts the bowl aside and gets to her feet. She makes her
way around the camp,picking up dirty skins and throwing them at
the nearest thrall.
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Scouting and Conversation with

Aylee

(11/19/14 : 12:43:32) | Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…

 
 
(11/19/14 : 12:45:12) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
 
(11/19/14 : 12:52:14) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *having been up a couple of ahn already, I make my
way about the Lair and check on a couple of the scout areas,
speaking with some of the more seasoned scouts and gathering
some information. Nodding I make my way back to the fire and
sit down, snatching a bota from the kitchen hut as I do. I drink
deep from the bota as I look about, seeing a few Panthers make a
couple of net traps and others polishing their spearheads*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 13:04:34) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
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| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ~Rising from my fur I took The
sheathed Sleen knife and fastened it to my belt allowing it to sit in
its place at my left hip, crystal blue eyes would scan around the
camp as I slothfully made my way to the fire observing who was
where. My gaze fell into the warmth of the fire as I approached You,
Coming a few feet from your left side I let my bum gently fall onto
the dirt, I brought my knees up so both feet was flat on the floor
then I let my head drop down slightly my chin coming to rest on the
top of my knees. “Morning Ren.” Both arms folded around my legs
then and hands came together as fingers interlocked with each
other. “How did you sleep?” .~

 
 
(11/19/14 : 13:07:22) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *glancing over and nodding with a grin, reaching
back and tripping a thrall then telling him to grab you a bota of
water. As he does I watch you interlock your fingers as you sit
down* Tal Aylee. I slept rather well and trust you did as well.
**chuckling as I spot the thrall stumbling about*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 13:15:56) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ~An amused smile crossed my lips
as I saw the thrall stumbling away as if he had had a little too much
to drink. ”I did indeed” I nodded as much as one could with their
chin upon knees, Turning my head some Blue orbs would look to
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you. ”Are there any plans for today?” As usual I was curious if it
would be a day of work, or of play. Either way would be fine with
me. I was getting used to this path of life now and as each day went
on I was growing stronger and more like a true Panther rather then
the Run-away I came to the forest as.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 13:19:50) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *seeing you smile and then
chuckling softly. I then hear your question and think a couple of
ehn* I was thinking about doing a little scouting and see if that
camp was just a one-hit wonder or if there were other camps
about the area. After all, the look on Shayne’s face was making me
wonder … *voice trailing off some*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 13:29:00) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”That seems like a good idea”
The thought of other camps had not even entered my mind, and
now that you had mentioned it, It would seem best to do a patrol,
maybe even leading to more information about who those men was
and why they had been out here in the first place.”She did seem
somewhat shocked. We should leave soon and cover as much
ground as we can before nigt fall.” .

 
 
(11/19/14 : 13:33:31) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing you and then nodding,
shifting to my feet* you still think the man you captured earlier is
a part of that group? *stretching as I make my way toward the hut,
thinking both spear and bow and arrow as well as the sleen knife
would be most beneficial. After all, who knows what is out there
now?*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 13:49:01) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I too rose to my full height of 5’6
Shrugging my shoulders at your question as I began to walk over to
my fur, Having slept by the fire You would still be able to hear my
words clearly, “I am not sure … He was hungry near on starving
and that was why he charged me … “ I paused and thought a little
before continuing. ”But why was he this far out in the forest, and
alone?”. None of this seemed to make sense to me and I was eager
for the captive to wake. ”We will soon know if he was involved
with the others.” I bent down then and tossed the fur to one side
my hand taking the bow and placing it over my shoulder, the spear
I took in my right hand holding it comfortably in the middle of its
shaft. Lastly I picked up the Quiver of 20 arrow and attached it to
my right hip.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 13:53:41) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *emerging from my hut with my
short bow on my left shoulder and a quiver of 20 arrows on my
right hip. I have my 10 inch knife on my left hip and my 5 foot
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long spear in my left hand. I then nod to you as I move to the cave
opening motioning to a tracker and a Scout to accompany us as I
hold the blindfold for you* I look forward to that captive waking
up as well. It will be interesting to see just what he has to say.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 14:02:54) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Now all my weapons was in place
I turned and followed you to the cave the spear for now used as a
walking stick would mimic my left leg its butt Stabbing at the
ground and its Rusted head pointing upwards. I stood in front of
you to allow to to place the blindfold over my head. ”I cannot wait
to burn this blindfold”. I said teasingly I knew the purpose for the
blindfold, but I had been lead through the caves that many times
now It was becoming almost an instinct. With a little bit more time
I knew it would be etched into my brain and the purpose of the
blindfold would become useless.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 14:08:36) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *chuckling as I hear you* The
only way people can leave without use of the blindfold is if they
are of the rank of Huntrewss or higher. It is all about the trust
effect. *nodding* Believe me, when I came to the Silent Sleen I had
to wear the blindfold even AS we had made the descent here.
*nodding remembering that day* In fact, I had to ask the Scout if I
had to wear the blindfold even though I was unblindfolded on the
way down. *securing the blindfold about your eyes tight and then
gripping your elbow leading you through the cavern poking the
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butt of the spear about as I check some of the traps about a
corner*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 14:18:56) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: “ That day will soon be upon us.”
I said with a smile my steps careful as we weaved through the
unknown route ”I have decided to stay. Of course I will be
speaking with Shayne on the matter to get my position”

 
 
(11/19/14 : 14:24:01) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: Very nice indeed. *grinning as I
hear your words* We do make a good pair, and I know there will
be more exciting events to come. *tapping the ground more as I
see the Forest ahead. I then shift my spear a bit and stop just
before the opening, glancing about*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 14:34:16) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: We did make a good team and my
stay here had taught me much about the forest and the beasts
within. That we do.” I nodded agreeably . All of a sudden my
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131lbs frame would come to crash into the side of you as you came
to a stop, a light laugh came from plump lips “ Oopsie. These
damned blindfolds are a hazard I tell you!” my words came light
and heart.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 14:39:59) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *feeling you bump against me and
chuckling, then making my way out of the cavern and then
removing the blindfold from your head* Well we COULd alwasys
knock you out with capture scent and carry you through the caves.
*grinning as I make my way to the west of the cave, thinking the
Camp was found 10 pasangs west and you found the male about
halfway between. My purpose? To see if there was anything
hidden there, as we just brought the male to the camp but nothing
else. The Scouts having kept an eye on the area*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 14:52:40) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: “I think we will stick to the
blindfold.” I said with a chuckle, My eyes now fully adjusted to the
change of light I followed a few steps off to your side. Now we was
out of the caves and in the ‘wild’ I shifted the spear to a right under-
hand grip holding it at waist level so I would be ready to attack
should we come into any kind of trouble. As we made our way west
I was becoming closely aware of my surroundings, blue eyes darting
over everything making sure nothing was missed.
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(11/19/14 : 14:55:52) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I kind of knew you would.
*chuckling and then looking about, my right held spear tapping
the ground as my left hand picks up a frond and cleans up our
footprints from the cave. I then see one of the scouts that had
looked over that male’s camp and nod to her, making my way that
direction stopping 50 yards away and whispering to you* Do you
see anything familiar from this area?

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:03:54) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I took a long look around me and
tried to remember back to that night,”The captive charged at me
right over there .. a few feet away from the streams edge “ I
nodded and pointed at the stream that could now be seen in the dis-
tance. I slowly and silently began to push through the trees and
overgrowth.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:08:39) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing you then looking to the
stream, following you as you push through the trees and over-
growth holding my spear over my head with both hands as I look
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about, doelike eyes scanning the area taking everything in and
leaving nothing out as I follow 4 feet behind and to your right*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:16:01) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I came to a stop at the tree where I
was stood when the man had attacked My left hand reached out
and my index finger pointed out in front of me ”He came from over
there, he must have been good 60 feet when I had first saw him.
Thought all I could see at that point was a silhouette. It was not
until he came within 22feet I saw it was a man…. that is when he
charged.” I paused for a moment and looked around for some kind
of clue.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:20:12) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *seeing where you had pointed
then nodding, moving in that direction as you look about the area
where he charged you. I lower my spear and hold it in my right
hand in an underhand jab as I look about, spotting something
about 60 feet from you and then turning* It was about here when
you first saw him? Did you notice if he made a throwing motion
to one side or the other? *spotting something to the right about 10
feet to my right and arching an eyebrow at you thoughtfully*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:26:44) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
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| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ” I cannot say that I did. It was
too dark to make any details out,” If he had of tossed something I
had not seen it and the only things I had found on him was the
weapons he carried, apart from that the man was clean. I made my
way over to you again, my foot gently pushing piles of leaves to one
side as I did so making sure no stone was left unturned

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:36:11) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *watching as you approach me
and then pointing to something about 10 feet off to my left*
Whatever he had thrown he obviously did not want to find on
himself if he were caught, which apparently he is. *nodding then
moving in that direction, finding a small pack and lifting it up
with my spear just in case*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:42:54) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in, on or near the Laurius River.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I would nod at your words and
watch as you moved off, my feet still moving the leaves around. I
stopped and looked towards the pack you raised with your spear.
For now I said nothing and just waited to see what was inside.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:48:19) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *moving to a stump closeby and
then placing the pack down, opening it and rifling through it,
seeing a few more pieces of rence as well as some pieces of jerky. I
lift the jerky up and sniff, crinkling my nose holding it out* No
wonder he wanted other food. This smells a lil rank. *tossing it
down to the ground and then spotting a couple of arroeheads*
hmmm. interesting. He might have been on his way to an
exchange point hoping to trade these for food. However, these
papers are intriguing. He might have been a courier and then
thought you were the enemy, which is prolly why he charged.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:55:52) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”Any idea what it says on the
rence?” Your words about the exchange would make sense giving
how hungry the male had appeared to be, though why would he
ditch the pack if he is innocent”He must know something. Why
else would he be so jumpy.”

 
 
(11/19/14 : 15:58:50) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *looking to the rence once more
and then nodding* I think there are some markings of other
camps in the area. Possible Slaver camps or agents of the Kur we
had encountered. Let me ask you something. Whereabouts was
the territory of the Camp you came from?
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(11/19/14 : 16:17:28) Ba-Ta

: Enters the room…
 
 
(11/19/14 : 16:21:31) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Hearing your question My mind
drew back to the day I found the camp ”I was a few Pasagns from
Laura when I first came to the forest. A couple of leagues north/
east Is where I stumbled into one of there traps which turned out
to be just on the outside of their camp. I paused then something
ticked in my mind and Memory fell back to my travels. ”Wait….. I
think I remember something.” My fingers tapped at my chin as my
memory began to walk back through my journey here. ”On my
travel here I did pass by a few camps. Three if I recall correctly.
They was at least 2 pasangs apart from one another, I kept my
distance from them, assuming them to be travelling merchants
since they did not approach me or try to attack. But now I am
thinking on it more, they possibly could have been something to
do with all of this” If needed I could try to take you back to where I
had seen each Camp. That was if they was still in the same place.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 16:24:42) Ba-Ta

Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to ALL: *Has the craziest dream ever of being shot with an
arrow and captured by a panther. Thankfully I wake up, but when
I try to move my hands and feet and realise I am bound to a
frame, my heart nearly stops and a sense of dread washes over me*
Oh shit

 
 
(11/19/14 : 16:28:36) Renata
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Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing you and then nodding to
myself* Interesting. We best not linger too far from the Lair or the
territory right at present, especially with the crisp of winter in the
air. I think we have what we came here for and should be heading
back to the Lair. Hopefully this information would be conducive
to Shayne, seeing as how there were multiple camps and the Pan-
thers were struck upon that first day with the traitor in the mix.
*picking up a large branch and nodding to you, motioning for you
to be in front as I pull the branch behind us as we move ot the
path*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 16:33:28) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is deep within the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Moving forward with a nod I
twisted the spear in my hand once more using it as a walking
stick.”I am sure Shayne will find all of this useful to some degree”.
I fell silent for now as we headed back up the path and towards the
caves.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 16:39:14) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *heading to the path then up the
way toward the cave, coordinating my steps to land on hard
smooth areas to lessen the footprints seen in the area. As we
approach the caves I make the sound of the herlit and the tracker
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nd scout approach. I nod and take the blindfold, placing it about
your head and then enter the caves, my spear being used as a
walking stick and I hand the pack off to you to place on your
shoulder as we think*

 
 
(11/19/14 : 16:42:59)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
: Enters the room…

 
 
(11/19/14 : 16:45:36) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I took the pack from you and
tossed it over my shoulder after you had placed on the blindfold, I
was guided through the tunnels by the light grasp of your
hand. ”Hopefully the captive will be awake when we get back into
the camp, If not I think I know what will wake him” I said with a
laughs, I was not sure what we would get out of him or what I
would do with him, though I would know for sure after his ques-
tioning.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 16:48:21)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: She had spent the day working around the lair, doing
general work, whatever she came across, from gathering fire wood
to mending huts to just cleaning. She was still unsure of her place
but she would help out and earn her keep at least. She steered clear
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of anything that might be considered a weapon though until she
knew what was expected of her.

 
 
(11/19/14 : 17:06:49) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *moving into the Lair caves and
then checking the traps once more, seeing nothing there as of yet
and then makign my way back to the Lair, mind churning and
whirring on the information we had. I then look back to you
thinking that you might have provided some informaiton which
could prove conducive as well*
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Investigation with Aylee

(11/20/14 : 12:28:21) | Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…

 
 
(11/20/14 : 12:37:17) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
 
(11/20/14 : 12:40:59) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to ALL: *having been up a few ahn and checking out a couple
of scout areas, I then make my way to the hot springs and slip out
of my cloak and panther skins. Standing at the edge of the hot
spring nude I slip in and sit down, sighing content as the water
rushes over me*

 
 
(11/20/14 : 12:51:40) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is either in a tree hut or one on the ground inside the Lair.
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says to ALL: I strolled past the back of the huts that 5 foot spear in
my right hand, its butt stabbing at the dirt as my left leg moves for-
ward Its 6 inch rusted head pointing upwards, I had been up a
while now and as the camp was fairly quiet I had decided to do a
quick patrol around the camp making sure everything was in
order,.a strange noise drew my attention over to a stack of empty
barrels, I knew it was probably nothing but not wanting to take any
risks I silently made my way over to investigate. As I drew over to
the barrels I could the brown of messy hair. ”Who are you and
wh…..” . A loud hiss roared through the air, as the stack of barrels
came tumbling down right in front of me, one hitting me right in
the chest and knocking me flat on my arse. I quickly pushed myself
up to my feet and once I had gained my balance I began to sprint
after the man,with the spear now lost somewhere near the barrels,
My right hand snapped across to my left hip withdrawing the
10inch sleen knife from its sheath. My gaze never losing sight of the
chase I pushed my way through the scouts around the fire, weaving
in and out as I chased the mysterious man through the camp.

 
 
(11/20/14 : 12:58:34) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing a little commotion by
the supply and kitchen huts and then rising from the hot springs,
putting my panther skins back on and my cloak then moving
away from the springs. I spot you and then raise an eyebrow as I
pick up a rock close to me, holding it in my left hand as I move to
you, spotting the mysterious figure and looking to you with an
arched eyebrow, thinking that when Shayne finds out a Panther
had let loose with the location of the Lair, she is going to be livid
and prolly disembowel the Panther*

 
 
(11/20/14 : 13:11:59) | Triple dipped in psycho |
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Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I was drawing closer now the man
only around 20feet ahead of me, every now and then his head
would turn his brown eyes checking if he was still being chased, This
only slowed him down and gave me another opportunity to close
the distance down some. Now we drew towards the training pit my
left arm raising to wipe the sweat from my brow as just missed
crashing into a scout by an inch. As the man passed the weapon
racks his arm reached out towards them flinging them onto the
floor in my path, Closing my eyes I took a giant leap hoping to clear
the mass of weapons, to my surprise I made it with ease, I caught
you out the corner of my eye ”Get something to bound him! I
called out to you as I ran past, idid not stop Instead I ran faster,
closing the distance down swiftly, now at 15 feet from the man I
quickly attached the sleen knife back in its sheath…… 7 feet…. I
lowered my body some reading myself for a tackle my legs still car-
rying me as fast as they can….2 feet …. Simultaneously both arms
would reach out in front of me as I leaped forwards and towards the
man’s waist, both our body’s now crashing down onto the ground…

 
 
(11/20/14 : 13:14:19) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: bound = bind

 
 
(11/20/14 : 13:15:41) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing you and then noding,
motioning to one of the scouts and having her help you out as I
move to the supply hut and duck in, looking about as I do. I pick
up a few strands ov binding fiber and then exit the hut heading
toward you once more. As I approach I saw you tackle the man
and then dropping the stone I move to you, handing you a strand
of binding fiber* What in the name of Sardar did I just see? How
did he get in here?

 
 
(11/20/14 : 13:27:02) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I pushed my self up so I now
straddle the man’s hips and taking the fibre from you.”He was
hiding behind the huts…..” My breath was short and my heart was
racing from the chase so when I spoke my words came rushed, My
hands roughly pulling at the man’s wrists, twisting them harshly
behind his back, The man struggled and began to try and shake me
from him, my right hand reached out towards the back of his head,
fist clenching as it took hold of the man’s dark messy hair with a
grunt my hold on his hair yanked his head up some only to bring it
crashing back down on the ground with a loud thump. The man’s
body fell limp as it seemed the hit had knocked him out finally I
began to Bind his hands shaking my head at you ”I have no clue,
but he IS hiding something” I pushed myself back to my feet now
that the man had been bound, turning I looked at one of the scouts
telling them to go out the man on the Frames until he comes back
around.

 
 
(11/20/14 : 13:32:35) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: The question is HOW he would
manage to get in here. The Lair is supposed to be hidden and
secluded from others. Is why Shayne set it up here. Unless …
*voice trailed off and I glance to some of the Panthers meandering
about* There is another spy in here. *glancing to you and then
thinking, catching the Panthers move the man to the frames and
then seeing papers on the ground, pointing to them* Let us see if
these have anything on them.

 
 
(11/20/14 : 13:50:58) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Who knows how long he has been
in the camp…He could have been here for weeks for all we
know… He could have a hidden path in?” I trusted no one but I
would not lay my loyalty in an outsider, Surly the panthers
wouldn’t betray their own. ”Yes let us see, We should search bar-
rels where he was hiding too. Maybe we will get more from
there.”

 
 
(11/20/14 : 14:01:17) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: That might be. *hearing your
words and nodding once, pointing to a couple of scouts and then
having them check on some of the other paths that Shayne told
me about. I then move to my hut and pick up my spear and then
holding it in an underhand jab motion as I head toward the bar-
rels behind the supply hut, doelike eyes glancing back and forth
not seeing anything at the moment. The Lair was betrayed by a
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Panther named Letha. She was retrieved from the Slavers but then
had her head shaved completely, a traitor’s brand carved into her
scalp, then beaten to death by the rest of the band. Of course, I
had found out about that when I had returned tot he Camp after
seeing a mesage attatched to a herlit leg. That sent me back on this
adventure. I look to some of the Panthers roaming about the fire
and then to some of the trees at the huts, thinking*

 
 
(11/20/14 : 14:12:33) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”What’s this….” I called out as I
bent down to one of the barrels pushing it’s lid to one side, My nose
crinkled and my head turned away from the open barrel, a stomach
turning stench now filling the air….”\What the fuck is that?”
Finding my spear on the floor under a lose barrel I take it in my
right hand poking its 6inch head into the barrel teasing out what-
ever was inside…… A look of disgust crossed my features as the
spear pulled out a ton of rotten leftover food, then Shock hit me as
all of a sudden a hand came tumbling out of the barrel soon fol-
lowed by the remnants of a leg….

 
 
(11/20/14 : 14:18:56) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *moving to you and then
crouching down, poking at the hand and leg then looking up at
you* I think we best let Shayne know of this. *rising and then
looking about* Listen, the Slavers that I mentioned in the past
were led to the Lair and scattered the Panthers about the Forest
were led by a Panther named Letha. *glancing down* I am not
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sure, but I am thinking this might be part of her as a way to let
those in the Lair know what will happen if they betray the Lair.
*glancing about and pointing to a pike in the distance with my
spear* I am thinking that is her head. Thought it would make no
sense to keep the body parts as well. Letha was beaten to death
after her head was completely shaved and a traitor brand burned
in her head.

 
 
(11/20/14 : 14:26:37) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”This is strange… there would be
no reason to keep the body parts…..When did this happen?” I
asked curiously as from the look of the rotting flesh these had been
hear a while. Was this the Panther you spoke of or had the man
killed someone? ”He … or someone has been staying in the camp
and has been disposing everything in these unused barrels so they
would not get caught…” who ever it was knew that these barrels
were not used and had been here awhile.

 
 
(11/20/14 : 14:32:56) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: You might be right. I do not
know if Shayne had left her for the sleen or not. There were cer-
tain barrels I had seen but did not ask about, and apparently these
*nodding to the barrels about* were some of them. The Panther
betrayed the Slavers to us a few months ago when we were in the
other camp. Many of the Panthers were scattered to and fro in the
Forest. I jut happened to come back a passage hand or two ago
when a herlit found me and I found a message. on it’s leg.
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*glancing about* If Shayne finds out that another Panther possibly
betrayed her, it will not be pretty.

 
 
(11/20/14 : 14:43:48) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I nodded at your words thinking
some. And slowly began to head away from the barrels. ”Shayne
needs to see this for herself. For now we should leave everything
untouched……” My stomach was turning from the stench so I
headed off towards my fur. ”I need to lay down and gather my
thoughts… I will catch up with you soon”…..
Dinner is here will be back in around an hour

 
 
(11/20/14 : 14:44:28) | Triple dipped in psycho |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Leaves…

 
 
(11/20/14 : 14:45:37) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *seeing Aylee move away from the barrels and then
heading to my own hut to read a couple of scrolls* ((RT))
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Interrogation of a Captive with

Aylee

(11/20/14 : 16:22:42)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…
(11/20/14 : 16:32:31)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
: Enters the room…
(11/20/14 : 16:38:19)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I woke from the brief nap I had taken still laying
upon the fur my hand reached up and began to rub against my
head the smell of rotten flesh still clung to the fine hairs of my
nose, I lazily stood myself up and headed off towards the fire my
hand reaching out and snatching a bota of water from a rack as I
passed by. I sat next to the fire with my legs crossed my hand
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unscrewing the bota and tipping half of it over my face hoping it
would get rid of the horrid smell, then finishing the rest of the
cool liquid in one large mouthful.
(11/20/14 : 16:45:17)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…
(11/20/14 : 17:02:39)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the medical hut.
says to ALL: She is working in the medical hut, taking a mental
inventory of what is inside so that should something happen, she
would know where to get it and does not have to worry about dig-
ging through everything to find what she needs. It is also good to
have an idea what might be needed to be gathered when out or
traded for at the exchange, although this time of year food will be
traded for before anything else.
(11/20/14 : 17:08:54)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: My gaze drifted off as the licking flames of the fire
danced to their own silent song, my mind tracing back to the life I
once knew
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KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK. I pulled on the light pink dress
adjusting it here and there ”The guests have arrived Aylee. Talbot
called out from the other side of the door”Tell Father I’ll be down
in a minute…. I….Just….have … to” Finally a large puff of air
rushed through my lips and my hands fell to my sides ”Get this
damned thing fastened” I could hear Talbot’s footsteps walking
away from the door and with that I picked up a few hair pins my
hands raising once more pulling dark locks over my left shoulder
and pinning silky hair in place. I left my room then and headed
down the hallway and into the main hall, I walked over to the end
of the long table and took a seat next to my father…
(11/20/14 : 17:10:07)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *placing a couple of scrolls under my fur and then
picking up my bow as I make my way into the main part of the
Lair, I pick up a quiver of 5 arrows from the supply hut and make
my way over to the target area, mind flashing back to the trip here
and the way the Kur had sliced a couple of panthers and outlaws
in my sight. I know I had ordered a couple of Panthers to light a
couple of arrows with fire and then prepare to launch at the Kur,
but he had departed. I found the departure odd, but what was
even odder was his words to Shayne and Rina. What could they
mean?*
(11/20/14 : 17:15:44)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
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Is inside the medical hut.
says to ALL: She takes down the container of kanda leaves and
takes a brief count of them so as to ensure that she will be able to
tell if someone is dipping into it. She had grown up around some
kanda addicted She Urts. It was not a pretty sight. Not that She
Urts were ever pretty.
(11/20/14 : 17:34:33)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: My father was holding a feast for his allies the large
table was filled with miscellaneous wines, foods and tropical fruits,
some would say there was enough on the table to feed a small
town. My gaze rose down the table as a silent greeting was offered
to each of my fathers guests. My brother sat opposite my seat so
my gaze found him last. Everyone fell silent as my farther rose to
his feet, he was a large man, one of the north he stood 6’6 and
weighed a massive 370lbs, every inch of his flesh bore toned mus-
cles, his washboard stomach as hard as stone, His voice came in a
deep gruff tone that echoed throughout the hall, every eye in the
room was now upon him… ”Tal One and all! Welcome to my
Hall where you may share with me, my fire, my salt, and my
bread.. In Honour of Hulneth, I just want to say—-” Just at the
moment the hall door Slammed open, one of my fathers guards
scurried into the room… ”Wulfric…..” he cried out through lack
of breath every ones attention was now upon him. ”The
raiders….. They are here! My fathers face rapidly changed in a
flush of rabid anger ”They are already on the isle, They’re slaugh-
tering the villagers right now! We need to form the shield wall and
push them back or they’ll overrun this any moment!” My father
moved off towards a chest and everyone in the room started to
flail around panic.”Emerus, take Aylee and the others women to
the tower and lock the door, Let no one near them… Talbot,
Crixus and Agron you are with me, Everyone else begin pushing
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the raiders back. my father called out as he bent down tossing the
lid of the chest open and pulling out a large two handed double
edged axe…”Father…Please…. I can help, Do not lock me in the
tower, we need every able body we can get…” I ran over to my
father my right hand pulling at the sleeve of his tunic.
(11/20/14 : 17:41:39)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *pulling an arrow out of the quiver and notching it to
the bow, then moving my right arm so the bow is straight to my
right. I grip the bowstring and pull back until the string is by my
left cheek. Closing my right eye and lining up the target, I
let go of the string and watch the arrow fly toward he target,
hoping to hit the bullseye*((Rolling a 1d10. Even = hit with a 6 =
bullseye. Odd = miss))
(11/20/14 : 17:41:49)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 6, | SubTotal: 6 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 6
(11/20/14 : 17:43:19)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the supply hut.
says to ALL: She moved from the medicine hut to the supply hut,
glancing over her shoulder as she went. She wanted a look at the
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weapons the lair had. It was an important indicator of the strength
of the tribe and she would not hesitate to arm her self should the
need arise, whether against animal or man.
(11/20/14 : 18:00:56)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: Emerus came up behind me his arms claiming my
waist with a firm grip. ”I will not risk losing you like your
mother…” He turned away from me then and headed towards the
entrance ”Take her….. Now!” With that my father drifted out of
sight and Emerus began to carry me off towards the tower, He
knew If he let go of me I would take my chances and run like I had
before, But it seemed this time he would not loosen his grip. It was
not long before we arrived at the tower and all the women began
flooded into the room, once everyone was in Emerus closed the
door and placed me back upon the floor, He pulled a key from his
tunic and slotted it into the door and with a smooth twist we was
now locked in the tower….”I need to find my father and Talbot…
You have to let me out of here!” My voice came unsteady but
remained firm and my crystal blue gaze fell upon Emerus’s face as
he spoke ”I will not betray Your fathers orders Aylee. I am sorry
but are staying put until this is over” My hands came up and
clenched fists lashed out at the stone wall My actions soon
stopped as one of the women spoke of the Raiders having the
advantage. I rushed towards a stool , climbing on top of it as my
gaze fell out of the window to the ground below. It looked like a
full on war from up here the raiders seemed to be endless and
bodies began falling everywhere. I could hear the loud battle-cry
of war, it was as if the laud roar had come from one of the women,
Then to my gaze followed a flying arrow Its shot true, slamming
right into the spine of a man, sending him hurtling forwards only
to meet his end as he crashed down against the floor….It was Eric,
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my childhood friend and at that moment an involuntary gasp left
my lips. Then my gaze caught sight of my father….
(11/20/14 : 18:12:54)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *nodding and then pulling a second arrow from the quiver. I
notch it and then pull the string back as I line the bow up to the
target. I then
release the string and watch as the arrow flies toward the area of
the target, hoping for a similar result*
(11/20/14 : 18:13:03)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 7, | SubTotal: 7 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 7
(11/20/14 : 18:15:36)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: He lifted his axe over his left shoulder and in one
large swing he brought chaos down in a fury of rage, the double
edged head meeting the flesh of several raiders as he swung from
his high left to low right severing one of the raiders clean in half.
then from behind him a spear shot through the air piercing
through the left side of his stomach leaving a large gash in its
wake. But he never fell instead the hit seemed to have made him
angry as he then charged towards the one who had thrown the
spear. He charged forward with his shoulder his 370lb frame
crashing into any in his path as he shoulder barged them out of
his way. His hands now raising that two handed axe above his
head slamming its full force down onto the thrower, My stomach
churned as the double edged axe Popped the raiders head like a
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grape. My father quickly raised the axe again swinging it aimlessly
at the raiders that had now began to surround him, He took out a
few more of the raiders but then was struck once more One of the
raiders sliced at the back of my fathers leg A roar of pain could be
heard as my father fell to his knee his axe falling from his grasp as
he hit the floor. The raider laughed wildly at my father as he
reached out in attempts to take back the axe…. But his fingers fell
short.
(11/20/14 : 18:27:26)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the supply hut.
says to ALL: She looks over the weapons, her fingers sliding over
several blades, testing their edges. Then she picks up a bow and
pulls it, testing the pull. She always liked a good blade. A nice
blade a dozen or so hort long could be useful in any number of
ways, whether to skin a kill or ward off an attacker. She found
such a blade, a nice fine sleen blade and she picked it up, checking
the weight and balance. It reminded her that she should make her-
self a new pair of sleen claw gloves too if given the opportunity
and if it were allowed. She hated how much she had lost by being
taken to the city. Damn her Mistress for believing that love could
be found in a Male.
(11/20/14 : 18:35:44)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to ALL: The raiders now had him fully surrounded and my
father had no where to go, His hand reaching out for the axe in
one last attempt but still falling short, The blood stained face of
my father drew up to the window and his gaze fell upon me a light
smile slowly crossing his twisted lips as a raider drew their sci-
mitar and in one swift motion sent my fathers head from his
shoulder…… My hand rose to my mouth in shock, my throat
began to close and blue eyes began to fill, I tried to call out my
fathers name but no sound came, my fathers head now coming to
a stop right below the window in plain view. His sky blue eye’s
staring straight at me …….
Suddenly my mind snapped back to now and I found myself still
sitting beside the fire, my heart was racing and sweat was dripping
from my forehead. I drew my gaze from the fire and began
looking around to see who was here, Pushing all thoughts aside as
I composed myself.
(11/20/14 : 18:36:37)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: *puling a third arrow out and notching it to the string, then
holding the bow up and pulling the string back lining the arrow
up to the target. I then
let go of the string and watch the arrow as it flies toward the
target, hoping to hit a bullseye*
(11/20/14 : 18:36:46)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 8, | SubTotal: 8 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 8
(11/20/14 : 18:44:17)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
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selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the supply hut.
says to ALL: The sleen blade had a good feel, it was well balanced
and had a good edge. She moved it between the fingers of her left
hand with expert dexterity. It would be a nice blade to have. When
she had been fully outfitted, she had carried two such blades, the
nicer one on her left, a spear, a bow and quiver and the sleen claw
gloves. It would take sometime to get so well equipped again.
(11/20/14 : 18:46:36)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I rose to my feet taking up the 5 foot spear in my
right hand, the10inch sleen knife sat in its sheath at my left hip I
headed off for a slow walk making my way over to the training pit,
I needed to keep myself busy for awhile. Blue eyes looked around
me in hopes of finding someone to bully, an emotionless look was
carved upon delicate features.
(11/20/14 : 18:49:22)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to ALL: She stepped out of the supply hut empty handed with
a sigh. Her dark eyes moved around the lair as she considered
what it is she could or should be doing. Her hands upon her hips
as she shook her blond braids back over her shoulders.
(11/20/14 : 18:49:32)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *pulling out a fourth arrow and then notching it in
the string, pulling the arrow back as I close my right eye and
lining up the arrow with the target. I
let go of the string and watch the arrow fly, aiming for the target
in the hopes of hitting it*
(11/20/14 : 18:49:41)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 5, | SubTotal: 5 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 5
(11/20/14 : 19:05:55)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I grumpily walked into the Circle
of spear’s standing in the middle, My arms raising out to my sides
and my head tipping back some….”Renataaaaa!…. Come blow of
steam with me” I shouted as I had not seen where you was but I
knew you would be close enough to hear my words.
(11/20/14 : 19:11:52)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing you and grinning* I will
be with you in a couple of ehn. Pull out one weapon. *I then pull
out the final arrow and notch it to the string, pulling the string
back and lining the arrow to the target. I then
let go of the string and watch the arrow fly to the target, hoping it
hits close to the bullseye*
(11/20/14 : 19:12:01)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 7, | SubTotal: 7 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 7
(11/20/14 : 19:14:59)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Two out of five….nice shooting
Tex.
(11/20/14 : 19:20:56)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing you and nodding* I thank
you kindly. I know I might need a little more practice but still.
(11/20/14 : 19:22:32)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
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Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Hearing your words a smile
came to my face and I walked off towards the weapon racks
Looking over what was there before I chose a weapon.
(11/20/14 : 19:26:22)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to ALL: Sounds like there is to be a spar and that is at least
something to watch. Get an eye on how well the fighters are
around here and, should something happen, whom will be pro-
tecting whom or whether she will have to make sure that she has a
quick escape route. She managed to escape slavers before in the
past who had taken most of a lair. Protecting slaves usually is not a
priority for them as it might be in the city. Or rather, in the city it
is the duty of the slave to protect itself as its Master’s property. But
then they are given no means to do that. Such a crazy world it is.
Sometimes life was simpler living on the wharf but that is no real
way to live.
(11/20/14 : 19:31:38)
Ba-Ta
: Enters the room…
(11/20/14 : 19:32:10)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *grinning and then discarding my
bow by the outside of the circle, entering the pit and positioning
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my 5’3, 120 pound frame in the pit 15 feet from you, I unsheath
my 10 inch sleen knife, 7 inches of which are blade. My feet are
shoulder width apart and I stand squarely in front of you, doelike
eyes watching you and nodding*
(11/20/14 : 19:36:34)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I moved to the edge of the pit
opposite you, standing 5’6 and 131lbs, I wore the simple leathers
of a panther girl, I pulled the left side of my body back behind my
right slightly and placed my feet at a 45 degree angle, roughly 1
foot apart (like a boxers stance) with my knees slightly bent. The
10 inch sleen knife held firmly in my right hand, blue eyes flash to
you and a smile come to my lips my head nodding now that I was
ready.
(11/20/14 : 19:40:36)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Ba-Ta: *seeing your nod and then preparing to move but
then catching a movement out of my preriphery. I look and see
your captice and then grin motioning with the knife* Well look
who is up. What say we skip the spar and see what he knows?
(11/20/14 : 19:40:48)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to | Triple dipped in psych: ((*slides that to you*))
(11/20/14 : 19:44:09)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
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| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I come to stand at your side and
think a moment ”Yes. I can kick your arse another time” I said
with a laugh nudging your arm teasingly as I begin to make my
way towards the A-Frames.
(11/20/14 : 19:46:13)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: Secured to the A frame like a
piece of meat I watch you step out of the pit and walk towards me.
I pull at the bindings, trying to break free but the bindings hold
fast and I can do nothing but watch you and try to hold back the
growls that so want to escape my lips
(11/20/14 : 19:48:22)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to ALL: Boo hiss. She catcalls as the fight has been postponed
for a man.
(11/20/14 : 19:50:42)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing your catcalls and then
chuckling* Now the man might have some valuable information
on something Aylee and I had found in the Forest a few days ago.
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And if not, then there might be other plans for him. *grinz as I
move to within 60 feet of the man and watch Aylee*
(11/20/14 : 19:53:51)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She pushes up from her seat and
follows you. Found in the forest? What was found in the forest?
And what other plans might you have for him? she grinned wick-
edly, looking over the captive on the frame.
(11/20/14 : 19:55:16)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to ALL: I can see a couple of others hanging back. I can see
they are talking but they are too far away to make out what is
being said. I keep my eyes on them but turn my attention to the
one walking towards me, the one who captured me.
(11/20/14 : 19:55:49)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: Crystal eyes would fall upon you as we drew near to
the frames It was rather amusing seeing a large man like yourself
dangling there helplessly and at the mercy of Women I came to a
stop a few feet away from you my gaze now drawing to your face, I
sheathed the sleen knife for now so both hands would be
free. ”Tell me….” I said as I began to pace up and down in front of
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you ”Why was you in the forest?” I was not in the mood to play
games and you be far easier for you if you spoke the truth.
(11/20/14 : 19:58:51)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *My eyes turn to look right at
you. I see how you take amusement in my situation and I want to
growl and lash out at you. The chains prevents me from lashing
out and I bite my tongue to prevent from growling. It is humil-
iating to be bound helpless like this and the way you look at me
just makes it worse* Hunting and trying to survive
(11/20/14 : 20:02:33)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: We had found a camp with a few
bodies that were sliced clear open as though it were a Kur and one
who was leaking all over the place. In fact, we were on our way to
that Camp when Shayne (the Leader here) had received word of
you and Micah closeby in one of the caves. Now I am thinking this
man *nodidng toward the A-Frame* knows something that he is
not letting on.
(11/20/14 : 20:08:09)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: I stepped closer to you as you spoke, my toned flesh
stopping one foot from yours My right hand reaching out as the
index finger and middle finger begin to gently touch against your
left knee…”What was in The pack you Threw?” The nails of my
fingers began to slowly walk their way up your left and towards
your thigh…. My words leaving warm breath upon your
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cheek. ”And the Rence Paper we found, Where did that come
from?”
(11/20/14 : 20:13:04)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *I watch you step closer, well
within my reach of not for the chains that secure me to the frame.
Then I feel your touch and I feel how your finger slowly traces a
path higher. Anyplace else in gor you would swiftly find yourself
enslaved for touching a man like this, but here not only can you
do this, I am unable to stop you. Helpless as you touch me, my
muscles tense. They tense even as your warm breath caresses
against my cheek* Just the usual supplies. I didn’t want you
finding it so when I get out of here I will still have some supplies
*My eyes dip down to watch your finger as it slowly moves
higher* The paper I brought with me. Why is this so important to
you?
(11/20/14 : 20:20:13)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Ba-Ta: *hearing you and then stepping forward to 20 feet
of you, out of the way as letting Aylee handle this, but within ear-
shot so you can hear me* It is important to me and the Lair you
are a part of. There was a camp a few pasangs from where Aylee
had found you that was virtualy destroyed by a beast from the
Steel Worlds. There was a map and other papers on there. One of
the pepers looked exactly like the one found in the pack.
*motioning to a scout and asking her where the maps and papers
were that I found at the Camp, and she said that Shayne has them
in her hut. I do not want to bother her, so I press on* One of those
papers also had circles of where Slavers Camps are. Now those
Slavers were the ones who were lead by a traitor to the Lair.
(11/20/14 : 20:22:13)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
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Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: My fingers still lightly traced up your leg now half
way up your thigh I listened to your words and my gaze fixed
upon your own. My brow arched as you thought your self luckily
enough to question me….With that the index finger upon your
thigh quickly shifted up coming to a stop at the arrow wound in
your leg ”I am asking the questions… Not you” In one swift
movement my finger jabbed harshly into the would on your
thigh, ”What was written on the rence?” I pulled my finger from
your wound and brought my hand back to my side as I turned
around to throw a quick glance towards Renata, my gaze swiftly
falling back to you.
(11/20/14 : 20:23:17)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: *Hearing you I grin as the wheels
inside my head start to spin. You need information, you are wor-
ried, and this gives me a small window of hope. I have something
you want and you have something I want, my freedom* You are
worried that this camp is next and you want me to help you. I will
trade you information for my freedom.
(11/20/14 : 20:26:54)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *My attention returns to you
when your fingers trails higher. Lightly caressing along my thigh,
then all gentleness is gone and your finger is pressing cruelly
against the still fresh wound* AAAAGHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
* cry out in pain. i look at you, how could one so small, so scantily
clad be so cruel? I struggle to catch my breath and when I do I just
look at you* The key to your survival was written on the rence.
(11/20/14 : 20:29:45)
Renata
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Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *glancing from the captive to you
then back to him* What do you ythink Aylee? I know Shayne
might want to hear and read this rence. Though he does think he
is trying to barter his freedom. Only a slave can do such, or so I
hear.
(11/20/14 : 20:36:04)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: I Stepped away from you for a moment as I calmed
my self some the anger had began rushing through me as you
spoke of making some kind of ‘deal’ with us. Truth was, if Renata
had not come over when she had, That sleen knife at my hip
would no doubt be pressed against your throat by now. For now I
said nothing more and Let Renata take over for now. My gaze
would never leave you though It would constantly remain upon
you.
Renata: ”I am unsure as of yet” I said thinking some lifting my left
arm and settled it upon my hip ”I do know the only Freedom he
will gain from me is death.” There was plenty of ways we could get
the truth out of him… freedom not being one of them.
(11/20/14 : 20:39:17)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *I watch you stepping back and
can see the anger. I winder why you are angry. You are not the
one held captive and bound to the frame. I hear you speaking to
the other and I let out a low growl when you speak of killing me*
(11/20/14 : 20:45:09)
Renata
Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Ba-Ta: *hearing you and then chuckling heartily as Aylee
moves to me* I would, but it is not in my jurisdiction to do so.
The Leader is Shayne, and she might be interested in this.
*moving your way and then trailing my finger along the back of
your thigh for now* Your fate lies in that of the Silent Sleen Pan-
ther Lair. You would be wise to obey lest you find your head piked
and your body left for the sleen. *nodding once as I heard Aylee
speak then turning to her*
AYLEE: This is true. I think I had seen some of the Scouts
speaking of him out here hunting and as such I am curious as to
seeing if he does know anything. After all, he was by the Exchange
Point ……*voice trailing as I think and then turn back to the cap-
tive, mind churning*
BA-TA: *just realizing something and turning iback to you* I
thought I had heard one of the Scouts running past you at an
Exchange Point when the beast killed half of the Panthers and
Outlaws. She reported that you were strangely calm that night.
What were you doing there and why were you calm?
(11/20/14 : 20:48:41)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: *The other one talked a good
talk, but by your questions I can tell you are both worried and
need information, information I have. At first you warn me to
obey, then you are seeking information. My eyes narrow on you*
The information that is key to your survival is all I have. Kill me if
you must, but you will not get what you need till I get what I need
(11/20/14 : 20:49:17)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
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says to ALL: My mood had already been sour due to my earlier
‘daze’ and with everything going on around the camp, I had no
idea what to think or what to expect. I had been here a few weeks
now and I was getting somewhat edgy… my comfort zone over
the last months had been at best when I was alone. I was now sur-
rounded by others and that on top of everything else was now
trying to take its toll on me I stood listening As Ren questioned
the male for now I remained silent.
(11/20/14 : 21:02:00)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: *hearing you and then narrowing my eyes at you*
Well now I do not think you are in the right position to be making
negotiations here, outsider. After all, who is tied up at the A-
Frame and who is walking free? Death would be too good for you
at this point also, but whether you live or die is not up to Aylee (as
much as she would like it to be) or I. Rather, that is up to the
Leader of the Lair.
(11/20/14 : 21:04:27)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: *I look right at you* I am in the
perfect position to negotiate. I’ve already been threatened with
death. I have nothing to lose. You have no intentions of releasing
me out of the goodness of your heart, so this is my only chance
*And then I fall silent, keeping the information you want to
myself for now*
(11/20/14 : 21:13:36)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *glaring at Ba-Ta then stepping
away from him and back to your side, shaking my head* I have
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had no luck with him. Mayhap we should leave him for Shayne to
interrogate. Though we could always try again every day until he
cracks. *nodding and thinking* Did you notice how secretive he
was about the rence?
(11/20/14 : 21:20:46)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I stood listening to every word
that was said I Leaned closer to you then my lips a few inches
from your ear as I whispered to you, allowing only you to hear my
words… ”I am going to try one last thing…” I walked away from
you then and towards the male…..
Ba-Ta:I drew closer to you again.”You still have your life to lose”
You had been threatened but nothing had come of the threat and
if you chose to cooperate I would ensure your safety for as long as
you remained loyal ”.If you tell us what we want to know, It will
make your time here a lot … Easier” Crystal blue eyes falling from
you towards Renata then, a small smirk would be seen crossing
rosy lips.
(11/20/14 : 21:23:17)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your whispered words
then arching an eyebrow, then watching as you move to the male
and then nodding with a grin, looking to the male and then to you
interested for now, thinking as I do*
(11/20/14 : 21:25:14)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: * I listen to you, I listen to you
carefully* My safety? But not my freedom? You offer me life for
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being an obedient slave *I look right at you and lean in as far as
the chains allow and I whisper* When you have something better
to offer me we can talk, till then prepare your camp for devasta-
tion.
(11/20/14 : 21:33:59)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing the male speak and then
growling low, looking to you* His life lies in Shayne’s hands now.
She will decide now. And I know the other captive *nodding to
the poor soul you had found earlier by the barrels* also finda his
life in the hands of Shayne. *stepping back 100 feet as I watch you
and he*
(11/20/14 : 21:33:59)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: I drew closer even more as you spoke my body a
mare inch from yours, my head slowly leaning forward coming to
stop at the side of your head….”You think I am the evil one?” I
breathed in your ear as my hand pressed against the frame just
beside your waist….”I am not….. Renata, however, Is…One of the
Other Panthers told me how she had single handedly beat a man
to death with his own arm…. I paused and shivered some with
thought ” That was after she tore the man’s arm from his body”
the hushed tone in my voice would see that you was the only one
who could now hear my words.”The choice is yours.” most prob-
ably the last choice you would ever get. I drew closer to your ear
so you could now feel the graze of my lips.
(11/20/14 : 21:39:24)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
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says to | Triple dipped in psych: *Your breath warm and moist
against my ear playing havoc with my emotions. I don’t believe
your story of Renta for a second but that is not the point. The
warning contrasted by your warm breath, and then your soft lips
are grazing against my ear. I want to turn and kiss you. I want to
turn and press my lips to yours, but I don’t, I can’t. I feel my heart
starting to race and I feel my breathing growing short and rapid.*
(11/20/14 : 21:44:09)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: ”I will give You a few moments to think on my
offer” I swiftly pulled away from you then and headed off towards
Renata giving you time to think a few things over and gather you
composure….
Renata: I walked over to you with a smirk on my lips my back now
facing Ba-Ta and a good 70feet away from him now. ”Give me a
few more minutes with him, if he does not cave, we will leave him
for Shayne”
(11/20/14 : 21:48:02)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your words as you
approach me with your back turned to Ba-ta. I nod once then
speak slowly* OK Aylee. *then mouthing to you* Singlehandedly
beat a man to death with his own arm? *chukcling softly then
shaking my head*
(11/20/14 : 21:52:23)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
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Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: A light laugh escaped my lips we
both knew that was not true and that you was the nicer one of the
two of us, but he did not, he had not cracked when I had poked at
his wound, and I knew Shayne would not like him being harmed
too much, so this was my last resort so to speak ”If this fails, I am
sure Shayne has some wonderful techniques she could use to get
what she needed from him.
(11/20/14 : 21:55:36)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *hearing your laughter and then
glancing to him, nodding once. I had heard from a couple of the
Scouts that he was seen poking about but nothing too major until
he had attacked you* This is so true. I am sure Shayne would have
some intriguign techniques to get information from him if he does
not speak now.
(11/20/14 : 21:56:43)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to ALL: *Chained to the frame I watch the two of them step
back and whisper amongst themselves. I know information is the
only leverage I have and I cannot give it up so easily. I also know if
I do not tell them I can suffer torture or worse, the cute one can
caress me again*
(11/20/14 : 22:00:59)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I thought on your words a little
before nodding and turning from you then and my face straight-
ened with an undecipherable look as I once more approached the
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man. Dark waves of hair fluttered against my shoulders as the
wind now started to pick up and a slight chill ran though the air.
(11/20/14 : 22:07:29)
Ba-Ta
: Enters the room…
(11/20/14 : 22:08:23)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: I came to a stop inches from you again and a stray
finger finding its way to the flesh of your chest just above your left
nipple ”Have you come to a decision?” My finger nail began to
slowly make its way down to your stomach. Roughly clawing at
your skin on the way down…”This will be the last time I ask”.
(11/20/14 : 22:10:50) Anonymous
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: I watch you walk back to me. I
feel even more vulnerable and exposed then before. I do not know
what you will do once you reach me. Then there you are, standing
inches from me. I feel your finger moving over my flesh, your nail
clawing and marking my skin. I suck in a deep breath in a vain
attempt to control the emotions within* I will help you. I will do
what I can to help keep you safe, but you must help me.
(11/20/14 : 22:16:30)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: My finger would come to a stop just below your
belly button. ”Help you how?” my blue gaze now drifting up
towards your face as I sand back a foot to get a proper look at you
(11/20/14 : 22:17:05)
Renata
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Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: *seeing Aylee’s demeanor change and then moving
to you and she, standing within 10 feet of you allowing Aylee to
ocontrol the interrogation for now*
(11/20/14 : 22:19:10)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *I feel you finger on my belly and
I lower my gaze to watch your finger hover there until you step
back. I lift my head and look upon you* Help me gain my freedom
(11/20/14 : 22:27:09)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: A smile crossed my lips as I heard your words and I
drew in towards you once more the heat from my body crashing
into your flesh like a harsh waves smashing to the shore. … ”If
you tell Renata Everything she wishes to know and I will set you
free… Though you must spend 5 hands here under my rules
before you gain your freedom” I whispered in your ear ta light
graze of teeth would be felt against the lobe of your ear as I with-
drew from you. Should you take my offer your next words would
be directed to Renata.
(11/20/14 : 22:35:29)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *Feeling the heat from your body,
my heart is off to the races and my breathing quickly grows
ragged. Shivering as your teeth graze against my ear and I let your
words sink in. Five hands under your rule. Five hands will seem
like an eternity, but at least I will gain my freedom. I look at you
and suck in a breath as I try to imagine what your rules will be
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like. Then I nod my acceptance and turn towards Renta* I am not
with them, but there is a band of lumberjacks trying to chase away
the panthers and outlaws so they can harvest lumber and keep the
profits for themselves. Your choices are to flee or to fight them,
and I know their location
(11/20/14 : 22:38:59)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to ALL: I walked over to an empty frame a few feet away from
Renata and the man, leaning my back against the frame as I lis-
tened to your words a smirk crossing my lips at the choice the
man had made. I silently watched in interest for now.
(11/20/14 : 22:43:19)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Ba-Ta: *hearing Aylee then turning to you seeing if you
take her offer. * se you nod to Aylee and then hear your question*
With there being a good amount of trees here in the north close to
Toevaldsland, it might make sense. Though I had not seen any
lumberjack campss about here. Only Slavers. Where is the nearest
Lumberjack Camp? *glancing to Aylee questioningly and
inquirunf the same question of her, though using my eyes to ask it
and not my mouth for now*
(11/20/14 : 22:46:29)
Ba-Ta
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I can show you where they are
*Is all I say as you turn to Aylee. And that is the truth, it is the best
I can do*
(11/20/14 : 22:48:19)
Renata
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Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Ba-Ta: *hearing you and then nodding once* You wil wait
until the Lair Leader is here as well. She would want to hear this
and see this Camp as well. IF what you say is true, then things
might work out well for you after all. If not, then you might not
like what is next.
(11/20/14 : 22:53:24)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Triple dipped in psych: *walking to you and then grab-
bing a bota of water from a passing thrall, downing it in one large
drink and then tossing it back to the thrall* I know in a couple of
my patrols I had not seen any Woodmen making Camp. What is
your take on this?
(11/20/14 : 23:00:34)
| Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on or near the A-Frames where captives are bound.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I trusted no one especially not a
man, not after the last man I had trusted had betrayed me ….. but
he seemed to be telling the truth, I looked at you and shrugged my
shoulders …”I cannot recall seeing any either, Maybe the
‘woodsmen’ have nothing in common with our situation…. Then
again they could very well be exactly who we are looking for…”
For all we know these men could just be disguised as lumber men.
I rose my hand towards my head rubbing it slightly”I think it is
best we sleep on it, Hopefully Shayne will be able to shed better
light on this information when she returns..” I said with a smile
My arm gently reaching out for your shoulder. ”The night draws
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late, I am going to get some sleep before I pass out from exhaus-
tion”
((05:55am here so gonna head off to bed))
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Relax and Quiz with Aylee

(11/21/14 : 10:46:38) | Triple dipped in psycho |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…

 
 
(11/21/14 : 10:53:49) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I rose from the warmth of the fur and headed off
towards the training area. For now I left my 5 foot spear at my fur,
Slinging the 4 foot short bow over my left shoulder and adjusting
the quiver of 20 arrows at my right hip the 10inch sleen knife
sheathed upon my left hip. I moved through the fire area grabbing a
bota of water and taking a long drink as I lazily pushed forward.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 10:59:49) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to ALL: once I arrived at the training area I made my way over
to the shooting targets, my 5’6 ,131lb frame coming to stop at the
40ft mark. I placed the bota on the ground beside me and began to
take my place. Taking the Bow from my shoulder I took the leather
wrapped grip in my left hand, pulling my feet into a left lead stance
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as I readied myself, once I was happy with my posture I took one of
the steel tipped arrows from the Quiver.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:10:31) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to ALL: I brought my left arm out in front of me making sure It
would keep locked in its position and now readied the Bow, my
right hand brought up the arrow securely slotting the Fletch end
notch onto the string of the bow, The Flecth end now sitting
between the index and middle finger of my right hand, the head of
the arrow now resting lightly upon the top of my left hand. I then
Began to pull the arrow back until I could feel the skin of my hand
against my cheek keeping both eyes open I took My aim and
Let Go of the arrow and allow the string to sent it hurtling through
the air and towards the target…..
~Rolling One Ten sided dice… odd = miss … Even = hit … 6 being
a bullseye shot~

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:10:47) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 8, | SubTotal: 8 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 8

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:19:21) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
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says to ALL: Happy with that first shot, my right hand took another
arrow from the quiver bringing it up to the bow and sliding it in
place before firm hand began to draw the string back and taking
Aim, my right hand now grazing the side of my cheek …
My fingers would release their grip on the arrow, the arrow now
shooting off towards the target.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:19:30) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 4, | SubTotal: 4 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 4

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:25:47) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to ALL: seeing my first shot slightly high and my second shot
low, I pulled out another arrow, my right hand readying its place on
the bow, Pulling the string back to align closely to my cheek then
adjusting my aim some…
I once again let the arrow fly from its place and towards the
target…

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:25:55) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 8, | SubTotal: 8 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 8
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(11/21/14 : 11:34:56) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to ALL: Thinking some as I pulled another arrow out, lowering
the bow some as I pulled the arrow and string back to my cheek ,
both eyes remaining open..
As I loosen my grasp of the arrow and let it dart for the target….

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:35:03) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 1, | SubTotal: 1 +
Modifier: 0 | Total: 1

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:38:09) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to ALL: ”Balls…” I called out as the arrow totally missed the
target as stuck in of of the nearby tree’s. Pulling out one last arrow
and notching it to the bow Moving my aim once more and drawing
the string back to my cheek.
I would let go of the arrow for the final time hoping my shot would
be true and slam right in the middle of the target.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:38:19) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
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| Woman of the Wild |
says to Everyone: Rolls 1 10-sided dice | Results: 10, | SubTotal: 10
+ Modifier: 0 | Total: 10

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:40:23) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to ALL: With a low growl I put the bow back over my shoulder
and headed towards the targets to gather the arrows I had shot.
Pulling out four from the target and one from a tree I slot all Five
back into the quiver as I make my way to the fire.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:43:21) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:48:41) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *having been up for a couple of ahn already I make
my way to the A-frames and see some of the captives fed and
washed properly. I look over the captive Aylee and I interrogated
yesterday and think Shayne might find him useful about the Lair
or the territory. I leave him and head over to the cave opening
speaking with the Guards her and trying to find out some infor-
mation on that man who was found yesterday*

 
 
(11/21/14 : 11:59:25) | Poisoned Glory |
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Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: Happy with the 4-5 hits I smugly made my way to the
fire settling with my legs crossed a few feet away from the warmth of
licking flames my mind wondering what adventure I would find
myself in today.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 12:01:25) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : *moving away from the cave and
then nodding to the Scouts heading out. I make my way to the fire
and spot you, grinning with a nod* Tal Aylee. I trust you slept
well?

 
 
(11/21/14 : 12:12:50) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Stuck in a daydream I had not
noticed you had approached, then quickly snapping back to reality
my gaze falls upon you.”Tal Ren. I slept great, how did you sleep?”
I said with a smile.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 12:17:11) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : I slept decently. *nodding* All
the captives, including the two you are focused on, have been fed
and cleaned. We need them to keep their strength up for more
interrogating and possibly more. *I then look to the springs with a
grin* I think after the hand we have had, this would be a time for
resting and relaxing.

 
 
 
(11/21/14 : 12:27:27) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I nodded at your words, it was
true both captives needed their strength The Spy we had caught yes-
terday was still to be questioned but progress had been made with
the other captive and a deal had been struck. I nodded again as you
spoke of relaxing. After the months in the forest I had still not found
the time to relax, I rose to my feet and grinned at you. ”:Let’s go”
with that I walked over to my fur and placed down all of my weap-
onry before I turned and heading off with you towards the Springs.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 12:30:42) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : *grinning and rising, my sleen
knife attached to my left hip as I make my way to the hot spring. I
hum a soft tune to myself and upon approaching the springs, I
place my cloak on a branch and then hand my sleen knife off to a
scout that is watching the area. I then remove my panther skin
and slip into the spring, sitting and sighing content*
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(11/21/14 : 12:40:45) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Drawing towards the edge of the
water I too would remove the clock from my shoulders, placing it on
a large rock a few feet away. I then worked my way out of the
leathers tossing them on top of the clock. Pale skin shivering at the
cold slightly and I make my way back to the edge, Feet stepping into
the water and I began lower myself into the springs opposite you,
The clash of warm water rushed over my body as I sat down my
nipples hardening as goose pimples covered naked flesh from head
to toe.”Just what we needed” I said as my body quickly started to
adjust.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 12:44:42) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : yes it is indeed. *sighing as I see
you sitting down, the water moving over my body as my nipples
harden and I rest my head back* With the few hunts we had we
sure could have used this earlier. *grinning as I glance over seeing
you adjust to the water*

 
 
(11/21/14 : 12:55:18) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I nodded at your words and
smiled before allowing myself to under the water, popping up a few
moments later and letting out a large breath, My hands raised to
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wipe the trickling water from my face then trailing off over my head
moving the wet hair that was clinging to my face and chest back
over my shoulders. Moving back into my seat I let both arms come
out to my sides letting them rest on the edge of the springs my head
slowly tipping backwards blue eyes now gaze off into the sky ”So we
have any plans for today?”

 
 
(11/21/14 : 12:59:27) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : *watching as you slip under the
water and then pop back up, wiping the water from you as I slip
under the water myself, only allowing my head to wstay up as I
hear your question before moving back up into my seat and relax*
nothing that I know of. Though I am thinking on giving you a
little quiz of the Home to kind of help you since you had peti-
tioned for membership. One of the requirements of the higher
ranks is to assist those of the lower ranks.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 13:04:10) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Nodding again ”I like quizzes” I
said with a touch of sarcasm in my voice then a smile drew across
plump lips. ”Sounds good to me!” I lowered my head and my gaze
now fell upon you

 
 
(11/21/14 : 13:21:19) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : *chuckling as I hear your sar-
castic tone. Quizzing was not my forte as well, but I had come to
see of it as a necessary evil. I then clear my groat and sit up
straight, doelike green eyes lookign on you* Name 3 weapons that
are approved for use in the Camp.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 13:27:59) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Not needed to think on this one
my voice came quick and with a Smirk. ”A quiver, Short bow and
a Spear” The fingers of my left hand trailing across the top of the
water

 
 
(11/21/14 : 13:42:18) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : *matching your smirk with my
own and then thinking* What happens if one of our bandmates
goes out and finds herself captured by a man?

 
 
(11/21/14 : 13:47:21) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I straitened up some now, fingers
still trailing against the surface of the water and perk breasts now
sitting few inches above the water. ”Be thankful it was not us” I
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said teasingly ”Nothing .. Why risk The life of others for One
Person…. Plus …It would be rather silly to chase down a Man for
a lone panther…”

 
 
(11/21/14 : 13:53:43) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : *chuckling as I hear your smar-
tass remark and then chuckling, even though your answer does
have some ring of truth to it. I then nod once* So very true. Why
rish the entire band for one who decided to be stupid. *grinning as
I rack my mind some more* What is the penalty for any found
frequenting any plaes outside of the Forest?

 
 
(11/21/14 : 14:04:52) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: -I listened to your question, it was
an interesting one indeed, but I felt that complete blunt honesty was
the best policy here.. “As you know Renata, I murdered my own
brother. I killed him because he tried to enslave Me. You see, I
grew up at my father’s side. And he taught me never to EVER let
another rule me, so I would rather die Free, than to live ruled. I
will not be enslaved, by collar, laws, rules … Or penalties.” This
was how I saw it, I fought for my freedom, my full freedom, and I
intended to keep fighting for it until my last breath. I know that I
never wanted to leave the forest, but if the day came that I changed
my mind, I would frequent places outside of the forest as often as I
wished and if anybody attempted to inflict penalty upon me for
such, I will either kill them, or die trying. I was fine with either out-
come. My life was worth nothing to Me, if it was not MY life.“So
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needless to say, I have no clue what answer you seek for that par-
ticular question.” I laughed then

 
 
(11/21/14 : 14:14:14) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : *hearing you and then nodding
once, chuckling softly at the last part of your comment* This is
true indeed. We would rather die free here than live ruled in a city
or a camp. *moving on from that question for now, as I think*
How are all slaves, Proby members, and other guests brought to
and from the Camp, and what is the penalty (Free and slave) for
letting someone know the location of our camp?

 
 
(11/21/14 : 14:21:01) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I thought on this a moment and
again gave you My honest Answer. ”Blindfolded….” I
smiled ”Through an unknown Route..” Now back on to another
Penalty question ”Personally…. If any gave away the Position of
a camp I owned, I would Kill them mercilessly”after all It is my
life they would have put at risk.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 14:23:48) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : *hearing you and then rising
from the spring, nodding and drying off with a cloth before
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drawing my skins back on* I personally think that should be the
penalty for all. After all, if they are banned then they would still
know and give the location away, or how the band moves. *grin-
ning*

 
 
(11/21/14 : 14:30:51) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”Being banned would only give
them more reason to betray one or hold a grudge” I rose from the
springs standing a few moments to allow the excess water do drip
from my body. Stepping out I then began to dry myself while
making way over to my clothing, Tossing the cloth to one side I then
Slipped back into my leathers and hung the clock back around my
shoulder’s. ”Lets go warm by the Fire Renata” I said as I began to
stroll away.
Dinner Is here so have to head out now.

 
 
(11/21/14 : 14:32:21) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a hidden hot spring near the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory |Aylee : *grinning and nodding as I make
my way to the fire* ((OK. See you soonish))
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Another Investigation with Aylee

(11/22/14 : 08:30:32)
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
: Enters the room…

 
(11/22/14 : 10:01:57) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…

 
(11/22/14 : 10:18:09) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…

 
(11/22/14 : 10:19:27)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
: Enters the room…

 
(11/22/14 : 10:34:37) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: Rising from my fur I slot the 10inch sleen knife in to
it’s sheath at my left hip having not slept much through the night a
lingering yawn claimed pink lips. I had laid under the moons so I
did not have far to go before I was settling at the fire, my chin come
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to rest on my knee’s my gaze falling to the flames as they danced to
a unheard tune, for now remaining silent until I had woken prop-
erly.

 
(11/22/14 : 10:38:58)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the kitchen hut.
says to ALL: she was working in the kitchen hut, skinning what the
scouts had brought in from the snares. It was not a lot. In fact, sev-
eral of the traps had been looted previously, the traps had been
sprung and the animal guts left lying on the ground beneath in a
steaming pile. It was causing the scouts some concern.

 
(11/22/14 : 10:40:09) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is inside the supply hut.
says to ALL: *heading tot he supply hut and checking out a couple
of things, Noting a couple of spears that need to be sharpened I
nod and then I check out the arrows at the same time. Noting they
also need sharpening I pick up a sharpening stone and sit in the
supply hut for a few ehn sharpening a couple of spears.
starting at the base of the spearhead I move the stone upward
slowly, the edge of the spear slowly getting sharper as I pick up a
vial of oiil shining the spearhead as well, doelike eyes carefully
watching the spearhead and ever careful I do not cut myself*

 
(11/22/14 : 10:54:59) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: I rose to my feet allowing a small
stretch to roll through my body before I moved of towards the
kitchen hut, Stopping at the huts door I poke my head around to see
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if any was in there, My gaze finding you and a smile crossed my lips
when I saw you was skinning animals. I was not part of this home
so it was not my place to give you a purpose here. But I was hungry
and my stomach rumbled in demand. ”Make me something to eat
slave.. or I might just eat You.” left the hut behind again with an
evil cackle echoing through the room.

 
(11/22/14 : 10:58:59) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is inside the supply hut.
says to ALL: *sharpening one spear and then setting it off to one
side as I begin to work on the other spear. I hear a voice and then
a cackle from the outside. Knowing who would cackle like that I
turn back to the spear in my hand and run the sharpening stone
over the spearhead slowly, focusing on it as I make sure the band
has sharp weaponry for the hunt*

 
(11/22/14 : 11:04:11)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the kitchen hut.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: She nodded briskly as the simple
kitchen blade worked quickly through the flesh, separating it effi-
ciently from the skin. Yes Mistress. She laughed softly at the ulti-
matum as it did not sound like an all that too unpleasant option.
She set aside the animal she was working on and quickly went to
work washing and prepping items for a simple stew, mostly
tuberous vegetables, more like a sullage only she added fresh meat.
She tossed everything into a pot and took it outside to the cook fires.

 
(11/22/14 : 11:09:51) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: I made my way back to the fire set-
tling down crossed legged, a loud growl rumbling through my
stomach just at the thought of a decent meal, that was the Only
thing I did not miss about my old life. A wicked smirk crossed my
lips as my gaze feel upon you as you came out of the hut with a pot,
eyes lingering on your flesh as I shook off the lack of sleep that was
trying to cloud my thoughts today

 
(11/22/14 : 11:10:03) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: brb somebody at my door

 
(11/22/14 : 11:15:41)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the kitchen hut.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: The pot had been enough to feed
many, of course, it would not make sense to make singular meals
out here and she kept an eye on it, stirring it occasionally so that
nothing burned or stuck. She made trips back and forth to the
kitchen hut as she continued to work on skinning the animals
brought in. Some of the meat would be cooked up over the next day
or two and some of it would be cut into thin strips for drying. The
fat she tossed into a second kettle to cook down to lard, a necessary
ingredient in pemmican and, added to salt, was what would be used
to cure the skins she was working on. Finally the stew was done, at
least the meat was cooked and the suls were soft, and she returned
from the kitchen hut with a stack of wooden bowls and spoons and
set them near the cook fire. She ladled up a bowl for you and made
her way to where you sat, bowl in one hand and spoon in the other.
She sank naturally down to her knees before you and offered up the
bowl. I hope that this is found to be satisfactory, Mistress.
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(11/22/14 : 11:24:04) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *placing both the sharpened spears on another rack
and heading out of the supply hut, grinning as I make my way to
the fire and sit crosslegged, mind churning as I rub the back of my
neck and pull the cloak tighter about me. I see one of the scouts
moving past and I call her over, getting a report on a couple of the
captives and then nodding as I tell her to check on the traps in the
Forest. She said the traps there had been plucked clean and I
scratch my chin in wonderation*

 
(11/22/14 : 11:27:06) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: ~sorry had unexpected company
show up. Going to post now~

 
(11/22/14 : 11:28:02)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the kitchen hut.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: ((No problem))

 
(11/22/14 : 11:35:35) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: I reached out and took the bowl and
spoon from you, both of my hands the bowl a few inches from my
nose and sniffed at it, The contents of the bowl smelled rather nice ,
I dipped the spoon into the bowl and pulled out a large mouthful,
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Lips would blow at the stew cooling it some before I began to eat, I
had spooned up a bit of everything from the bowl and a weird look
came across my features and I chomped down on the meat… after a
few moments I swallowed the food down in one gulp and nodded
my head at the bowl. ”What meat is this?” was asked before I took
up another spoon of the stew.

 
(11/22/14 : 11:39:21) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *watching Aylee take a bowl from mischief and then
eating it. I see Aylee finish the spoonful and then have a wierd
look on her face. As she asked mischief the question I think that
whatever the mead it, it must not be too bad since she had eaten it.
I chuckle softly to myself and then rope a passing thrall grabbing a
bota of water from him and then drinking slowly, watching Aylee
and mischief slowly*

 
(11/22/14 : 11:40:38)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the kitchen hut.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: What was fresh in the traps
today, mostly tree and ground urts. She shrugs absently. It is not
insects.

 
(11/22/14 : 11:51:32) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: Gulping down another spoonful of
the food as I listened to your words and a slight smile crossed my
lips at your mention of insects, the meat was succulent and had an
unusual taste to it, but that was not a bad thing, This was the best
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meat I had eaten in a long while, my eyes dropped to the bowl and
my right hand dipped the spoon in, taking out a large chunk of
meat before my gaze drew back to you, Slowly then I drew the spoon
towards your lips offering the meat out to you. ”You make a good
stew” I waited for you to take the meat from the spoon. ”See that
Renata and the others are fed. If there is any stew left over You
may fill yourself a bowl.” I had noticed the work and effort you
had been putting in around the Lair and now after this delicious
stew you made. I saw no problem with allowing you a proper
meal. ”You deserve it” I said with a wink

 
(11/22/14 : 12:03:20)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the kitchen hut.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: She leaned forward and opened
the crimson petals of her lips, a bit chapped in this colder weather,
and took the offered spoonful into her mouth and drew back. It was
warm and the taste was good in her mouth, so much better than
slave gruel. Thank you, Mistress. I shall see to that. She rose from
her spot and returned to the fire and started to ladle out a second
bowl, giving it a good stir before doing so. She took the bowl and the
spoon over to the other and settled to her knees before her. (Renata)
If you are hungry Mistress, some hot stew.

 
(11/22/14 : 12:06:58) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing Aylee and then watching
you, taking the bowl and the spoon and nodding, picking the
spoon up and ladling some of the stew then eating slowly* Won-
derful stew. Now you said that there were urts in the traps, if my
hearing is correct. No tabuk or sleen in the cavern traps? I know
the traps in the Forest that were set had not had any tabuka or
tarsk, and the one tabul Aylee and I had tried to get got away.
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(11/22/14 : 12:09:15) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: Hungry eye’s watched you closely as
you took the meat from the spoon, I was not one for manner’s so
now that I had finished talking to you I greedily began shovelling
the stew into my mouth, savouring every bit before gulping it down
Renata: My gaze flashed to the girls peachy arse as she drifted
towards the fire, Even I had to admit it looked ripe for the taking. I
looked up to you with a smirk and pushed those thoughts aside. ”I
trust you slept well Ren?” Was asked as I chewed on another piece
of meat.

 
(11/22/14 : 12:11:05)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the kitchen hut.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: No Mistress. The scouts said that
many of the traps had been sprung but were empty, only entrails
left behind. Some of the traps were damaged as well. She shrugged
absently and offered no other comment for she was aware of what
the concern was.

 
(11/22/14 : 12:17:07) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing your words and then
nodding thoughtfully* hmmmm. Very interesting. I do recall a
couple of the scouts mention that the traps in the Forest were the
same way. And they had seen some rather familiar claw markings.
The way they sounded, it looked like the same claw markings seen
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at the camp that Aylee and I had found. *eating the stew as I hear
Aylee speak then turn to her*
AYLEE: *nodding to you with a grin* I slept well Aylee, and trust
the same for you? *eating more of the stew and then thinking*
After we finish the stew, I would like to examine some of the traps
in the Forest. When you checked out that Camp, did you notice
any damaged traps in the area?

 
(11/22/14 : 12:22:23)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is inside the kitchen hut.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She would not be surprised if the
smelly nasty Kur would steal from the traps. The damn thing is
smart enough to loot from the traps without harm. Once you take
the bowl and turn your attention to the other woman, she stands
and moves back to the stew pot and begins filling bowls to take to
the scouts and guards. She fills two bowls at a time and takes the
bowls and spoons to the various panthers about the lair.

 
(11/22/14 : 12:28:27) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”I tossed and turned most of the
night” was all I said to that question as my thoughts drew back, I
had come across many traps both while I was travelling and during
my stay here, recalling my mind back some trying to think if any
had been damaged as I gulped down the last of my stew. ”Just to
the north of the Camp the butt of my spear had set one off, apart
from that … No I do not think there was.” I placed the bowl and
spoon of to my side now that I had finished with it.

 
(11/22/14 : 12:32:58) Renata

Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *hearing you and then nodding
once, motioning to one of the perimeter scouts and telling her to
take a tracker and bring the damaged traps from the caves into the
Lair and put them by the cavern opening. She nods and moves
away as I rise finishing my own bowl and spoon* I think we might
have to check them out and see. I did hear a couple of Scouts
mention that the markings on one of the damaged traps look like
the same ones which were found on the tents in the camp as well
as on a couple of the bodies which we had buried after that attack.
*nodding and then swiftly moving to my hut* I think we best go
out there armed to the hilt. bow, arrows, and spear. *was said as I
moved from the fire, motioning to a Scout and Trader to accom-
pany us as we are about to head out*

 
(11/22/14 : 12:41:55) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I rose to my feet after hearing your
words and headed over to my fur to gather up my weaponry. I
tossed the 4foot short bow over my right shoulder and attached the
quiver to my right hip, the 10inch sleen knife still sheathed in place
at my left hip and the 5 foot spear now held in my right hand for
now it’s head pointing up and it’s butt jabbing at the ground as I
began to move off to your side. ”I cannot wait to bring down the
thing responsible for all this” I said with a low growl ”I was okay
with Men hunting us, that I could deal with, But when It comes
to messing with a my food, they are asking for an all out war”
Whatever was out there was beginning to piss me off with all it’s
sabotaging.

 
(11/22/14 : 12:47:13) Renata

Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *moving to my hut and picking
up my short bow, placing it over my right shoulder. I then pick up
my 5 foot long spear and hold it in my left hand and exit the hut. I
then head over to the supply hut and pick up a quiver of 20 pile
arrows and attach it to my right hip as my sleen knife is in a
sheath on my left hip. The knife is 10 inches long. I make my way
to the cave opening as you move to my side and nod* I know how
you feel Aylee. When I saw the damage that thing I could do I had
wanted to try to kill it myself. Shayne had told me that she was
going to orank me up mor than relatively expedient because of it.
*bending down and examining one of the broken traps and then
nodding to the markings* Look familiar?

 
(11/22/14 : 12:48:47)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: While everyone else is hurrying about grabbing up
weapons to go out to look at traps and perhaps to look for the Kur,
she starts collecting up empty bowls and spoons to get them washed.
She has very little interest in hunting. Fishing, yes, trapping yes, but
actual hunting, no. It is one thing to kill a fish which looks up at
you with cold dead unblinking eyes, and another to kill a furry
animal with eyes like a human. Besides, a lot of those things could
fight back, sleens and panthers. Especially Kur. She would defend
herself if necessary but did not intend to go on the offensive.

 
(11/22/14 : 12:52:08) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I nodded to your question, you
was right, It looked like the same ‘claw’ marks that was upon the
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tents and the tree. ”It is getting worse…” before long this thing
would likely strike again and next time the Lair may not be as
lucky. ”We need to find and kill this thing before it is too late.”

 
(11/22/14 : 12:54:46) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *hearing you and then nodding*
Still think the male you had captured has something to do with it?
*placing the blindfold about your head and walking through the
lair caves, using my spear as a walking stick and then checking on
some of the undamaged traps. I do not see anything and then I
spot one of the other scouts coming back. I tell her to find a
couple of new undamaged traps and situate them in the cave. She
nods and moves toward the Lair as I move to the general caves
leading to the Forest*

 
(11/22/14 : 13:02:28) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I shook my head as you placed the
blindfold around my head ”I am not so sure he does…” I paused
as you spoke to one of the scouts speaking again as you continued
to lead me through the caves. ”He only mentioned Lumber Men.”
Of course he could be lying and the men could have been using
disguise, he seemed to have wanted his freedom back and pretty
badly, he obviously knew if he was caught lying to us it would
result in nothing but death…

 
(11/22/14 : 13:03:51) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
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Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I shook my head as you placed the
blindfold around my head ”I am not so sure he does…” I paused as
you spoke to one of the scouts speaking again as you continued to
lead me through the caves. ”He only mentioned Lumber Men.” Of
course he could be lying and the men could have been using dis-
guise, he seemed to have wanted his freedom back and pretty badly,
he obviously knew if he was caught lying to us it would result in
nothing but death…
Repost.

 
(11/22/14 : 13:06:03) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *hearing you and then nodding,
exiting the caves into the Forest and then glancing up to the sky as
I remove the blindfold from you* Well, we could check out the
camp you had found or we check outone of the deatroyed traps
*nodding to the south of where we are* that one of the scouts had
told me about. *I then notice the Socut and Tracker disappeared
into the forest watching over us and then I look to you, knowing
that fiid is going to be scarce either way for the Lair*

 
(11/22/14 : 13:06:21) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: ((*pushes that here*))

 
(11/22/14 : 13:09:36)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: She sets about cleaning up all of the bowls, going to the
stream and filling a wash bowl with water and then returning to the
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kitchen hut. She quickly washes and rinses all of the bowls and
spoons and then returns to the fire to gather the pot and eat what is
left. She fills her own bowl with the remains of the stew, which is not
a lot but it will be enough. Before she eats, she takes the pot into the
kitchen to fill with water so that it will not be hard to clean when it
cools. Then she sits by the fire to eat. Enjoying the quiet of the lair.

 
(11/22/14 : 13:14:07) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: My eye’s would take a moment or
two to adjust from the darkness of the blindfold and once they did
my gaze fell upon you. ”Shayne may want to see the camp too, so
for now we should check out the traps and maybe see if any of
them can be fixed” I saw no point in checking over the camp now
to find later that Shayne wishes to see for herself.

 
(11/22/14 : 13:19:21) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *hearing you and nodidng, then
making my way south of the caves, my speaw being used as a
walking stick and tapping the cround as I do. I spot one of the
damaged traps off to my left about 5 feet away as it looks like who-
ever did this had carried a bit of the trap with it. I then move that
direction and look down at it then to you* It seems like this had
been dragged some. *nodding off th the south and east toward the
deep brush* I remember one of the scouts checking out that area
for a possible trap place when we came up this way.

 
(11/22/14 : 13:25:38)

-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: She curls up next to the fire with her bowl of stew and
ponders on the problem with the Kur. She is not sure if it is strange
for the beasts to be roaming about here or not. She’d not seen one
here before. In Torvaldsland, yes. The forests, no. She should like to
see them attack the fair. That would be a sight to see and the fair
was not all that far away from the forests.

 
(11/22/14 : 13:26:43) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: My eyes would constantly be scan-
ning around us, I noted the trap you spoke of I slowly began to walk
towards the marks in the ground where the trap and been dragged,
there were small traces of blood upon the trap and a small trail of
blood drips leading to where you had motioned… ”The trap must
have snagged it” I pointed out towards the blood

 
(11/22/14 : 13:31:33) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *hearing you and then seeing the
blood on the ground* The blood could be anything, *glancing to a
marking* but one thing we do know. If the Kur had gotten at this
trap, it must have done a poor job at it. *showing a small mark
instead of the large markings on the other traps* In any event, the
band needs to be on it’s guard even more. *nodding once as I
glance about, always and ever aware of my surroundings*

 
(11/22/14 : 13:39:23) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
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Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Had the marks been made by a
man he surly would not have gotten to far away, granting it was a
person that had taken the hit and not a beast. ”We should see
where it leads… maybe nothing but it is worth checking out”

 
(11/22/14 : 13:46:36) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *hearing you and then nodding,
making my way after the blood trail* Mayhap we can see just what
type of remains we can find. I think I know about where the Scout
placed the trap. *moving deeper into the Forest as I see the blood
stains more pronounced* It looks like whoever it was bled out.
Either that or (if it WAS a man) he was picked up by another and
heading out.

 
(11/22/14 : 13:53:30) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Nodding slowly I followed your
lead, coming to a stop and looking around ”I hate mysteries!” I
said with a quiet sneer as eyes now dropped to the pool of blood at
my feet. As of yet I could see nothing indicating to what/who the
blood had come from.
I gotta shoot for dinner now will be back shortly

 
(11/22/14 : 13:54:01) Renata

Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern Forest.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: ((OK myystery fan. *grinz*))
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(11/22/14 : 13:54:58) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: ~Laughs as I leave~

 
(11/22/14 : 13:55:05) | Poisoned Glory |

Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Leaves…
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Investigation with Aylee, mischief,

and Micah

(11/26/14 : 11:48:37)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…
(11/26/14 : 11:54:56)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is either in a tree hut or one on the ground inside the Lair.
says to ALL: *stretching and rising from my fur, rolling it up and
placing it off to one corner as I pick up my sleen knife and place it
to my left hip. I turn and secure my panther skins and then make
my way tot h hut door, opening it and looking out into the main
area of the Lair, thinking as I do*
(11/26/14 : 11:57:39)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is at the stream that creates a border of the Lair.
says to ALL: she sits near the stream with a lap full of netting as
she works to mend the various holes in it. She did not know where
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the netting had come from, she had just found it in the corner of
the supply hut. It might work well, once it was mended, for
fishing. The spot further downstream where it narrowed, would
be a good place for a net. But it had many holes and it was too
widely spaced for the size of fish that would be in this smaller
stream.
(11/26/14 : 12:02:37)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: I turned on my side, pulling my knee’s up to my chin
and curling up into a tight ball underneath the warmth of the fur.
I had slept next to the fire but even that did not take the chill from
the air, straggling to rise from my fur, I decided to stay in a ball for
now until I plucked up the strength to bear the cold. This was my
first time out in the winter and It was hard to adjusting to the bit-
terness. But this was my life now and I knew there was no going
back to the cities for me. Not now. Not ever.
(11/26/14 : 12:05:26)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is either in a tree hut or one on the ground inside the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *grabbing my cloak and wrap-
ping it about me as I make my way out to the fire, sitting close to
you and nodding as I hold my hands out to the fire* Tal Aylee. I
trust you slept well? *the nip in the air getting to me as well as I
squat instead of sit on the ground crosslegged*
(11/26/14 : 12:11:18)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Hearing you I poked my head
out from the fur a small smile offered to you as I spoke. ”Tal
Renata, I did sleep well. I trust you also slept well?” A yawn
escaped pink lips and I finally sat up from the fur tossing it to one
side, fastening the cloak about my shoulders as I shuffled forward
on my arse closer to the fire. I too lifted my hands a few inches
from the flames rubbing them together.
(11/26/14 : 12:11:19)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is at the stream that creates a border of the Lair.
says to ALL: She is not particularly bothered by the cold as long as
there is a place to warm up at some point. Wearing only leathers
and a vest as she sits by the stream working on the netting. When
her toes go numb, she’ll return to the fire, but that is a part of the
winter, the feeling as if your skin were coated in ice. It was not
that much different than living in a city and having to go outside
in nothing but the rags that slaves were granted permission to
wear, sometimes with a cloak and some boots but at least here her
legs and nether areas were covered.
(11/26/14 : 12:16:34)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is either in a tree hut or one on the ground inside the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *chuckling as you poke your head
out from the fur and then nodding* I had slept reasonably well.
*watching you scoot closer to the fire and then toss the fur to one
side fastening your cloak about you* The scouts had not reported
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any other trap problems for now, but then too we had not found
out who had destroyed them.
(11/26/14 : 12:24:26)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I was glad that no other trap had
been destroyed, this meant we had more chance of catching food,
though on the other hand like you said we had not found the
thing responsible, I had hoped it was a forest beast that had been
passing by the Lair and had now moved off on it’s journey. ”It is
good news that no more traps have been destroyed…. Have any
been checked today?” Taking a bota of water from a passing slave
I take a long drink emptying half of the bota.
(11/26/14 : 12:27:50)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is either in a tree hut or one on the ground inside the Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: I had just woken up, so had not
had time to check any of the scouts to see if they had. *nodding*
However, I am also considering a couple of other traps to make
sure none escape or even think of trying to escape. In fact, I have
one of them in the Lair as a test for any. It is hidden somewhere.
*knowing your discomfort with traps and then grinning* IF this
trap works, then I shall see about moving it to the outside.
(11/26/14 : 12:30:15)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
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-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is at the stream that creates a border of the Lair.
says to ALL: She worked methodically on the net, going row by
row and adjusting the ropes so that the holes were narrower,
fixing those that were broken with newer rope. Part of the heavy
net sat in her lap, the rest draped over her legs and onto the
ground on all sides as if she were wearing some sort of bizarre
skirt. Her fingers were sore from tying and untying string,
chapped and cold. Soon enough she would move back to the fire,
but the net was almost done. An easy way to ensure that there was
some food on the fires, at least until the stream froze.
(11/26/14 : 12:33:38)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Nodding and listening to your
words as another mouthful of the water was gulped down, ”Want
to go check out a few?” The bitter air clung to my 131lb form and
nipples started to harden as goose pimples ran through my body,
Sitting here doing nothing was only making the cold worse and
now I had begun to shiver lightly, I was not going to let the winter
defeat me so I needed to keep myself busy.
(11/26/14 : 12:38:08)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *hearing you and then nodding* I
think we should. After all, it might be good to see if we find any
food out there as the cold is hitting. *sising to my full 5’3 form* I
shall meet you by the cave opening in a few ehn. *making my way
to my hut*
(11/26/14 : 12:41:33)
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| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: 1. Nodding again as you head
towards your hut, I rise to my feet and head over to my fur,
Attaching the 10inch Sleen knife to my left hip and a quiver of 20
arrows to my right hip, I then take up the 4 foot short bow and
toss it over my right shoulder, The 5 foot spear taking it’s place In
my right hand, it’s butt jabbing at the dirt for now it was used for
nothing more than a walking stick
(11/26/14 : 12:47:01)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to ALL: *moving to my hut and then picking up my shortbow
nd tossing it to my left shoulder, then taking up the 5 foot long
spear in my right hand. I move out of my hut and to the supply
hut, picking up a quiver of 20 arrows and placing it on my right
hip as I make my way to the cavern opening, speaking with a
tracker and scout telling them to come with us as we check on the
traps*
(11/26/14 : 12:49:06)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to ALL: She sees that people are about to leave the lair and
she folds up the nets and gets to her feet. She swiftly and silently
makes her way over to the cavern opening, hoping to be able to
sneak out behind the group, not only because she wants to be able
to find the way out should the need arise but because she just
wants to know and there is nothing better to do.
(11/26/14 : 12:50:18)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I was still half asleep and the cold
was making me feel miserable, none would be able to tell as I had
become quite good at hiding my emotions and only showed what
I allowed people to see. I came to your side as you spoke with the
tracker, my head nodding to you to let you know I was ready to
go. Hopefully we would not be coming back empty handed. ”A
Tabuk would make a nice meal2 I laughed some, wishful thinking
never hurt anyone.
(11/26/14 : 13:12:05)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *hearing you and then chuckling
softly, nodding* It would indeed. In fact, I am wondering if we
will run into that tabuk from earlier. *grinning as I place the
blindfold over your head and lead you out of the Lair, the scout in
front of us and the tracker behind us with the branch clearing our
tracks so as none can sneak in. I move through the Lair caves,
checking a trap here and there but not seeing anything just yet*
(11/26/14 : 13:17:02)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
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hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: She waits until everyone has disappeared inside of the
caves before she enters, moving into the dark and then waiting a
few moments for her eyes to adjust. She had once lived in these
caves and was aware of the full extent of the network, most likely
even more than the panthers themselves since there were many
places that appeared to be dead ends but if you were skinny
enough and brave enough to wiggle through a small gap, you
would find yourself within other caves and caverns, some large,
some tiny and she had explored most in previous winters for the
further into the network one was, the more protected you could
be from the wind and the cold. She moved slowly, listening to
words and footsteps ahead, careful of each hand and foot place-
ment.
(11/26/14 : 13:26:04)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: *sensing someone else in the cavern and then guiding
Aylee off to one passageway, pressing our backs to the wall as I
move the speaw into my left hand, moving my hand into an over-
head grip as I look back where we came, the Tracker seeing my
look and then ducking behind another pathway, watching me
carefully as I listen for any noises
(11/26/14 : 13:30:53)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
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selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: The sounds that she was follwoing suddenly stop and
she stops as well, unsure of which way to go now that there are no
longer sounds up ahead. She could choose any number of paths
but rather, she holds and waits to see if they move onwards. Per-
haps there is something ahead that they hear and she cannot.
(11/26/14 : 13:32:36)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”The Tabuk that got away” I
groaned as you placed the blindfold over my eyes, I saw nothing
but could hear everything almost like the blindfold had made my
hearing a lot more clear. Coming to a stop somewhere when you
did I was placed close against a wall. I remained silent not
knowing what was going on and waited to find out what was hap-
pening if anything..
(11/26/14 : 13:37:09)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: *thinking that something was following us I motion
to the Tracker to go back and see if there is anything, taking care
to cover tracks. She nods and then heads back the way we came
examining the area. I then motion to the Scout to move ahead for
now and see if there was anything up ahead. All at this time I stay
with Aylee, listening for any noises about us*
(11/26/14 : 13:42:03)
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I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: She stands still but it is not long before the tracker
runs into her.
(11/26/14 : 13:43:23)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I did not know the reason we had
stopped but I did know it would be for good reason, I was still
remaining silent up against the wall.
(11/26/14 : 13:46:14)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is narrating a story for
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: The tracker moves back a few
yards nd spots you as you stop cowered behind one pathway.
“Whay are you doing out of the Lair without a blindfold, slave?”
she demands as she looks o n you, brows furrowed thinking that
because of you the whole safety of the Lair might be compro-
mised.
(11/26/14 : 13:48:59)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
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hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: As she had told Balen yesterday. I wear no collar. Am
I not still free for now? She moves backward away from the wall of
the cave. What good would a blindfold do? Are the caves not dark
anyway?
(11/26/14 : 13:54:32)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is narrating a story for
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: The tracker rubs her neck as she
heard you and then nods “It is true that you are still free. There
was an intruder who had entered the Lair that was not among the
original group. How he entered is still unknown. How would we
know you are to be trusted to keep the entrance to the Lair a
secret?”
(11/26/14 : 13:57:46)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: I would do nothing that would jeopardize my posi-
tion here. The last thing I want is to end up back in the city. There
is nothing I despise more than Free Males and their simpering
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slaves. She crosses her arms beneath her breast although she is
aware that the gesture is probably unseen in the darkness.
(11/26/14 : 14:00:07)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is narrating a story for
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: The tracker hears you and then
nods once. “Fair enough indeed. Renata and Aylee are just up
ahead” *she points a couple of paths up* ” Go to her while I clean
up our tracks. I am sure she might have some use for you out in
the open Forest.”
(11/26/14 : 14:02:45)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: Jashi. She slips past the tracker and moves ahead
through the darkness, still being careful of her steps and where she
places her hands.
(11/26/14 : 14:04:32)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *looking back to see you moving
this way carefully and then looking to see the Tracker cover your
and her tracks. I nod with a chuckle as I step out of the pathway*
tal girl.
(11/26/14 : 14:06:01)
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| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Holding back a sneeze as we wait
hearing you greet someone I arch a brow
(11/26/14 : 14:07:42)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Greetings Mistress. I was allowed
to come as well. She can see the vague shapes of you and the other
as she greets her as well. ((Aylee) Greetings Mistress.
(11/26/14 : 14:10:05)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: Hearing your voice a smile drew
across my lips ”Greetings Slave” I could not see you with my eyes
but in my mind I could see every inch of you and the smile
quickly turned into a smirk.
(11/26/14 : 14:12:36)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing you and then nodding
once* Very well. For what it is worth yuo might be of some use
out there or even in the caves. But for now, let us quickly make
our way out of here. *nodding and lightly taking Aylee by the
elbow and move through the caves, seeing the opening ahead as I
stop to check on a couple of traps*
(11/26/14 : 14:15:24)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: She moves behind the pair as they make their way out
of the caves, the light brightening slowly as we approach an
entrance.
(11/26/14 : 14:25:21)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Feeling your hold on my elbow
once more as we begin to move on various thoughts running
through my mind as we weaved through the unknown path. I
knew we was close to the exit now as the draft picked up, the whis-
tling of the wind entered the caves echoing through. Then in the
blink of an eye before any would noticed, I was snatched
upwards…One of the traps sent me shooting upward, my right
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foot caught in rope as I swung upside down from the roof of the
caves. The arrows at my right hip scattering on the floor with a
loud crash. ”Well this trap works fine!.” I said with a snarl.
(11/26/14 : 14:30:48)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *feeling you being snatched from
my grip and then hearing the arrows clatter on the floor. I look
about and then spot you dangling by an ankle* What in the name
of all things Panther are you doing hanging around. *chuckling
aoftly and then lowering the rope, holding you in my arm and
then placing you on your feet after removing the rope from your
ankle, handing it off to mischief* Well at least we know this
works. Might be good to use in place of one of those destroyed
traps.
(11/26/14 : 14:36:14)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near a network of caves and foothills within the Territory.
says to ALL: She is rather amused as Mistress Aylee steps into a
circle of rope and is suddenly lifted up into the air, lucky not to
have knocked her head a good one in the process. She presses her
lips together tightly to keep back the laughter but still can’t help a
couple of chuffs. She moves to pick up the scattered arrows and
then takes the rope when it is handed to her.
(11/26/14 : 14:40:47)
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| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is in a network of caves near the eastern border of the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Feeling the rope loosen on my
ankle and once again finding my footing a sneered at your words.
My left arm raised and fist clenched, Not being able to see any-
thing I turned to where your voice came from and launched my
arm forward in hopes to punch you in the arm, Playfully of
course ”You knew that was there…. Didn’t you Renata?” I hated
traps and being caught in another one was rather annoying. But
on the bright side, we now knew that the Trap was working fine.
mischief: I heard the chuff’s and knew you was holding back a
laugh but for now I did nor said nothing to you, If I had been in
your shoes, I knew I would not have had as much restraint and by
now the Caves would have been filled with my cackle
(11/26/14 : 14:48:59)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: Not this particular one Aylee.
*chuckling softly as you lightly punch my right arm* The one I
was thinking on was close to the cave opening in the Lair. *nod-
ding as we move our way out of the cave and I remove your blind-
fold, handing it off to the tracker before she and the scout move
into the trees. I then glance about and think* I believe the scout
had said the destroyed trap we looked at a few days ago is still in
place. What say we replace that with the trap you walked into and
see what else we can find?
(11/26/14 : 14:53:32)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
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accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: She hands the arrows back to Mistress Aylee and
starts to disassemble the trap that had just been set off as Mistress
Renata has suggested that it be moved to a place more likely to
catch an animal rather than a panther. *snicker*
(11/26/14 : 14:57:04)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Blinking a few times as my eye’s
adjust from the blindfold I nod and chuckle some. ”Yes. Another
Trap set is another chance of a catch” Then seeing mischief come
from the caves I turn my gaze to her.
mischief: Taking the arrows from you and placing them back into
the quiver at my hip, My right hand came out behind you then
and harshly slapping against your arse cheek fingernails digging
into your flesh as I remove my hand from your arse. ”That’s for
laughing” I smirked and turned back to Renata
(11/26/14 : 15:01:00)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
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worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She jumps at the sudden stinging
slap against her firm round ass and then the bite of your nails into
flesh. It is a surprise and hurts but it makes her stomach burn and
tingle at the same time and it makes her want to laugh again,
although only the corners of her lips turn up in a smile. Aye Mis-
tress. Thank You.
(11/26/14 : 15:05:00)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *grinning and moving to the area
where we had seen the destroyed trap, nodding as it is still there
but now noticing the meat is gone and the trap destroyed even
more. I look to you and then to mischief as I pick the trap up by
the chain and pull it to the path* It seems this trap has been
destroyed even more than when you and I checked this out Aylee.
mischief: *looking to you and motioning ot the trap* Do those
markings look familiar to you? *I say as I remove the rope from
your hands so you can pick up the trap by the chain and check it
out while I assemble the trap and move to a tree, thinking how to
secure this*
(11/26/14 : 15:13:01)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I looked at you questioningly as I
note the trap, it was definitely useless now and what ever
destroyed the trap needed taking out, the sooner the better in my
eyes. I turned from you both then seeing everything under control
for now. ”Nature calls. I will catch you up soon” Heads into a
nearby bush
~Dinner is here, will be back in an hour~
(11/26/14 : 15:13:38)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She rubs her ass and hands the
other trap over before taking a look at the trap that had been fairly
well mangled. It is not sleen or panther. Too big. I have never seen
a trap destroyed like this. I cannot say. The only Kurri attack she
had seen had been within the city in Torvaldsland. It had left great
furrows in walls with its massive talons.
(11/26/14 : 15:13:49)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Leaves…
(11/26/14 : 15:19:31)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
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Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: you say a sleen or panthercould
not destroy a trap like this. What are the possibilities that a human
or other being can destroy a trap like this? *scratching my head
lightly then moving away placing the lasso on the ground covering
it with leaves before placing theh other end over a tree, finding a
large rock and placing it on the other end of the rope hoping to
trap an animal in it. I then return to you and think to myself. The
Kur that attacked the Band had large claws and might have had
the ability to destroy that trap. However, I try to cover all bases*
(11/26/14 : 15:21:40)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She shrugs absently and looks at
the trap. Surely a human could, but why? If you were caught in it,
you would not have to go through such lengths to get out of it,
and if something else were caught in it that you wanted, you could
remove the animal without destroying it.
(11/26/14 : 15:27:25)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: you do bring up a valid point.
*nodding and thinking* And if that beast is still out and about,
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then it might be destroying thse as a message to the Band and also
to Shayne. Last I heard from Shayne was that the beast was after
her and Rina because its firstborn was killed by them.
(11/26/14 : 15:29:28)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: A Kur? I did not think they could
hold grudges. She frowned and kicked absently at the ground. It is
not a good thing. The beasts are…hard to take down, even by
armored men.
(11/26/14 : 15:36:51)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: I had heard they are hard to take
out as well. *nodding and noting your frown* One thing I had
heard was that they do not like fire, so if we light a couple of
arrows the beasts could be taken out that way.Of course, those
were rumors I had heard while in Laura. *picking up the trap by
the chain* I think Shayne might be interested in seeing this
destroyed trap. There was also a camp of men about 10 pasangs or
so to the west of the caverns that had a few papers and the same
markings.
(11/26/14 : 15:41:28)
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I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Fire? No they don’t like it but I
don’t know that it will kill one any more than anything else. Drive
it off maybe. She considers the idea. The flames would catch their
fur on fire. Imagine the scent. Her nose crinkles at the idea. The
men were all killed? Her frown increased for the men should have
been able to drive off one Kur.
(11/26/14 : 15:49:18)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: There were 7 killed and 1 who was
at death’s door. He was basically clutching at his entrails when
Aylee and I had approached the Camp. It appeared the 1 qho was
at death’s door was compiling something and was heading for an
exchange point to try and get word to us. *a Scout comes and I
hand the trap off to her. She then disappears into the trees
heading back to the Lair* In fact, the man that Aylee had captured
is possibly an agent of the Kur which is why he is being under
close scrutiny at the Aframe in the Lair. That, combined with the
spy found by the barrels gives me reason to believe that there is
something more afoot here.
(11/26/14 : 15:51:41)
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I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Humans working with Kur? She
is aghast at the very idea as it seems to contrary to human nature.
It is kinda like the idea of Males submitting only far worse. What
guarantees could a Kur give not to eat their agents when they had
done their bidding.
(11/26/14 : 15:57:44)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *seeing the aghast look on your
face and nodding* I had heard of a couple of humans working
with Kur in the past, only to be served up with a nice kalana after
their usefulness had been completed. The destruction int he camp
could have been their warning to others not to trifle with them. In
fact, Shayne, Aylee and I were about to check that camp out prior
to the scout telling us that you and Micah were in the camps. So
we diverted our way to check on you.
(11/26/14 : 15:59:33)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
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worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Which was a good thing for
Micah. she sighs and runs a hand through her beaded hair. What
is needed would be a few large pit traps.
(11/26/14 : 16:07:44)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
: Enters the room…
(11/26/14 : 16:15:39)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: Returning from the bush I made my way back to you
both. The spear still in my right hand, bow on my left shoulder,
quiver of 20 arrows at my right hip and the sleen knife sheathed at
my left hip. Nodding to myself as I catch the talk about pit traps
coming to a stop near you both.
(11/26/14 : 16:18:20) http://p10.hostingprod.com/@storm-
lands.net/micah3.jpg : Enters the room…
(11/26/14 : 16:19:37)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
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says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing you and nodding* very
doable indeed. what would be needed to make such a pit trap?
*spotting Aylee returning and then nodding to her*
AYLEE: *grinning to you as you return and then smirk* Welcome
back Aylee. Did ya get lost in the brush? *chuckling softly*
(11/26/14 : 16:22:15)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
: ok…maybe i should use ALL of the codes, lol
(11/26/14 : 16:22:26)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I Smirk crossed my lips as you
thought I had gotten lost ….. ”Couldn’t find a leaf…..” I cackled
then,Disgusting I know but I just could not help it.
(11/26/14 : 16:25:24)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : ~Waves and smiles~ Helloo
(11/26/14 : 16:25:55)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
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says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: hey you *w* (jumps ic)
(11/26/14 : 16:27:27)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Big hole. For a Kur? Really big
and deep hole. Lot’s of pointy sticks.
(11/26/14 : 16:27:56)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: having unloaded the slave with the lair guardians, she
moves back into the forest, having been instructed of your where-
abouts by the panthers
(11/26/14 : 16:30:38)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *chuckling as I hear Aylee and
then looking to you with a nod* I am thinking not just for a Kur
but for anything. This way it would be hard for them to get out of
and also there would be limited blood. After all, last time we had
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seen this trap there was a bloodtrail leading into the depths of the
Forest but we lost the trail.
(11/26/14 : 16:34:37)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : I stood in silence for now as
Ren and mischief spoke of digging a large hole,rather them than
me I chuckled to myself then noticed you approach.”Tal ….”
Pausing for a moment as I recall what the others had been calling
you…. ”Micah” I smiled as I began leaning against a nearby tree
(11/26/14 : 16:34:50)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Well what I am thinking about,
you wouldn’t want to fall into it. If you want something not so
lethal…it would have to be very deep.
(11/26/14 : 16:37:48)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
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says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *heaaring you and nodding
thoughtfully* Just how deep are we talking here? *I had heard of a
pit trap but not atually built or seen one myslf so was urious as to
how this would be made*
(11/26/14 : 16:40:02)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Well, without the pointy sticks, it
would have to be deep enough to contain a Kur. A several dozen
hort higher than the Kur, otherwise it will just crawl out.
(11/26/14 : 16:41:05)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: approaches the group as the
hunter greets her, ” Tal sister…” smiling, “I’m sorry, I don’t know
your name” smiles and moves closer, offering a hand in greeting.
(11/26/14 : 16:44:01)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
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-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : Greetings Mistress Micah.
(11/26/14 : 16:45:06)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : Reaching out and returning
your greeting ”I am Aylee, It is nice to finally meet you without
the binds” I chuckled. It was always good to see the band growing
in size and strength, it was much needed at this time
(11/26/14 : 16:46:00)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *hearing mischief speak and
then nodding to you as I spot you coming up to join us* Tal
Micah. I trust all is well? *turning to mischief and then thinking*
mischief: I think there are some shovels in theh supply hut back at
the Lair we could use. How long do you think it would take to
make one or two of them? *mind churning*
(11/26/14 : 16:47:26)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
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-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Depends on how many people
were helping. She remembers the boy who she verbally sparred
with yesterday. If Balen were to help, it would make things go
along faster. The more hands the lighter the work.
(11/26/14 : 16:49:44)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing you and nodding*
Indeed. I think we have a few people here which can do it but at
the same time more help is always appreciated.
(11/26/14 : 16:52:11)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She nods because it will be a big
job and the dirt will have to be moved away from the pit, other-
wise it would be obvious that there was a trap. Of course, as she
thinks about it, it might be possible to disguise the pit a little more
by making it appear to be a small hill or mound and then it would
not have to be so deep if it were built up from the topside with the
extracted dirt. It will be a lot of work, but worth it.
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(11/26/14 : 16:52:37)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: smiles at your words, ” And I
you, Aylee, ” looks you over, ” I have great respect for hunters, ”
smiles and turns to Renata
(to Renata) - “Tal Renata, I am well, thanks to this one ” turning a
warm eye to mischief
(to mischief) - “Greetings mischief, ” moving over to kiss you on
the cheek before pulling up her tunic to reveal an injury that was
healing well, ” your work seems to be masterful ” grins and turns
back to the other two.
” What is happening with the Kur issue?” arching a brow , seeing
that it seems to be the topic of conversation.
(11/26/14 : 16:56:42)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : Her face warms at the kiss and
she looks over the wound with a critical eye. It seems to have close
and that is good. It had not been as deep as she had feared. I am
glad that you are better and walking Mistress.
(11/26/14 : 16:58:28)
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Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *handing you the destroyed
trap so you can take a look at it* Aylee and I had found this trap
recently and it looks like something had destroyed it. mischief said
it is too big to be destroyed by sleen or panther. do you have any
idea who could have done it?
(11/26/14 : 17:00:12)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: I fell back into silence then, I pulling the Sleen knife
from it’s sheath I carefully began dragging the tip of the blade
under the nail of my leaf thumb. Constantly aware of our sur-
roundings, Every cracking twig or crunching leaf would have my
head turning towards the noise blue eyes seeking the cause of such
as I leant against the tree, listening in on the conversations as I
was on the ‘look out’.
(11/26/14 : 17:00:33)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: smiles at your words, her dark eyes
taking in your blue ones. It was strange to hear you call her Mis-
tress but she allowed it because she knew it was how you wanted it
to be. Slave or free, you would always be hers in her mind.
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“Fear not for me, mischief, I am as healthy as a larl” grinning and
reaching out to stroke your hair.
(11/26/14 : 17:03:58)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: takes the offered trap and looks it
over, ” Were we on the plains I would suggest a bosk stampede, ”
grinning, brows narrowing, ” but here in the forest…” frowns, ”
You suspect the Kurii yes?” looking you in the eye.
(11/26/14 : 17:05:54)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : She leans in to you as you
reach to stroke her hair. That is good. You did not look so a few
days past though. She laughs softly.
(11/26/14 : 17:08:16)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
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says to —]]Micah Niam[[— Does : *hearing you and nodding* I
do suspect the Kur, and the incident with the Camp that Aylee
and I had found where 7 men were slaughtered and 1 man was at
death’s door clutching his entrails and the papers found there pos-
sibly confirmed it. The papers are in Shayne’s hut. In fact, Aylee
and I were going to lead Shayne to the camp when a scout told us
about you and mischief in the cave.
(11/26/14 : 17:10:28)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: twirls your hair around her fin-
gers, ” Had i not kept the knife in question, I would have sus-
pected poison, but, I begin to believe it was merely a lucky strike
in a sensitive nerve area, ” nodding with a smile, ” the next man
that attempts to touch me in such a way shall lose more than his
life, ” eyes taking on a dark gleam
(11/26/14 : 17:11:55)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: (( oh hell, rt calls my dears, I shall try to return later
this eve. Damn holidays! *g* ))
(11/26/14 : 17:12:39)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
| Woman of the Wild |
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Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: holding up my hand and inspecting my thumb nail
only to return the knife to my hand and begin scraping another
nail.
(11/26/14 : 17:13:47)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to ALL: She laughs softly at Micah’s proclamation and she
would second that. Then she returns to the more serious conver-
sation about the Kur. Where does something that big stay within
the forest?
(11/26/14 : 17:14:08)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
: wavies and poofies
(11/26/14 : 17:14:17)
—]]Micah Niam[[—
Does it scare you,
that I’m able to discern
What to love,
and what to burn
: Leaves…
(11/26/14 : 17:18:20)
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Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing your question as Micah
disappears into the Forest and thinking* Well, we ARE close to
Torvaldsland. Mayhap the Kur has a pen somewhere along the
border. Either that or he is holed up in one of the many caves. I
did hear a scout say that there was someone that was staying in
one of the other caves.
(11/26/14 : 17:20:47)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She perks up at hearing that
there was evidence of someone staying in the other caves. Really?
Did they find anything?
(11/26/14 : 17:25:09)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing you and then thinking*
One of the scouts did mention something about a couple of crates.
No live humans were seen so apparentyl he had killed then
dragged off. *looking to Aylee then thinking*
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AYLEE: glancing to you* Though if this WERE a Kur, why did he
leave those 8 men at that camp we saw and not take them with
him? Unless it is what I had suspected and it was a message to
Shayne and the Band.
(11/26/14 : 17:28:25)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is on a clearly marked path that leads through the Northern
Forest.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She sighs, disappointed. Clearly
the stuff she had stored within the caves had been found and
taken by others. She waves absently as the discussion moves to the
motive of Kur…which, must like the motive of Men was pointless
to determine.
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Spar with Aylee

(11/29/14 : 12:05:02)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: Enters the room…
(11/29/14 : 12:06:40)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
: Enters the room…
(11/29/14 : 12:31:04)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *pushing my 5’3 frame away
from the doorjamb and then pick up my 5 foot spear in my left
hand. I then pick up my short bow that Aylee had found at the
mauled camp and then place it over my right shoulder and move
to the supply hut. There I pick up 20 simple pile arrows measuring
18 inches and then head over to the fire, green eyes glancing about
spotting you. I give you a nod and a grin* Tal Aylee. I trust all is
well?
(11/29/14 : 12:40:08)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: A smirk crossed my lips as I saw
you coming towards me, my gaze lingering on your pale flesh and
the cold bitten colour of your lips, they seemed to look a lot more
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‘juicer’ then I had noticed before, thoughts began to twirl through
my mind but I pushed them aside as you spoke. ”Fantastic. … so
far” I chuckled and drew my gaze towards the fire. ”And you …
everything good I take it?”
(11/29/14 : 12:49:49)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *feeling your eyes lingering on
me and then chuckling softly. I step closer to the fire and place the
spear down as I rub my hands and squat down warming myself
up* All is indeed well here. The scouts had reported no traps were
destroyed but they had been full of small animals, which is better
than none at all.
(11/29/14 : 12:58:25)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ”Yes … far better than nothing,
they will add up and make a decent meal.” I too squatted then my
eyes drawing back to you for a moment ”Any plans today?” Of
course that question came next, It always did, If I was a member of
the band It would not need asking, but as a quest I did not want to
assume anything.
(11/29/14 : 13:03:49)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: Well, possibly hoping to get in
more target practice, and if memory serves me we were in the
middle of a spar before the captive woke up. *eyes drawing over
you and then grinning to myself for a couple of ehn before turning
back to the fire and thinking*
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(11/29/14 : 13:07:30)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I wicked smirk crossed pink lips
then ”Ahh, … You are wanting me to kick your arse?” I sneered
(11/29/14 : 13:11:10)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *chuckling as you sneer and then
shaking my head* ahhh what was that? you might be taller, but I
think I can be quicker with shots. *a smirk crossing plump, sultry
lips*
(11/29/14 : 13:16:11)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Quickly leaning forward I placed
a lone kiss on your cheek with a wink. ”Come and we shall see
Renata” I cackled as I walked off towards the training area.
(11/29/14 : 13:22:08)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *feeling your soft lips on my
cheek and then chuckling, rising and following you to the training
area thinking as I do* One weapon, 3 rounds. (That is open
stances + 3 combat rounds + final defense post)
(11/29/14 : 13:22:16)
Renata
Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: And untimed.
(11/29/14 : 13:24:14)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Nods and smiles at you ”That
suits me just fine … I will let You go first”
(11/29/14 : 13:32:10)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *moving to the circle of spears
and then nodding to myself, lowering my bow and arrows placing
them down with my sleen knife which leaves me only with my 5
foot spear, of which the final 18 inches are tapered in a bronze
spearhead which is sharpened very finely. I hold it with my left
hand about 6 inches from the bottom of the spearhead and my
hand about 2 feet from the bottom, standing about 10 feet from
you and nodding once*
(11/29/14 : 13:36:14)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
: Enters the room…
(11/29/14 : 13:44:06)
| Poisoned Glory |
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Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Ditching my bow and quiver of
arrows on a nearby scout I then enter the pit my 5’6 131lb frame
came to stop in a left lead stance my feet placed at a 45 degree
angle shoulder width apart. Bending my knee’s slightly, Standing
10 feet opposite You I take a brief look at you, noting your weap-
onry Placement and stance, My right hand took hold of the 3inch
hilt of the Sleen knife, the 7inch blade pulled from the sheath as
my elbow bent slightly holding the knife in a normal grip near my
right hip for now. I nodded at you then to let you know I was
ready.
(11/29/14 : 13:45:15)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to ALL: She hears that a spar is about to begin and moves to
the circle of spears to watch.
(11/29/14 : 13:49:22)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *smirking and then planting my
right foot, taking off with my left in a slow walk, then a sprint
stopping about a foot off your left and 2 feet in front of you. I then
swiftly bring my left hand down guiding the spear to the top of
your head hoping that with the force of the blow it would knok
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you in the head and at best cause you to see stars or at worse
knock you out*
(11/29/14 : 13:56:08)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Sorry computer froze posting
now >.<
(11/29/14 : 14:05:51)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Letting you come to me I stood
in place until you came to a stop and soon as You began to bring
the spear down I would quickly drop to the floor and to my right
as I did this
My right hand would be snapping forwards towards your left
open stomach, in hopes that the blade would pierce through you
stomach leaving you with a nice gash.
(11/29/14 : 14:14:52)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *as you bring the blade over I
smirk and then slide to my right 2 feet in an attempt to avoid that
blade. After I do that I then
pivot on my left foot sp I am perpendicular to your left side and
bring my right hand forward and down this time, the butt end of
the spear coming down and aiming for your spine, hoping to
drive you forward and drop you in the sands*
(11/29/14 : 14:25:17)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
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| Panther |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Still lowered I would simply roll
forwards and to my right to keep face with you, the roll hopefully
putting me out of reach of the spear butt about 1 foot from you
Simultaneously I would quickly begin to rise to my my full height,
my right hand slashing that 10inch sleen knife out and upwards
from my low left to high right, I was hoping for the blade to slice
you from your right thigh and diagonally up your body.
(11/29/14 : 14:25:44)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Welcome to the Silent Sleen Lair. Please visit our Forum and PM
any questions you may have to a Lair member.
Silent Sleen Panther Lair Forums
says to Rex -o-: Hello there.
(11/29/14 : 14:31:33)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *As you slash that sleen knife in a
high diagonal I step back a foot out of your way rotating my spear
horizontally and bringing it down hopefully hitting the knife and
drawing it down to the ground. As I do that I then
bring my hands in an upward thrust hoping to hit you in the
throat and make you gag a little or drop backward*
(11/29/14 : 14:36:51)
Renata
Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Rex -o-: ((*slides thast to you*))
(11/29/14 : 14:37:03)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to Rex -o-: ((to YOu))
(11/29/14 : 14:37:34)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Welcome to the Silent Sleen Lair. Please visit our Forum and PM
any questions you may have to a Lair member.
Silent Sleen Panther Lair Forums
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ((*pats you on the head* It’s
okay))
(11/29/14 : 14:37:36)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: ((tries this once more*))
*As you slash that sleen knife in a high diagonal I step back a foot
out of your way rotating my spear horizontally and bringing it
down hopefully hitting the knife and drawing it down to the
ground. As I do that I then
bring my hands in an upward thrust hoping to hit you in the
throat and make you gag a little or drop backward*
(11/29/14 : 14:38:47)
Renata
Huntress
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Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
: ((sorry. Roommate’s girls were arguing and had to try to try to
help separate them))
(11/29/14 : 14:40:10)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: 1. Noticing you stepping back
and the spear rotating, I would quickly leap back 3 feet to avoid
your blow, as I did this I was already swiftly withdrawing the knife
back and over my right shoulder and as soon as my right arm
passed a few inches behind my head
I was quickly snapping my arm back out and towards You, my
hand letting go of the Sleen knife and sending it hurling towards
your head. Hopefully leaving you with my knife between your
eye’s.
(11/29/14 : 14:41:12)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ~Cackles at you ~
(11/29/14 : 14:46:40)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *watching as you hurl the knife
then step off to my right a foot watching the sleen knife sail and
hit a passing slave ((heh heh)) I then
lower the sear and shift it to my left hand about haldway up the
shaft then nod extending my hand out* Wonderful spar Aylee.
There was one error you made which I made as well when I
engaged Shayne in the circle of spears.
(11/29/14 : 14:51:27)
| Poisoned Glory |
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Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Watching the Sleen knife slam
into a slaves arm I winced some. Taking your hand and patting
you on the shoulder with the other ”Was a fun one” Being the first
Spar I have had I knew I was not going to be with out mistakes, I
nodded and smiled at you then, I think I already know what you
was going to say ”What was that?” Pulling on a passing slave and
telling them to fetch my sleen knife from the now screaming slave.
(11/29/14 : 14:58:29)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *hearing you then chuckling as I
hear the slave scream. I turn around to see it embedded in his arm
then look back to you and nod* well now THAT will leave a mark!
*gripping your hand and then patting your shoulder as we move
to one end of the Circle* you had dropped down. Shayne had told
me that dropping down is the last thing you would want to do as it
just gives a man or another panther that much closer to collaring
and capturing you.
(11/29/14 : 15:01:39)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
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says to Renata Huntress Silent S: She had watched the spar with
interest, always interested to see how others fought. It spoke a lot
about the strength of a band.
(11/29/14 : 15:03:28)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *glancing to you and nodding with
a grin* tal mischief. what did you think of the spar? I know and
admit I need a lot more work.
(11/29/14 : 15:06:22)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: It went well. You wield a spear
well.
(11/29/14 : 15:06:43)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I nodded at your words with a
smile I understood what you was saying though I did not see that
as a mistake … going low in certain situations could quickly end a
fight or at most help evade the clutches of a large clumsy male. But
I took in your words advice was advice after all and I was open to
all. ”I shall remember that for our next fight” I chuckled as I
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turned from you then and began to leave the pit ”Lets go back to
the fire and get a drink” nothing better than a drink after violence.
(11/29/14 : 15:07:41) Rex -o- says to Renata Huntress Silent S: #tip
- when sliding away from a swing she went left, you slid right, add
an additional - movement of your spears back butt end or face end
to deflect as well. she was using a blade? so not only move to the
right but knock the other end of the spear towards her extending
wrist and knock it away ontop of the slide away to the right.
(11/29/14 : 15:10:40)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Rex -o-: I shall most definitely keep that in mind for the
next spar or other combat situation. *nodding*
(11/29/14 : 15:11:10) Rex -o- says to Renata Huntress Silent S:
thumbs up.
(11/29/14 : 15:12:58)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: I would indeed like that.
*glancing to the screaming slave and chuckling as I pick up my
bow and quiver* you are a deadly thrower.*moving out of the
circle and heading over to the fore out of breath but with a smile
on my face with that spar*
(11/29/14 : 15:18:50)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Laughing some ”I was aiming for
him…..You Know.” it was definitely a good spar and now that my
first one was over and done with I could finally begin bettering my
skills.
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mischief: My gaze found you in the stands and a smile was thrown
your way ”Greetings Slave, Renata and I want a drink…. Make it a
strong one for me” I looked back to Renata then and continued
towards the fire.
(11/29/14 : 15:19:37)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: Paga strong, or mead strong,
Mistress?
(11/29/14 : 15:20:52)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in or near the Circle of Spears, an area for combat training. .
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: My gaze falling back to you for a
moment as I thought ”Paga” I said simply.
(11/29/14 : 15:21:33)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: *hearing Aylee giving you an order
and then chuckling* I would like a strong beverage as well, mis-
chief. Make that 2 pagas. *nodding as I make my way ot the fire*
(11/29/14 : 15:24:54)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
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Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: Reaching the fire I began to settle
down crossed legged motioning to the scout that had my gear to
place it on my fur for now. The slave cam back with my sleen
knife taking it from his grasp and wiping it on his tunic before re-
sheathing it at my left hip. ”We will have to do that again some-
time. I suggested as I brought my elbows to rest on the inside of
my knee’s.
(11/29/14 : 15:25:04)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Kicks that to You
(11/29/14 : 15:26:08)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *cackles at ya*
(11/29/14 : 15:26:48)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: ~Kicks you instead of the post~
Pffffft
(11/29/14 : 15:28:35)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to ALL: Aye Mistresses. She moves across the lair, bare feet
moving over the frozen ground in quick efficient steps, walking on
the balls of her feet, with one foot falling directly before the other,
making her hips sway. She ducks into the kitchen hut and returns
with two botas of paga, they are cold, it is cold outside. Paga can
be served either warm or cold. She returns and kneels between the
two of you, handing over a bota to each. Cold paga. May it hit the
spot.
(11/29/14 : 15:32:52)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: I would indeed like that.
*glancing to the screaming slave and chuckling as I pick up my
bow and quiver* you are a deadly thrower.*moving out of the
circle and heading over to the fore out of breath but with a smile
on my face with that spar*
(11/29/14 : 15:34:29)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: ((*redoes rhat post*))
*hearing you and then nodding, crouching by the fire as I do* Yes
we shall have to do that again in the future as I see mischief
approaching with two botas of paga.
MISCHIEF: *nodding to you as you approach and then placing
my spear down to my right. I then take up the bota and grin with
a wink* thank you mischief. This should hit the spot. you do the
Lair proud.
(11/29/14 : 15:35:19)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
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selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Thank you Mistress. I will always
do my best.
(11/29/14 : 15:36:50)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: A warm smile crossed pink lips as
you held out the Paga, taking it from your grasp and lifting it to
my lips taking down a quick shot of the cool liquid, My face
scrunched up some as the liquid hit the back of my throat and a
small cough escaped my lips. It tasted like crap and and a harsh
after taste, but I rather liked that, it was an odd sensation. ”Thank
you slave. You may continue with what you was doing, If Renata
does not wish you that is. My eyes clawing over your frame before
they drew back to Ren.
Renata: I lifted the bota up to you some ”May there be many more
together” I said cheerfully before lowering the bota and taking
another mouthful.
(11/29/14 : 15:38:39)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
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says to ALL: May I be permitted to..return to where I sleep.
((tonight is pictures with Santa))
(11/29/14 : 15:39:56)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: you may. :) I wish you well. ((have
fin with the pictures with Santa tonight))
(11/29/14 : 15:40:32)
I can understand why it is that such women hate men, but it is less
clear to me why they hold such enmity to women. Indeed, they
accord more respect to men, who hunt them, and whom they
hunt, as worthy foes, than they do to women other than them-
selves. They regard, it seems, all women, slave or free, as soft,
worthless creatures, so unlike themselves. Perhaps most of all they
despise beautiful female slaves.
-mischief-
:-: Heart of a Panther. Soul of a slave:-:
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: Thanks. Have a good night.
(11/29/14 : 15:40:53)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to -mischief-:-: Heart of a: Bye hun! ~Waves~
(11/29/14 : 15:41:19)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: *nodding with a grin as I raise the
bota to you* I will drink to that! *lowering the bota and then
drinking slowly as I look about the Lair and then to you once
more with a wink*
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(11/29/14 : 15:45:23)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: I rose to my feet and finished the
paga in another large mouthful, my face once more crunching up
at the taste, Tossing the bota over my shoulder I turn from you
then and begin making my way towards a bush “I will be back
soon” I said with a smirk.
~I’m going to head out for dinner now, will be back in an hour-ish
If you are still around~
TABLE WIDTH=”100%” border=0 cellpadding=0 cell-
spacing=0>(11/29/14 : 15:46:36)
Renata
Huntress
Silent Sleen Panther Lair - ReVo
Is in the main area of the Silent Sleen Panther Lair.
says to | Poisoned Glory | Aylee: ((OK. *grinz* I will be on Skype))
(11/29/14 : 15:46:56)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
says to Renata Huntress Silent S: okie dokie see you soon
(11/29/14 : 15:47:11)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
says to Rex -o-: Bye for now
(11/29/14 : 15:47:49)
| Poisoned Glory |
Aylee
| Panther |
: ~waves and runs~
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